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Introduction

T

he purpose of this guide on “How to Develop a Pedestrian Safety Action Plan”
is to present an overview and framework for state and local agencies to develop
and implement a Pedestrian Safety Action Plan tailored to their speciﬁc problems and
needs. A Pedestrian Safety Action Plan is a plan developed by community stakehold
ers that is intended to improve pedestrian safety in the community. An objective of
the guide is to help state and local ofﬁcials know where to begin to address pedestrian
safety issues. It is also intended to assist agencies in further enhancing their existing
pedestrian safety programs and activities, including identifying safety problems and se
lecting optimal solutions. This guide is primarily a reference for improving pedestrian
safety through street redesign and the use of engineering countermeasures as well as
other safety-related treatments and programs that involve the whole community. This
guide can be used by engineers, planners, trafﬁc safety and enforcement professionals,
public health and injury prevention professionals, and decision-makers who have the
responsibility of improving pedestrian safety at the state or local level.
Pedestrian Safety Problem Background
Pedestrian crashes and the resulting deaths and injuries are a serious problem on our
roadways. In 2004, 4,641 pedestrians were killed in trafﬁc crashes, representing 12
percent of all roadway-related fatalities (National Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administra
tion, 2004). In urban areas, pedestrian deaths typically represent 25 to 40 percent
of trafﬁc fatalities. Approximately 70,000 pedestrians were injured on roadways in
2004, and many of these were severe injuries. While reducing pedestrian crashes has
recently gained increasing priority among some state and local agencies as well as the
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), more efforts and programs are needed to
develop and implement effective strategies to reduce pedestrian-related injuries and
deaths.
The safety literature reveals a variety of risk factors that inﬂuence pedestrian crashes
and severity. For example, pedestrian crash risk increases on wide roads (four lanes or
more) with high motor vehicle speeds and/or volumes. Intersections are more dif

a society
“thatInvalues
choice
and freedom,
people should
be able to walk
safely, whether
for fun and rec
reation, errands,
getting to work
or school, shop
ping, or other
reasons.

”

For more crash sta
tistics, see NHTSA’s
Trafﬁc Safety Facts:
2004 Data, available
at http://www-nrd.
nhtsa.dot.gov/
pdf/nrd-30/ncsa/
TSF2004/809913.pdf
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ﬁcult to cross when pedestrians encounter wide crossing distances, wide turning radii,
multiple turn lanes, or trafﬁc control that is confusing or complex. Other high-risk
factors include drug/alcohol use by motorists and pedestrians, lack of nighttime road
way lighting, and the lack of walkways along roads. Older pedestrians are much more
susceptible to serious or fatal injuries because of their frailty, while young children
(particularly males aged 5 to 9) are more likely to be struck by a motor vehicle after
darting into the street (Campbell, 2004).
Many pedestrian crashes are the result of unsafe motor vehicle driver and pedestrian
behaviors. Certain roadway designs features can contribute to unsafe behaviors by
pedestrians and motorists. For example, excessively-wide streets encourage higher
motorist speeds. High-volume multilane roads with a lack of safe crossings at regular
intervals can contribute to pedestrians crossing streets at unsafe locations, particularly
those who cannot or will not walk great distances to signalized locations. Land use de
cisions can also result in areas that are unsafe for pedestrians. For example, separating
residential areas from shopping areas with high-volume multilane roads forces some
pedestrians to cross streets in places that may not be safe. These types of issues must
also be addressed in long-term solutions for pedestrian safety.
The American Association of State Highway and Trans
portation Ofﬁcials’ (AASHTO, also called the Green Book)
A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets states:
“Pedestrians are a part of every roadway environment, and attention
should be paid to their presence in rural as well as urban areas…pe
destrians are the lifeblood of our urban areas, especially in the down
town and other retail areas” (AASHTO, 2001).

Walking is a basic human activity, and
pedestrians are the lifeblood of many
urban areas.

The National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) Report 500, Volume 10, A Guide for Reducing Col
lisions Involving Pedestrians, states:

“Walking is a basic human activity, and almost everyone is a pedes
trian at one time or another…Even though pedestrians are legitimate
roadway users, they are frequently overlooked in the quest to build
more sophisticated transportation systems. Whether building new infrastructure or renovating exist
ing facilities, it should be assumed that people will walk, and plans should be made to accommodate
pedestrians. Where people aren’t walking, it is often because they are prevented or discouraged from
doing so” (Zegeer, Stutts, et al., 2004).
Unfortunately, many of our nation’s streets and highways were primarily built to
facilitate the smooth ﬂow of motor vehicles. Yet, walking is the fundamental mode
of human mobility; everyone is a pedestrian at some point in every journey that they
take. This includes walking to a bus or walking to a parking lot. It includes people of
all ages from children to older adults as well as pedestrians with visual and mobility
impairments.
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It is important to recognize that although many people choose to walk instead of
drive as their only or primary mode of transportation, many others do not have the
choice of driving. According to 2000 Census ﬁgures, nearly 15 percent of U.S. house
holds do not own a vehicle. Also, 25 to 30 percent of U.S. citizens
do not have a valid driver’s license. This includes children under
age 16, as well as many older and physically-impaired adults. This
portion of our population should not be prevented from safe and
reasonable opportunities to walk.
In a society that values choice and freedom, people should be able
to walk safely, whether for fun and recreation, errands, getting to
work or school, shopping, or other reasons. Many Americans want
to be able to walk more if given the opportunity to do so. Yet,
many street environments are often inhospitable and unsafe for
walking.
Pedestrian safety and mobility must be elevated to a top priority for
the situation to improve substantially. The engineers, planners, and
other public ofﬁcials in state and local agencies can leave an impor
tant legacy of improved walking conditions and fewer pedestrian
crashes and injuries for future generations.
There are several objectives that transportation professionals should
address to improve pedestrian safety and mobility (adapted from A
Guide for Reducing Collisions Involving Pedestrians):
•
•
•
•
•

Many Americans want to be
given the opportunity to walk
more, whether for fun and rec
reation, errands, shopping, or
other reasons.

Reduce the speed of motor vehicles.
Reduce pedestrian risks at street crossing locations.
Provide sidewalks and walkways separate from motor vehicle
trafﬁc.
Improve awareness of and visibility between motor vehicles and pedestrians.
Improve pedestrian and motorist behaviors.

A variety of strategies are available to improve pedestrian safety. A comprehensive
approach involving the “three E’s” (Engineering, Education, and Enforcement), as
well as making pedestrian-conscious land use decisions, is recommended. Engineers,
educators, planners, and enforcement ofﬁcials all play a role in helping to identify and
implement effective safety improvements
Guide Contents
This guide contains the following chapters:
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 1: Planning and Designing for Pedestrian Safety—The Big Picture.
Chapter 2: Involving Stakeholders.
Chapter 3: Collecting Data to Identify Pedestrian Safety Problems.
Chapter 4: Analyzing Information and Prioritizing Concerns.
Chapter 5: Selecting Safety Solutions.
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•
•

Chapter 6: Providing Funding.
Chapter 7: Creating the Pedestrian Safety Action Plan.

Chapter 7 provides the framework that state and local agencies can use to develop a
customized Pedestrian Safety Action Plan. The concepts, principles, and information
contained in this guide are based on national guidelines, including (among others):
• AASHTO
• Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities.
• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
• Manual on Uniform Trafﬁc Control Devices.
• PEDSAFE: Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System.
• Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
• Trafﬁc Control Devices Handbook.
• Design and Safety of Pedestrian Facilities.
• NCHRP
• Report 500, Vol. 10, A Guide for Reducing Collisions Involving Pedestrians).
Pedestrian plans and design guidelines from local and state transportation agencies
throughout the U.S. are referenced throughout this guide. Most of the facility recom
mendations and design principles given here are based on the latest pedestrian safety
research, particularly FHWA and NCHRP research. This guide provides a framework
for 1) reviewing pedestrian problem sites, roadway segments, and other targeted areas
in an organized manner and 2) selecting and implementing appropriate safety mea
sures.
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National Guidelines and Resources
Design Guidelines
For descriptions of
these documents
and links to ad
ditional resources,
see Appendix F.
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National Guidelines and Resources
For descriptions of these
documents and links to
additional resources, see
Appendix F.

Countermeasure Selection Tools

Research and Policy Tools
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Chapter 1:
Planning and Designing
for Pedestrian Safety—
The Big Picture

T

he automobile has irrefutably altered the way in which transportation systems and
the built environment are designed and constructed, often at the expense of pedes
trians. In the majority of crashes between pedestrians and motor vehicles, the pedes
trian is trying to navigate in an environment designed primarily for automobile use.
This chapter explains how some common roadway design practices can have negative
impacts on pedestrian travel and safety as well as the policies that have led to these
design practices. It also discusses other major factors that affect pedestrian safety such
as street connectivity, site design, land use, and access management. Next, it suggests
changes that can lead to improvements in the pedestrian environment. Finally, it dis
cusses the need to institutionalize these changes by reviewing, amending, and adopting
policies and design guidelines to better accommodate pedestrian travel. It is impor
tant to be proactive as well as responsive to pedestrian safety problems. This chapter
reﬂects the need to develop a Pedestrian Safety Action Plan both as a response to
current design issues and as an effort to integrate pedestrians into the design process
from the beginning to ensure the quality of future developments.
Understanding Pedestrian Characteristics
Good pedestrian safety planning must include an understanding of the characteristics
of pedestrians. With an understanding of pedestrian needs and characteristics, those
involved in pedestrian safety planning can more effectively understand how new and
existing facilities must operate, as well as how pedestrians will act when faced with
certain conditions. Applying a practical understanding of pedestrian characteristics will
provide insights when considering appropriate safety solutions and will particularly
help ensure that facilities are inviting to pedestrians.
Important characteristics include understanding why and where pedestrians walk, what
types of design features create a safer pedestrian environment, and what types of be
havioral decisions pedestrians are likely to make. In addition, pedestrians also consist
of speciﬁc populations with different characteristics, including children (who may be
impulsive or unpredictable), persons with mobility impairments (who may require
speciﬁc visibility devices or facility features), and senior citizens (who may require ad
ditional time for roadway crossings).

the major
“ity ofIn crashes
between pedes
trians and mo
tor vehicles, the
pedestrian is try
ing to navigate in
an environment
designed primar
ily for automobile
use.

”
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The AASHTO Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities (2004)
includes a comprehensive discussion of pedestrian characteristics and needs.
Transportation Design and Policy Elements that Impact Pedestrian Safety
Several design practices and policies conceived to improve motor vehicle mobility are
now recognized as barriers to a safe pedestrian environment. There are many factors
that affect the safety and mobility of the pedestrian transportation network. The ma
jor planning, design, and policy elements that impact pedestrian safety include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Street design.
Street connectivity.
Site design.
Land use.
Access management.

Because this guide includes a large section on improving
pedestrian safety through street redesign and engineeringrelated crash countermeasures, it provides a more detailed
focus on the street design elements and those policies
inﬂuencing street design choices. The interrelated subjects
of street connectivity, site design, land use, and access
management—while major components of a well-built
environment—will be discussed brieﬂy within the context
of providing safer pedestrian environments.
Street Design

Many arterial streets are
designed to ac
commodate large
volumes of fast
moving vehicles,
often a risk to pedestrian safety.

The traditional street system is based on a simple hierar
chy: most trips originate on local streets; travelers are then
ferried via collector streets to arterials, which are intended
to carry large amounts of motor vehicle trafﬁc long distances at higher speeds. This
system is based on the assumption that most trips occur by motor vehicle, so most
of the facilities are designed primarily for motor vehicle travel. The system results in
street designs that do not serve pedestrians well for several reasons:
1.

They lack pedestrian facilities: Some collector and arterial streets are built with
inadequate or no sidewalks or walkways, discouraging or limiting safe pedestrian
movement along streets. Continuous lighting may not exist to provide adequate
nighttime pedestrian conditions.

2.

They are wide or have multiple lanes that are difﬁcult to cross: Since arterial
roads are designed to facilitate smooth and efﬁcient motor vehicle ﬂow, they of
ten have multiple lanes in each direction to accommodate high motor vehicle traf
ﬁc volumes and also multiple turn lanes. The number of lanes a pedestrian must
cross has a direct effect on the complexity of the crossing task and the pedestrian
crash risk. The pedestrian must ﬁnd an adequate gap in motor vehicle trafﬁc, a
task that increases exponentially with the number of lanes.
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3.

They have high speeds: Wide streets encourage and allow higher vehicle speeds,
which relate directly to more severe injuries (to motorists and pedestrians) when
a crash occurs; the majority of pedestrian crashes and most fatalities occur on
higher speed arterials.

4.

They have complex intersections: Typically, wide arterial streets have intersec
tions that are even wider due to the addition of multiple turn lanes. They also
often have large turning radii to allow larger vehicles, such as trucks and buses, to
make turns easily and quickly. This requires pedestrians to cross longer distances
and watch for more cars in more lanes, an often challenging and dangerous task.
Skewed intersection designs and high vehicle right- and left-turn volumes at an in
tersection can also add complexity to the crossing task. Left turn arrows can also
be confusing to pedestrians.

5.

They create long delays for pedestrians at intersections: Wide intersections
and those with multiple turn lanes create a long wait for pedestrians. At times,
crossing prohibitions may be designated for one or more crosswalks to facilitate
turning movements. If a crosswalk is closed, the pedestrian is left with three
choices: cross illegally with no signal protection, walk a long distance around the
intersection, or walk to another location to cross.

6.

They provide little “friction” to protect pedestrians: Much of the trafﬁc engi
neering philosophy of the last few decades has been aimed at stripping roads of
“friction” (for example, removing trees, etc.) in order to facilitate motor vehicle
trafﬁc ﬂow. This creates a barren, unsafe, and unattractive environment for pedes
trians, often with high vehicle speeds.

Many of the solutions and designs proposed for increased pedestrian safety require
revisiting some of these assumptions. But none of the proposed designs will create a
less safe environment for motorists or other road users.
Design Speeds
One important concept to understand is design speeds. According to the AASHTO
Green Book (2001), the design speed of a roadway is the speed that is selected by the
designer for determining the various geometric design features for the road. Although
design speeds for rural roads are typically higher than for downtown urban streets, it is
important to provide design speeds that account for the needs of pedestrians, bicy
clists, and other road users. Lower design speeds may be achieved by providing such
features as narrow street widths, on-street parking, tight turning radii, buffered side
walks with street trees, short block lengths, short building setbacks, and streetlights.
It is also important to select a design speed for the type and purpose of the road. For
example, on a low-volume, urban local street, it may be appropriate to provide nar
row roadway widths and allow trees fairly close to the road. A suburban arterial street
might typically have wider lanes, trees and utilities set back further from the road, and
no on-street parking. Although a design speed may be higher on suburban arterial
streets (compared to urban local or collector streets), it is still important to provide

9
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pedestrian accommodations on such roads (e.g., well-designed sidewalks, safe street
crossings, adequate lighting), since pedestrians in those situations should also be able
to walk and cross streets safely
Street Design Policies that have Affected Pedestrians
Achieving a Desired Level of Service
Level of Service (LOS) for motor vehicle trafﬁc is usually measured in letter grades
A through F. LOS A describes free-ﬂowing unimpeded motor vehicle trafﬁc; LOS F
is near gridlock. LOS D is typical of congested urban areas where streets are full and
motor vehicle trafﬁc is moving relatively slowly. It is not uncommon for intersections
to operate at LOS F during the peak periods of trafﬁc.
See the Highway Capac
ity Manual for more
on LOS. The HCM
can be ordered from the
web site http://trb.
org/news/blurb_detail.
asp?id=1166.

The measurements and calculations needed to predict or determine LOS are quantita
tive. However, the desired LOS is often a political decision (or policy), based on how
much congestion decision-makers assume the public will tolerate. Those communities
that have sought to have motor vehicle trafﬁc ﬂow smoothly often have characteristi
cally wide roads with minimal pedestrian accommodations. Consequently, they often
experience higher crash rates for all roadway users, as both motorists and pedestrians
suffer from the less safe conditions created to achieve these higher levels of vehicle
mobility.
Accommodating Special Vehicles

Careful planning and design assures that
even narrow streets such as the one pic
tured here remain accessible to emergen
cy vehicles and other large vehicles such
as school buses and moving vans.

Roadway design is usually predicated on the concept of the
“design vehicle.” The design vehicle is the largest vehicle
that can be expected to use the road often enough to
justify designing the roadway to accommodate that vehicle.
Large design vehicles are commonly trucks and buses, in
cluding trash collection trucks, moving vans, school buses,
and ﬁre trucks. A typical design vehicle for local streets is
known as an SU (Single Unit delivery truck), such as those
used by UPS.

The most critical application of this concept is at intersec
tions, where the radius is made large enough so the design
vehicle can make a right turn without encroaching into
the opposing lane. This can have a major negative effect
on pedestrian safety and comfort, because a large radius
allows passenger vehicles to make right turns at higher speeds and requires pedestrians
to cross a longer distance. Large radii at intersections can contribute to a higher pedes
trian crash risk as pedestrians are often hit by turning vehicles.
Street Connectivity
Within the context of the previously described street hierarchy, local streets typically
do not connect well to each other, arterial streets, or destinations such as transit stops
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or stores. This leads to larger collector
and arterial streets that convey heavy
motor vehicle trafﬁc. This discontinu
ous pattern of local streets limits travel
choices for pedestrians to higher-risk
arterial streets that reduce both comfort
and safety. A lack of street connectivity leads to intersections that are few in
number—but often large in size—that are
more difﬁcult for pedestrians to navigate.
Many local streets have curvilinear or cul
de-sac designs that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Improving Connectivity of Local Streets
Street layout directly impacts the ability to walk or bike. Connected local streets, sidewalks, and bicycle facilities help reduce walking or biking distances, provide more choices on
travel, including the use of more local streets, at the same
time dispersing vehicle trafﬁc. In this example, a path was
created at the end of a neighborhood cul-de-sac to improve
the connectivity of the streets for pedestrian and bicyclist
use.

Limit pedestrians’ ability to travel in the most
direct path.
May be disorienting.
Increase the distances to destinations.
Increase pedestrian exposure time to other
vehicles on the road.
Discourage walking because of the added
travel distance to destinations.

Fewer people walking reduces the motorist’s ex
pectation of seeing pedestrians along and crossing streets.
These street designs have some negative impacts on motorists as well, increasing driv
ing distance and time, and affecting the response time for emergency vehicles.
Site Design
Many existing developments do not provide direct, clear, and convenient access for
pedestrians. Pedestrians wishing to access a site may have to determine their own path
and navigate through driveways, parking lots, landscaping, and other buildings in order
to reach the destination. This often leads to confusion and conﬂicts between pedestri
ans and motorists, resulting in more pedestrian crashes.
Land Use
The practice and evolution of land use planning is long, complex, and generally
beyond the scope of this document; however, an acknowledgement of certain issues
pertaining to pedestrian safety is in order. Land use practices that took shape after
World War II have typically favored the segregation of land uses (e.g., commercial
and employment areas, schools, and residences) and the concentration of commercial
activities along auto-dominated arterial corridors. This has produced the following
unintended consequences:
1.
2.

11

Trip origins and destinations are often far apart.
Longer travel distances lead to fewer people walking and more driving.
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3.

4.

5.

More people driving creates more hectic motor vehicle trafﬁc conditions not
conducive to safe pedestrian environments—those who do walk are exposed to
long distances and high levels of risk when they walk along or try to cross busy
high-speed arterial streets.
The premise that most trips will be made by automobile leads to street designs
intended to accommodate only the automobile, built to handle large volumes of
motor vehicle trafﬁc; when this occurs, pedestrians are often minimally accom
modated only as an afterthought, if at all.
Many of the destinations and commercial activities along a roadway corridor are
also designed to serve motorists, fostering strip development with ample parking
to capture passing motorists. As most of these destinations are located on arteri
als, they are hard for pedestrians to access.

The typical land use pattern of concentrating commercial activities along auto-domi
nated corridors creates generic-looking roads that are hard for pedestrians to cross.
The safety consequences are evident when one analyzes crash data and sees that many
pedestrian crashes occur along higher speed suburban corridors with few or no pedes
trian facilities and very separated land uses.
Access Management
According to AASHTO, access management “involves providing (or managing) access
to land development while simultaneously preserving the ﬂow of trafﬁc on the sur
rounding roadway system in terms of safety, capacity, and speed” (AASHTO, 2001).
It has widely been used to improve the efﬁciency and ﬂow of motor vehicle trafﬁc by
limiting the number of driveways and intersections on arterials and highways. In some
cases this has improved safety for pedestrians and motorists alike, but in other instanc
es it has had the unintended consequence of
facilitating the design of larger intersections
spaced far apart. These intersections are often
difﬁcult and unsafe for pedestrians to cross
due to their size and large numbers of turn
ing vehicles. Pedestrians wishing to cross at an
intersection may have to walk long distances
out of their way.

Poorly designed
driveways can
become conﬂict
points for pedestri
ans and motorists.

For communities that do not limit the num
ber of driveways and intersections, the issue
of intersection size and spacing may not be a
problem, but an excessive number of drive
ways can create another problem. For pedes
trians, every driveway is a potential conﬂict
point. Vehicles pull in and out of commercial
driveways continuously, and when driveways are designed like street intersections,
turning speeds can be quite high. Too many driveways along a street without proper
driveway design can also create a challenging walking environment for people with
disabilities.
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Methods to Improve Pedestrian Safety at the Macro-Level
In addition to improving the compliance of all roadway users with trafﬁc controls and
laws, there are several measures that can be taken to improve conditions for pedestri
ans within these transportation conventions previously discussed. Improved pedes
trian safety can be achieved in a variety of ways, including:
Street Design Improvements
To make streets safer for pedestrians, planners, designers, engineers, and ofﬁcials need
to focus on:
•
•
•
•
•

Slowing vehicle speeds.
Reducing street crossing distances for pedestrians.
Improving the visibility of pedestrians and motorists.
Increasing the level of caution taken by pedestrians and motorists.
Providing pedestrian facilities (sidewalks, crossing islands, etc.) where the needs
and potential crash reductions are the greatest by establishing a routine system to
identify gaps in the network along streets and highways, particularly in urban and
suburban areas.

Achieving one or more of these objectives not only reduces the risk of pedestrian
crashes, but also usually improves safety for motor vehicle drivers and passengers.
Sometimes a design issue may result in a complication or delay to other roadway us
ers, and transportation ofﬁcials will have to make a choice to
balance the competing interests. Ofﬁcials may perceive these
choices to be unpopular or difﬁcult to make, especially for those
whose job has been to move motor vehicle trafﬁc and who may
not be aware of values held by the community. However, most
often a community will be supportive of improved pedestrian
safety; it is important to educate and inform people about how
and why certain choices are made (see Chapter 2 for a discus
sion on how to involve stakeholders).

For additional infor
mation on pedestrianfriendly street design,
refer to the ITE Trafﬁc
Calming State of the
Practice report, available
online at: http://www.
ite.org/trafﬁc/tcstate.
htm.
Other web sites that
provide useful informa
tion include:
http://www.walkable.
org/ and http://www.
trafﬁccalming.org/.

To achieve these objectives, some policies may require rethink
ing or reprioritization. These include:
Achieving a Desired Level of Service
Some effective pedestrian safety measures may increase motor
vehicle travel time and have a slight negative impact on mo
tor vehicle LOS. A rebalancing of the transportation system
where pedestrian LOS and safety are included may sometimes
mean a change in expectations about the priority that motor
vehicle LOS is given in design and decision-making. If serious
safety measures are to be achieved, the particular LOS may be
lower for motor vehicles than if those measures were not taken.
Improvements in capacity can be achieved in other ways: by

Some wide streets are intimidat
ing and unsafe for pedestrians (top
photo), but wide streets can still be
designed to work for pedestrians
(bottom photo).
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expanding the capacity of other transportation options, re-thinking land use strategies,
or determining where important destinations—such as schools—are to be located.
Accommodating Special Vehicles
The conﬂict between vehicle accommodation and pedestrian safety is usually con
sidered a design decision, but it is also a values (policy) decision. An intersection can
be designed with a smaller radius than is typically used for a particular design vehicle,
thereby increasing pedestrian safety by reducing crossing distance/exposure. The
motor vehicle driver can still make the turn, but the truck will have to maneuver into
an inside lane to complete the turn. Communities with streets designed around the
concept of “bigger is better” are communities that often pro
vide poor pedestrian service and typically have poor pedestrian
safety records. Conversely, communities that place a high prior
ity on pedestrian safety and convenience do more to balance the
needs of large vehicles with the needs of pedestrians in their
street designs. This does not mean trucks, school buses, and ﬁre
trucks cannot use the streets—they are accommodated; they
just usually need to travel at a lower speed and take care in mak
ing turns. Transportation professionals are asked to carefully
weigh these factors when making street design decisions.
Street Connectivity Improvements
Increasing street connectivity creates a safer, more pedestrianfriendly street system by:
• Reducing walking distances.
• Offering more route choices along quiet local streets.
• Dispersing motor vehicle trafﬁc with more two-lane, neigh
borhood commercial streets, which relieves motor vehicle
trafﬁc from arterials to makes streets safer for pedestrians to
walk along.
• Reducing the need for wide, difﬁcult to cross streets and
intersections by providing more connections.

In the top image, the residential
streets are not well-connected
and the pedestrian path is very
long; below, connected streets
provide a more direct route to
the school.

Street connectivity with the transit network is very important. If
people are to use transit, then their role as pedestrians on both
ends of their trip is important and should be accommodated on
well-connected streets.
Street connections are vital to pedestrians, and there are many
things that can be done to improve the connectivity of existing
street networks and plan for the connectivity of future develop
ments. Here are a few potential solutions:

• Improve existing local street connectivity and circulation by adding sidewalks,
paths, stairs/ramps, gates, etc. to link dead-end streets and cul-de-sacs to other
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Importance of Pedestrian Facilities in Disaster Preparedness
State of New York

Mass evacuation on-foot is often the only available means for people to quickly escape terror
ist attacks, sudden natural disasters, or to cope with other actions or incidents that may cause
highway, transit and/or commuter rail systems to shut down for an undetermined period. Success
ful mass movement of pedestrians witnessed during the September 11, 2001 attacks in New York
City, the August 2003 Northeast Power Outage, and the 2005 transit strikes show that walking is
the most reliable and sustainable mode of transportation for overcoming obstacles.
From a design and operational standpoint,
at-grade/street-level pedestrian access has
been found to be the safest design feature
for expediting pedestrian trafﬁc movements
when mass evacuation occurs. Inhibitors to
mass evacuation (that should be avoided)
include:
• Restricted at-grade pedestrian access due
to longer blocks, fencing, and barriers.
• Pedestrian structures susceptible to
movement and/or collapse (partial or
total).
• Pedestrian tunnels susceptible to ﬂooding or exit/entry obstructions.
• Building site and frontage design conﬁgurations that impede pedestrian trafﬁc.
While vehicular travel lanes in urban main streets and central business/walking districts may ex
perience surges of pedestrian trafﬁc, adequate pedestrian facilities are still more suitable for use
during more localized mass evacuations. This is because:
•
•
•
•

Travel lanes may be clogged or obstructed with abandoned vehicles and/or debris.
On-street and highway motor vehicle trafﬁc may still be active during evacuation.
Motorist panic and general confusion may make pedestrian use of roadways hazardous.
Travel lanes may be restricted to emergency, military, or government uses.

When a major sub-regional or regional catastrophic event occurs, the pedestrian use of travel
lanes must be included in transportation, law enforcement, emergency management, and mili
tary coordinated evacuation planning and recovery action plan efforts. This is important because
major catastrophic events will involve massive pedestrian trafﬁc surges at critical regional trans
portation bottlenecks and should be fully anticipated and strategically planned. Based on prior
experience, travel lanes expected to carry the highest pedestrian volumes should be mapped and
pre-designated for the quickest removal of any obstructions that might hinder rapid at-grade
pedestrian evacuation.
This information provided by Jim Ercolano at the NYDOT. For more information, contact Mr.
Ercolano at jercolano@dot.state.ny.us.
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parts of the street network.
• Maintain a pedestrian connection (e.g., provide a path in the right-of-way or side
walk easement) when a street is being severed (it is more difﬁcult to purchase an
easement for a connection later).
• Increase the number of access points to and from neighborhoods and other
destinations, so not all trips are funneled through one or two large intersections or
access points. More neighborhood travel options means less motor vehicle trafﬁc
on any given street.
• Design future developments with improved circulation patterns within neigh
borhoods so more neighborhood automobile trips can be taken on local streets,
reducing the need to widen arterials. This may conﬂict with some trafﬁc-calming
techniques, but speeds can be controlled through other measures (see Chapter 5
for further discussion).
Site Design Improvements
Both small-scale and large-scale developments should be directly accessible from the
sidewalk through a safe and convenient sidewalk or pathway. Many communities are
achieving better pedestrian safety records by requiring businesses and developments to
locate close to the street (with parking provided in the
back) in more pedestrian-oriented site developments
that balance auto access with pedestrian needs and
facilities. This does not mean that auto access is denied;
it is just managed more appropriately.
These site design goals are achieved by enacting lo
cal zoning ordinances, which must be enforced. These
principles contribute greatly to the safety, comfort, and
aesthetics of the walking experience.
Land Use Improvements
Site design matters
to pedestrians. In
this example, the
design of drive
ways, building
setbacks, parking,
buffers, and side
walks all contribute
to the safety of the
walking environ
ment.

Land use planning has often been considered a discipline separate from transporta
tion planning, street design, and trafﬁc engineering, and insufﬁcient emphasis has been
placed on the coordination of the two planning processes. However, the relationship
between land use and transportation is evident, and the responsibility to coordinate
between the two is imperative. Some changes to land use patterns that may positively
inﬂuence pedestrian safety include:
•

•

Encouraging mixed-use development (such as allowing small-scale retail in neigh
borhoods or placing schools in the center of neighborhoods) to help create desti
nations within walking distance of where people live and work.
Designing new neighborhoods in a cluster pattern with many destinations acces
sible on foot to residents.

Other ideas are detailed in Chapter 5.
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Proper access man
agement can control
turning movements to
reduce conﬂict points,
encourage cluster
development, improve
street connectivity, and
create more acces
sible land use patterns
to improve the overall
safety of the pedestrian
environment.

Access Management Improvements
One of the most important access management techniques includes reducing conﬂicts
at driveways to improve the walking environment. Some driveways can be closed—in
creasing the safety of both pedestrians and motorists—without impeding access to
local businesses. Access management tools should not be used to reduce public street
connections, especially pedestrian connections to the transportation network. Other
access management goals can work in favor of pedestrians within the context of other
important planning and policy issues, including:
•
•
•
•

Constructing medians to control turning movements.
Encouraging clustered development and mixed land uses.
Improving street and neighborhood connectivity.
Converting auto-oriented strip development into more accessible land use pat
terns more suitable for pedestrians.

Reviewing Pedestrian Policies and Design Guidelines to Improve Pedestrian
Safety
A multimodal approach to policy-making is needed. Agencies need to review their
design guidelines and policies to ensure that quality facilities are provided with both
developer-built and new agency-built roadway projects. New facilities must be fully
accessible to all pedestrians. Chapter 5 provides a more complete list of common and
effective practices that may serve as a template for reviewing the current status of
agency policies and guidelines. It provides policies and design recommendations orga
nized into the following sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Improvements along the road (on sidewalks, at driveways, etc.).
Improvements for crossing the road (at midblock locations and signalized/unsig
nalized intersections).
Transit improvements.
Speed control measures.
Land use and site design.
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The image on the left provides the “before” view of a typical arterial street designed primar
ily for automobile use. In the “after” photo on the right, a digital illustration provides an
example of how simple changes—access management, a raised median, bicycle lanes, side
walks, and landscaping—can make such spaces more safe and appealing for pedestrians.

To list a few examples from the chapter:
• Sidewalks or walkways are desirable on most urban and suburban roadways, and
efforts should be made to establish priorities for adding needed sidewalks.
• Pedestrian signals (i.e., WALK/DON’T WALK messages, symbolic hand/walk
ing man messages) and marked crosswalks are desirable at all trafﬁc signals where
pedestrian crossing activity is expected, particularly at wide streets.
• Transit stops should be located where pedestrians can safely cross the street.
For more information,
read Dan Burden’s
essay, “How Can I
Find and Help Build
a Walkable Commu
nity” at http://www.
walkable.org/article1.
htm.

There are numerous other guidelines that can be used to identify design and trafﬁc
management practices to incorporate into appropriate agency manuals. The review of
agency policies and design guidelines for pedestrian facilities should be a priority. Most
improvements to the street/pedestrian infrastructure will be gradual and implemented
over many years as a part of future development and roadway reconstruction projects.
Finding the Appropriate Documents to Review
In most communities, the built environment is governed by a variety of processes. In
some communities, public works departments have developed their own guidelines
for roadway design that may need to be revised to conform to recommended prac
tices. In other localities, subdivision ordinances are the key element to be reviewed and
updated to ensure the development of safe pedestrian facilities. It may be challenging
to pinpoint what is wrong with those ordinances, what is missing, or what effect they
are actually having on the built environment, but they provide a starting point for the
review and comparison of policies and guidelines outlined in this guide. The process
of plan review is also important, and transportation ofﬁcials need to know what to
look for in development proposals. This chapter and Chapter 5 provide important
examples of both macro- and micro-level elements that should be considered in devel
opment plans to ensure the highest level of pedestrian safety.
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Chapter 2:
Involving
Stakeholders

S

takeholders include people who have a share or an interest in a particular policy,
program, or project and may be affected by its implementation. Stakeholder in
volvement is an essential element in creating publicly supported and trusted policies,
programs, and projects that reduce pedestrian crashes while creating livable, walkable
communities.
Public participation is not an end in itself, but part of a broader process of sustainable
development. Participation is an important mechanism that can help create trust and
credibility with stakeholders. The public should be included throughout the planning
process, and the participation of all interested and affected parties—including vulner
able and disadvantaged persons—must be promoted.
Public stakeholders should be seen as useful partners in bringing helpful information
and judgment to the table. They often are the on-the-ground scouts who can identify
problems, needs, and opportunities. Since the professional staff cannot be everywhere
at all times, the public can serve as additional eyes and ears and be effective resources.
The extent of the processes in which local agencies involve the public will vary ac
cording to their size and budget. Some communities are better equipped to implement
these strategies while others may not have the resources and staff to implement all the
strategies, so some modiﬁcation and “tailoring” of these recommendations may be
required.

State and local agencies operate and relate to the public differently, so some modiﬁca
tions of the recommendations in this report will be needed to accommodate these
differences.

“ Stakeholder

involvement is an
essential element
in creating pub
licly supported
and trusted poli
cies, programs,
and projects that
reduce pedestrian
crashes while
creating livable,
walkable com
munities.

”
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Public Involvement Through Meetings and Workshops
Denver, CO
The City of Denver held two rounds of four public meetings at key points in the
process of developing the Pedestrian Master Plan in order to identify all potential
issues and problem locations within the pedestrian
environment. A ﬁnal ninth public meeting was held
prior to ﬁnalization of the Pedestrian Master Plan.
During the ﬁrst round of workshops, citizens were
given the opportunity to comment on the general
obstacles they faced in the pedestrian system and
to provide information on ways to improve the infra
structure. During the second round of workshops,
the public provided feedback on the proposed pe
destrian routes, among other issues.
Public input was received not only from the work
shops but also from email and facsimile. This input was used to develop policy and
to prioritize projects. In addition to expert review and monitoring by the Advisory
Team, input was also solicited from other City ofﬁcials within various City depart
ments. The plan was reviewed by several special interest groups, internal staff, the
Planning Board, and the City Council prior to ﬁnalizing the Pedestrian Master Plan.
For more information, visit: http://www.denvergov.org/transportation_planning/.

Who are the Stakeholders?
Stakeholders include ﬁve distinct groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Individual citizens.
Citizen-based organizations.
Public employees, ofﬁcials, and agencies.
The private sector (including local business owners and developers).
The media.

All have a unique role to play and require a different strategy for involvement.
Individual Citizens
Requests from individual citizens are an important way for agencies to learn about
problems at speciﬁc locations. Typically, citizens will contact agencies with a request
for a particular treatment such as a marked crosswalk. While citizens may or may
not have asked for the correct solution, they are likely to have identiﬁed a pedestrian
problem. Sometimes, the problem citizens perceive is different than an analysis of
data reveals. Consequently, the ﬁrst step is to ﬁgure out the problem that the citizen is
trying to solve. Sometimes it is obvious, other times it may require further communi
cation with the citizen, a ﬁeld visit, and an engineering study.
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Responding to citizen requests can be a
time-consuming task. Agencies should de
velop procedures for quickly determining
which requests deserve a higher level of
attention. Time and money are often best
spent addressing the problems that are
most likely to reduce pedestrian crashes.
For example, in Seattle, the staff gets
together once a week to review citizen
requests to perform a quick assessment
of needs and priorities, asking questions
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the crash history?
Have there been previous com
plaints?
Is it a location with a high volume of
pedestrians?
Is it likely that this problem will
cause a crash?
Is there a clear design problem?
Is it a maintenance problem?
Would moving a transit stop elimi
nate the problem?
Is there already a project in the area
that will address the problem?

Using the collective memory of the group
with some data, it is often possible to pri
oritize the requests and identify those that
require further analysis. Citizens always
deserve a response whether it is a phone
call, email or letter. Most agencies already
have procedures that dictate the appropri
ate way to respond.
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Public Involvement to Develop a Transpor
tation Needs Database
Portland, OR
Portland’s Pedestrian Transportation Program has made use
of the city’s active and engaged citizenry to help identify,
develop, and prioritize pedestrian projects and to create its
1998 Pedestrian Master Plan.
The city held a series of nine open houses in the spring of
1995 to solicit comments and needs requests for the Pedes
trian Master Plan. Among other activities, attendees were
offered the opportunity to “pin the tail on the problem” by
ﬁlling out a card to identify a need and marking the loca
tion on a map with a numbered sticker. Later, a second se
ries of nine Pedestrian Master Plan Workshops were held
around the city to present the projects proposed in the Plan.
Throughout the project, presentations were made upon re
quest by neighborhoods and other groups in order to en
courage further participation.
All the needs, requests, and project suggestions received
during the open houses, district coalition presentations,
and workshops for the Pedestrian Master Plan project were
added to a database of information regarding neighborhood
transportation needs. Also included in the database were
suggestions or complaints collected through phone calls,
letters, and various public presentations.
For more information, visit: http://www.trans.ci.portland.
or.us/plans/pedestrianmasterplan/default.htm or http://
www.portland transportation.org.

One obstacle to receiving citizen requests and feedback is that citizens often do not
know who they should address their concerns to or how. In a heavily populated
county, there may be several municipalities with jurisdiction over local streets, as well
as the county and state DOT, each with its own roads. Many citizens have little idea
which agencies actually maintain the roadways and trafﬁc signals and do not know
who to turn to to make a request. One way to obtain more feedback from pedestrians
is to increase and improve web-based outreach programs. A highly visible link on a
trafﬁc agency web site can help direct feedback to the best place or provide additional
information. Another technique helpful to citizens may include posting an agency
phone number or web site on trafﬁc signal controller boxes, typically located near the
corners of signalized intersections, or in areas with high pedestrian activity.
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Citizen-Based Organizations
Citizen-based organizations can roughly be divided into special interest groups such
as a Pedestrian Advisory Board (PAB), and geographically-based groups where people
are members by virtue of living or having a business in a particular neighborhood.
Also included in this category are various advocacy and non-proﬁt organizations. All
these groups can play a critical role in creating a better walking environment.
Pedestrian Advisory Boards
State and local agencies should consider forming a Pedestrian Advisory Board (or
Council or Committee) to obtain ongoing, good citizen input. It is an excellent way to
get a better product while building support for agency policies, programs, projects and
funding. Meeting times, places, and frequencies will vary depending on whether it is a
State or Local PAB. State PABs tend to only meet several times a year—often at loca
tions around the state to accommodate its members. Local PABs usually meet month
ly, often at the same location. It is preferable to have separate pedestrian and bicycle
boards so that pedestrian boards can focus solely on pedestrian issues. If this can’t be
achieved, measures need to be made to ensure that both the pedestrian and bicycle
modes get equal attention. Creating and running an effective PAB requires a thought
ful, purposeful, and informed strategy. See Appendix A for detailed recommendations
on how to create and run a successful Board.
Geographically-Based Groups
Working with local neighborhood associations is another excellent way to get a better
product while building support for agency policies, programs, projects, and funding.
As with PABs, it requires a thoughtful, purposeful, and informed strategy.

Citizen’s Pedestrian Advisory Board
Oakland, CA
The Citizen’s Pedestrian Advisory Committee (CPAC) provided continuous public oversight and
feedback during the development of the Pedestrian Master Plan. The CPAC was composed of
district representatives appointed by each City Council member and one mayoral appointee from
each of the Mayoral Commissions on Aging and Dis
ability. Additional representatives of several com
munity stakeholder groups including the Building
Owner’s and Manager’s Association (BOMA), the
Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee, and
Urban Ecology also attended meetings. The CPAC
met monthly for one and a half years to oversee the
planning process.
For more information, visit: http://www.oakland
net.com/government/pedestrian/index.html.
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Advocacy and Non-Proﬁt Groups
These organizations may represent a spectrum of interests, from promoting walking
or advocating for the rights of people with varying disabilities, to protecting the en
vironment or encouraging bicycle facility development. Often, these groups will have
an interest in promoting pedestrian safety in concord with their overall objectives but
may in other cases be opposed to certain changes. Agencies should be aware of these
groups and work to include them in the public involvement process, forming partner
ships when applicable.
Public Employees, Ofﬁcials, and Agencies
Public employees, elected ofﬁcials, and local agencies are also stakeholders, but their
level of participation in the public involvement process may differ, depending on the
level at which the pedestrian safety action plan is meant to be implemented. A regional
plan developed by a state, Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), county, or oth
er similar government will most likely address these stakeholders in a different manner
than local plans will. Public agencies are important stakeholders to the extent that the
policies, projects, and programs developed in the plan affect their areas of respon
sibility. For example, a major arterial project is likely to have a signiﬁcant impact on
area drainage and therefore will require involvement and buy-in from the agency that
manages surface water runoff. The same will be true for all major public and private
utilities. Transit agencies are an important stakeholder group for projects related to
pedestrian facilities and safety near and at transit stops. Agencies involved with Public
Health may also take an interest in promoting pedestrian safety and be able to pro
vide valuable resources and partnership opportunities. It is in the states’ and localities’
interest to build positive, working relationships with these individuals and agencies.
Private Sector
The private sector includes individual business owners (e.g., local businesses or devel
opment ﬁrms) or more formal business-related organizations. Members of the private
sector have an interest in the built environment from several perspectives: as members
of the community, from an investment standpoint, and as users of the environment
(e.g., employees or customers). Some will be interested in investing more—they may
offer to provide ﬁnancial resources to make improvements or help out with mainte
nance. Many businesses are important pedestrian generators that contribute to the life
of a street and can affect a street’s walkability; therefore, it is valuable to include these
business owners when implementing a pedestrian safety action plan.
There are, of course, regulatory tools that impact the private sector, such as zoning
or building regulations. Private individuals will be interested in participating in discus
sions that propose to make changes that will impact them as well.
Involving the business community may require a different approach than traditional
public participation methods. Members of the private sector may not come to public
meetings but respond better on a one-on-one basis or in forums dedicated to only
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their participation where they will get a chance to meet and network with elected lead
ers.
The Media
Media outlets have an interest in public welfare and information. Good working rela
tionships with the media contribute to more effective pedestrian safety programs. It
is important to develop strong lines of communication with media personnel so that
they are able to give an informed, accurate report on the issues. Agencies can actively
seek media coverage through press releases, news conferences, or other media events
in order to provide information to the media in a planned and professional way. By in
cluding the media as a stakeholder group, state and local agencies will be able to make
them part of the solution and avoid potential negative or ill-informed media coverage.
They will gain more accurate publicity to spread awareness of pedestrian safety issues
as well attention to what is being done at the state and local levels.
General Strategies for Involving Stakeholders
Provide Quality Information
For more information
on stakeholder involve
ment, see the Virginia
Tech On-line toolbox
“Partnerships and
Participation in Plan
ning” at http://www.
uap.vt.edu/cdrom/in
tro/index.htm or read
the FHWA document
“Public Involvement
Techniques for Transpor
tation Decision-making”
at http://www.fhwa.dot.
gov/reports/pittd/cover.
htm.

Part of the strategy for working with stakeholders is to provide information that
invites good input. Informed citizens and other groups are more likely to identify real
problems and provide more constructive feedback on project proposals. A good web
site along with written information can be helpful. For example, it is often useful to
provide information on when, where, and why marked crosswalks are installed. An
informative web site with answers to lists of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) can
reduce the number of frivolous or misguided requests or complaints.
Include Both State and Local Agencies
This activity is important for both local agencies and for state projects on state roads.
Most policy, program, and project initiatives will be an activity for local agencies since
they involve local residential and arterial streets. This, however, will vary from state to
state. In some states, most arterial streets are state roads; in some big cities, very few
arterials are state roads; in small towns, it is not uncommon for the two or three major
roads running through the city to be State roads. Some cities are multijurisdictional
(e.g., Las Vegas). Make sure all concerned agencies are involved.
Consider Neighborhood Plans
Neighborhood (or sector) plans can be an excellent way to establish community priori
ties and generate support for pedestrian related safety improvements. Many cities have
named neighborhood districts, each with its neighborhood plan. For example, Phoenix
is subdivided into 15 urban villages, each with their own Village Planning Committee.
In Seattle, the city has been divided into 38 neighborhood sub-areas. When given the
opportunity to develop their own neighborhood plans, 34 of these sub-areas identiﬁed
pedestrian safety issues as their top priorities. Transportation agencies should always
look to these plans for guidance when developing policies, projects, and programs be
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cause these plans will only have value if they are used and referenced. More informa
tion about the Phoenix and Seattle plans is available in Appendix F. Also see previous
section on Geographically-Based Groups.
Establish Venues for Participation
Stakeholders should have multiple ways to participate.
Outreach should include opportunities to attend public
meetings, emails, telephone calls, and ﬁlling out comment
forms. These approaches will result in a broader, more
diverse group of citizens providing input that will increase
project acceptance and success.
Hold Public Meetings or Events
Public meetings and events can be an excellent way to
solicit public input on plans and projects. They require structure and control in order
to make progress and remain focused. Public meetings may have different formats or
elements:
1.

2.
3.

Open House with tables with project information—citizens get a chance to look
at plans, write on the plans, ask questions, and talk face to face with project plan
ners, designers, and managers.
Formal Presentation—citizens hear a formal presentation explaining the project,
typically followed by a question and answer session.
Formal Public Testimony—this may be desired or mandatory at certain phases
of a project.

While public meetings have value, it is also important for citizens to have other op
portunities for providing feedback. Not everyone is willing or able to attend a public
meeting. Sometimes hosting forums at different times (e.g., weekends) or providing
childcare can help. Other ways of soliciting general input—such as charettes, walking
meetings, web surveys, etc.—should also be considered.
Create a Project-Speciﬁc Task Force
A task force may be desirable and useful for large, complicated, and/or controversial
projects. Typically, a task force will be more involved in the early stages of planning
and design. When forming a task force, many of the same principles used for form
ing PABs will apply. It should represent the community, and roles and responsibilities
should be clear. The task force should include both local residents and members from
the larger community to provide a balanced representation of the community as a
whole.
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Chapter 3:
Collecting Data
to Identify
Pedestrian Safety
Problems

A

road
“way,Crash,
trafﬁc, and
other data are
essential to iden
tify pedestrian
safety deﬁcien
cies and to select
the appropriate
improvements
to make condi
tions safer for
pedestrians and
other roadway
users.

”

gencies need to know where pedestrian safety deﬁciencies exist, how extensive the
safety problems are, and what new projects, programs, and polices can provide
the biggest safety beneﬁt, including those related to engineering, education, and en
forcement. As discussed in Chapter 2, stakeholders can be a good resource in identify
ing safety concerns and deﬁciencies, and data may be required to verify these prob
lems. Other deﬁciencies are identiﬁed by collecting data and developing procedures
to analyze the data. This process occurs before an action plan can be formulated.
While collecting and analyzing data are crucial, an agency should not spend excessive
resources on this task to the point where there are no resources available for imple
menting safety improvements. It is important to know how much data and what types
of data are needed to identify, prioritize, and implement safety projects (discussed in
Chapter 4) as well as evaluate the effectiveness of completed safety improvements
(discussed in Chapter 7).
Types of Safety Projects
Agencies should identify and prioritize the following types of projects for pedestrian
safety improvements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spot Locations: individual intersections and non-intersections.
Corridors: may be roadway sections of 0.8 km to 8 km (0.5 mi to 5 mi) or more
in length.
Targeted Areas: may be as small as a single neighborhood or business district to a
large area where pedestrian crashes are disproportionately high.
Entire Jurisdictions: Some types of crashes are frequent but are scattered
throughout an entire jurisdiction (i.e. they are not spot location- or area-speciﬁc).
They must be addressed through system-wide changes, such as making it a policy
to install pedestrian WALK/DON’T WALK signals at all trafﬁc signals.

Agencies should challenge themselves to make safety improvements immediately and
not wait until all data collection efforts are completed. Very little data are needed to
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make simple, low-cost improvements such as the installation of advanced stop bars
on multilane roads, or the upgrade or installation of warning signs where high num
bers of pedestrians cross busy streets. Additionally, when there is a known problem
spot location or targeted area, data should be collected immediately without waiting to
complete larger, more comprehensive computerized databases which can take several
years to develop. Early improvements will allow the community to understand the
value of the pedestrian safety program and will encourage elected ofﬁcials and staff to
make further improvements.
Information Needed to Identify and Quantify Pedestrian Safety Deﬁciencies
Crash, roadway, trafﬁc, and other data are essential to identify pedestrian safety de
ﬁciencies and to select the appropriate improvements to make conditions safer for
pedestrians and other roadway users. More data and higher quality data will typically
give an agency more tools to identify and address safety problems. An agency cannot
collect everything; it will have to prioritize its data needs. In some instances, improve
ments in databases or more accurate or timely data will enhance the ability to identify
pedestrian deﬁciencies.
Every effort should be made to create geo-coded pedestrian crash databases that al
low for easy identiﬁcation of problem locations and areas. This is especially important
for large agencies that may need to examine extensive areas and numerous pedestrian
crash reports. Most crash reports do not include geo-coded location data, so agencies
may need to rely on their expertise about their jurisdiction to properly geo-code crash
locations. Once created, databases should be maintained and updated so they retain
usefulness over time.

Pedestrian/Vehicle Crash Data
Oakland, CA
The Pedestrian Master Plan for the City of Oakland includes a lengthy
description of pedestrian/vehicle crash data. The Oakland plan relies
upon data collected from the Statewide Integrated Trafﬁc Records Sys
tem (SWITRS), a database of crash records collected by the Califor
nia Highway Patrol (CHP) and local police throughout California. The
document reveals rates of pedestrian crashes and the most common
causes of pedestrian crashes, including percentages of crashes which
were primarily the fault of the motorist versus the pedestrian. In ad
dition to providing a map of pedestrian crashes, the plan outlines the
intersections with the greatest number of pedestrian crashes, senior
pedestrian crashes, and child pedestrian crashes and speciﬁes which of
the high pedestrian crash intersections are controlled by trafﬁc signals.
The plan reports groups most at risk of pedestrian injury by age and
sex and highlights the times of day when pedestrians are most at risk
of injury. Finally, the plan compares rates of pedestrian/vehicle crashes in Oakland
with statewide averages.
For more information, visit: http://www.oaklandnet.com/government/pedestrian/in
dex.html

The graph above
from the Oakland
plan displays the
pedestrian action
in vehicle collisions
by age group.
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Agencies need to review their capability to collect data and should ensure that they
have sufﬁcient stafﬁng and training for this task. Data should only be collected if they
will be used. Modest improvements in data may be more effective than collecting large
quantities of additional data that an agency does not have the ability to manage. The
following is a list of data that can be helpful in identifying and prioritizing pedestrian
safety deﬁciencies.
Crash Data

Elements of a good crash
database:

The most important data are pedestrian crash records. State
and local agencies should collect and maintain crash data, and
every effort should be made to include all pedestrian crashes.
• Inclusive of ALL pedestrian
In some cases, pedestrian crash data collection efforts may be
crashes available.
linked with data collection on bicycle crashes, because both
• Timely.
are often not included in highway safety data. Agencies must
• Accurate (will require a review
understand the limitations of the state computerized crash
of police narrative).
databases; most only include crashes with motorized vehicles,
• Geo-coded (with programs to
and many non-injury pedestrian crashes or those involving
assist in identifying problem
minor injuries are unreported. There have been examples of
locations).
agencies collaborating with hospitals to reduce non-reporting,
but there may be some privacy issues associated with these
efforts. Statewide crash data need to be timely and accurate so
an agency can promptly identify and respond to a crash prob
lem and monitor trends. Having to wait several months for statewide computerized
data can severely hamper an agency’s ability to respond to a crash location, especially
in rapidly developing areas. Collaboration between state and local agencies assures that
For more information,
refer to the study “Pedes- all involved parties have access to current data.
trian and Bicycle Data
Collection in United
States Communities: Quantifying Use,
Surveying Users, and
Documenting Facility
Extent” at http://www.
pedbikeinfo.org/pdf/casestudies/PBIC_Data_
Collection_Case_Stud
ies.pdf.

If there is a long time lag in the availability of crash data, a local jurisdiction may need
to maintain its own interim database to allow for timely identiﬁcation of problem locations. Furthermore, the police should develop procedures to notify trafﬁc or public
works ofﬁcials responsible for operating the roadway system when a serious pedestrian
crash occurs in order to immediately assess the conditions. News reporters will often
contact the trafﬁc department as soon as they learn of a serious pedestrian crash. The
trafﬁc department should have the same timely information as the media.
Police Reports
Computerized pedestrian crash data are essential to efﬁciently identify high-crash
locations, corridors, and/or larger areas, but individual police reports are essential in
documenting precisely where, how, and why each crash occurred. The most impor
tant part of the police crash report is the ofﬁcer’s narrative, and the police should
thoroughly and precisely document crash details. Care should be taken with some of
the information included in a police report. Some investigating police ofﬁcers are not
aware of the legal deﬁnition of an unmarked crosswalk, and sometimes a pedestrian
in an unmarked crosswalk will incorrectly be listed “at fault” for not using a crosswalk.
Educating ofﬁcers in proper terminology and police training on pedestrian legislation
can help reduce such errors. Rather than assign fault, it is better for police crash re
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ports to simply list actions in a neutral manner, such as “failed to yield while turning.”
This makes it easier for analysts to classify and sort the data. Another common error
in crash data is that the nearest intersection is coded when the crash really occurred at
a midblock location.
Some information may require follow-up investigation such as issuing citations or
BAC/drug testing, which may not be recorded on the original police report. For seri
ous injury or fatal crash reports there is often a supplemental police investigation that
can provide considerably more details on the crash, including witness statements and a
thorough investigation of roadway, motorist, and pedestrian conditions at the time of
the crash.

Pedestrian Crash Data
Miami Dade, FL
The Miami-Dade County MPO has created a series of maps using Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) software in order to identify high pedestrian crash areas to be addressed with pedestrian crash
countermeasures. The maps shown below were created by the Miami-Dade MPO in conjunction
with the National Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administration (NHTSA) pedestrian safety demonstration
project, which seeks to reduce the deaths, injuries, and associated crash costs within the county’s
urban setting. Miami-Dade County had a high number of pedestrian crashes and number of deaths
and injuries relative to other counties in the State.
For more information, visit: http://www.miamidade.gov/mpo/docs/MPO_ped_plan_2001.pdf.
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System-wide crash data is needed to efﬁciently identify high crash corridors or areas,
in addition to high crash locations. To identify high crash corridors or areas, three
years of crash data is ideal, but as little as one year of crash data may be sufﬁcient.
Agencies should also review the types of information available in their computerized
crash database so they have ready access to information such as the age of the pedes
trian, physical condition of the pedestrian or motorist, behaviors of the pedestrian
and motorist prior to the crash, direction of travel, and other details that can be used
in identifying safety problems.

Pedestrian Walking Tours
Madison, WI

Pedestrian behav
ior researchers
have found that
pedestrians will
often take the most
direct route pos
sible if other paths
are not considered
more safe or conve
nient.

The Pedestrian Transportation Plan for Madi
son, Wisconsin includes a hypothetical walk
ing tour to investigate situations pedestrians
are likely to encounter. It focuses on questions
such as 1) “Can I walk there?” that examines
sidewalk access, continuity and connectivity of
the pedestrian network, missing links, transit
access, construction projects which close off
sidewalk access;
2) “Is walking
convenient?”
that examines
land-use issues,
street patterns,
and crossings;
3) “Is walking
safe?” a ques
tion
examin
ing curb ramps,
sidewalks, and
street crossings;
and 4) “Is walk
ing enjoyable?”
examining buffers
between
motor vehicle trafﬁc and pedestrians and
neighborhood character. Observing situations
that pedestrians encounter suggests criteria
that can be used to evaluate the pedestrianfriendliness of an area and standards that
should be strived for in making Madison a
better place to walk.
For more information, visit
http://www.cityofmadison.com/transp/
PedTransPlanTableOfContents.html.

Smaller agencies can also use the
low tech method of identifying
high crash corridors and other
areas by developing manual pin
maps or spot maps.
It is important to note, especially
in relationship to crash data, that
very little is known about pedes
trian exposure. For instance, it
is difﬁcult to compare the crash
records of two intersections
without understanding the respec
tive pedestrian exposures. When
exposure data is not readily avail
able (as it rarely is), many ofﬁcials
turn to surveys, behavior studies,
and pedestrian counts to provide
an approximation of exposure.
In some cases, patterns of pe
destrian crashes are not readily
identiﬁable using GIS and crash
data analysis alone. Because some
pedestrian crashes are rarely
repeatable, other types of data
should also be used to identify
where pedestrian safety improve
ments are needed. Speciﬁcally:
Pedestrian Counts and Behavior
Studies
Ideally, collecting pedestrian
counts and observing crossing
behavior can be useful in under
standing the pedestrian activity
and in considering needs for facili
ties. Pedestrian crash data can be
used to identify high crash loca
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tions, corridors, areas, and jurisdictions; supplemental pedestrian volume and behav
ioral data can be valuable at those sites to provide insights into speciﬁc crash causes
and potential countermeasures. Count and behavior studies are best employed when
there is a decision (design or operational) to be made that the information can inﬂu
ence (i.e., is a trafﬁc signal warranted?). However, low pedestrian counts should not be
used as a justiﬁcation to not take any action. If there is a clear indication that pedestri
ans need access to a destination, but roadway conditions are so intimidating that few
people are seen walking, then a safety improvement can open up new opportunities
for pedestrians.
Count and behavior studies (that include observing the number, age, or behavior of
pedestrians) are typically needed to more fully assess pedestrian conditions and de
termine what type of improvements are needed. Because collecting this data is laborintensive, many agencies do not collect system-wide pedestrian counts or behavior
data. If the data are collected, it is helpful to maintain the data in an easily retrievable
database. Due to budget constraints, it is acceptable to focus this data collection to
areas of higher pedestrian concern. See Appendix B for details on how to conduct
pedestrian counts and behavioral studies.
High pedestrian volumes do not necessarily result in high numbers of pedestrian
crashes. In many downtown areas, pedestrian crashes are relatively low despite the
high pedestrian and motor vehicle trafﬁc volumes. This results from lower motor
vehicle trafﬁc speeds, short blocks, and a greater motorist expectation and awareness
of pedestrians. Conversely, pedestrians can often be at greater risk in areas with low
pedestrian use due to lower motorist expectation and awareness of pedestrians. But
high pedestrian volumes can be used to justify a higher priority for pedestrian facility
or trafﬁc control improvements.
Behavior Studies within Crash Site Reviews
Reviewing pedestrian crash reports is another way to identify pedestrian safety de
ﬁciencies, but some deﬁciencies are not readily apparent by reviewing collision or
condition diagrams or by simple ﬁeld reviews or audits. Behavior studies of motorists
and pedestrians at the particular crash site are needed to determine other factors that
may be contributing to a pedestrian safety problem.
Assessing Pedestrian Behavior
After a pedestrian crash has occurred, safety ofﬁcials often ask, “What was the pe
destrian doing there? Why did the pedestrian cross there? Why didn’t he or she cross
at the trafﬁc signal or use the crosswalk?” Pedestrians will act according to human
nature, most often taking the shortest or most convenient route between two points.
Trafﬁc controls that regulate motor vehicle trafﬁc often do not meet the needs of
pedestrians. “Thinking like a pedestrian” can help others to understand why a crash
occurred and how to prevent one in the future by looking at the circumstances from
the pedestrian’s perspective.
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“Thinking like a pedestrian” is a process that analyzes factors such as the pedestrian
and roadway environment and other conditions as well as the perceptions of safety to
assess the pedestrian behavior. It also takes into account factors outside of the study
area that may modify or develop pedestrian behaviors (e.g., a lack of sidewalks causes
pedestrians to choose to walk in the roadway). It requires an evaluator to observe pe
destrian movements at a site and then emulate those movements. This will give a true
sense of what the pedestrian experiences. This process may have limitations when a
pedestrian is intoxicated, under the inﬂuence of drugs, or is otherwise disoriented. See
Appendix C for a detailed, step-by-step guide for performing this assessment.
Assessing Motorist Behavior
The same “thinking like a pedestrian” process can be used for motor vehicle driv
ers. Street designs and trafﬁc controls have been created primarily to facilitate motor
vehicle trafﬁc ﬂow. Motorists respond by driving with the assumption that they will
be able to drive at a reasonable speed with minimal interruptions. Major interruptions
such as trafﬁc signals at busy intersections are acceptable because the motorists un
derstand the risk associated with the two conﬂicting trafﬁc ﬂows if controls were not
in place. However, a vulnerable pedestrian is often not seen as a risk and motorists are
often not willing to slow down or stop to let a pedestrian cross, especially when the
motor vehicle driver is frustrated or traveling at a high speed. The pedestrian is seen as
an interruption to smooth motor vehicle trafﬁc ﬂow. Also, a distracted motorist may
not even see a pedestrian in time to slow down.
“Thinking like a motorist” is a process that analyzes factors such as driving environ
ment, facilities, other conditions, and perceptions of safety to assess motorist behav
ior. It requires an evaluator to observe motorist behavior on site and then emulate
these movements. This gives the evaluator a true sense of what the motorist experi
ences. The process has limitations in that the professional may assume the motorist
did what the roadway and trafﬁc control devices expected of them. The process is
also limited when motorists are drunk, under the inﬂuence of drugs, fatigued, or dis
tracted, such as talking on a cell phone without paying proper attention to the roadway
environment. See Appendix C for further details on performing this type of assess
ment.
Roadway/Sidewalk Inventories
Not all pedestrian deﬁciencies can be identiﬁed by crash data. Since pedestrian crashes
at particular locations are relatively rare and random events in general, roadway infra
structure can be used to identify locations needing pedestrian facility improvements.
While most pedestrians are not hit while walking along a road, the presence or absence
of a sidewalk often determines when and where a pedestrian will cross a street. It can
be difﬁcult or expensive to create and maintain a database of roadway, sidewalk, and
trafﬁc characteristics for an entire city, county, state, agency, or system. In working to
create such a database, an agency should begin by collecting data for arterial or major
streets, and then phase in data collection on collector streets. Data collection for local
streets may be limited to school walking routes or walkways near major pedestrian
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destinations, such as parks, churches, community centers, senior centers, and medical
facilities.
Inventories should include the presence (one side or both sides) and quality of side
walks (width, surface condition, separation from trafﬁc, accessibility, etc.). Roadway
characteristics include street classiﬁcation; posted speed limits; school zones; number
of lanes; width of lanes; the presence of medians, trafﬁc signals, or marked cross
walks; curb ramps; pedestrian regulatory, warning, and wayﬁnding signs; streetlights;
and bike lanes. Inventories can also include other features such as school sites, major
school crossings, walking routes, or school-speciﬁc signs and marking. Since transit
stops are associated with high pedestrian activity, an inventory of transit stops is also
useful. Other facilities that generate high levels of foot-trafﬁc include parks, libraries,
churches, community centers, and medical facilities. These inventories can help iden
tify and prioritize where pedestrian improvements should be implemented.
Agencies can start building some of these inventories by reviewing up-to-date aerial
photographs, or they may already exist in other computerized databases. However,
sidewalk information generally cannot be accurately extracted from aerial photos; this
information needs to be collected manually or extracted from photo-logs or videologs. Sidewalk inventories can also be completed when pavement inventories are con
ducted. All the data should be in a GIS database that can be displayed on a computer
ized map or aerial photograph.
Trafﬁc Counts and Characteristics
These data include Average Daily Trafﬁc (ADT), peak hour motor vehicle trafﬁc and
the percentage of trucks in the trafﬁc mix. Many agencies maintain motor vehicle
trafﬁc count maps showing ﬂows on all arterial and most col
lector streets, and this information is generally updated every
Pedestrian Surveys
three to ﬁve years. Also, some agencies post the motor vehicle
State of Arizona
trafﬁc volumes maps on their web sites and are continuously
updating the ADTs when new counts are made. Speed limit
The Arizona Department of Transpor
data ﬁles or maps are also maintained and updated by many
tation gathered information from the
agencies. Ideally these databases should be geo-coded and
public regarding walking and bicycling
combined with roadway/sidewalk inventories; they can be
through the use of a survey. The survey
used to help prioritize pedestrian improvements or to assess
solicited detailed information regarding
a location, corridor, or area for safety improvements. Jurisdicthe existing walking conditions and is
sues, the Plan, and potential improvetions can conduct pedestrian volume counts at intersections
ments to walking and bicycling facilities.
at the same time as they perform vehicle turning movement
A summary of the comments received as
counts. These data are relevant to pedestrian safety as most
well as a copy of the survey instrument
severe injury pedestrian crashes typically occur in areas with
are included in the 2003 Arizona Departhigh motor vehicle trafﬁc speeds and on wide roadways
ment of Transportation Statewide Bicycle
which often have high motor vehicle trafﬁc volumes.
and Pedestrian Plan.

Other inventories that can be compiled to assist agencies
in keeping track of where pedestrian improvements are or
should be made include:

For more information, visit: http://www.
azbikeped.org/statewide-bicycle-pedes
trian-intro.html.
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Census Data Use
Cambridge, MA
The City of Cambridge included 1990 Census data in its 2000 Pedestrian Plan to re
veal the role that walking plays in the City. The data show that of the city’s 39,405
households, 11,107 (or 28.2 percent) have no car. The plan also reports Census data
showing that 25.4 percent of Cambridge residents walk to work and 24.5 percent
take transit. In addition, of the 107,000 people who work in Cambridge, 13.3 percent
walk to work, and 21.3 percent take transit.
For more information, visit: http://www.cambridgema.gov/~CDD/et/ped/plan/ped_
plan.html.

•
•
•
•
•

Street light inventories—single versus double sided lighting, spacing of lights, and
the size of lights (level of illumination).
Crosswalk inventories—location and type of crosswalk markings (especially help
ful for maintenance activities).
Inventories of school locations, crosswalk locations, and school-related signs.
Inventories of pedestrian warning signs, and the last dates when the signs were
replaced (to ensure reﬂective signs are in place).
Inventories of pedestrian generators such as parks, libraries, medical facilities,
senior citizen homes, etc.

Pedestrian Surveys
Travel surveys can provide a measure of pedestrian travel, including origins and desti
nations, trip purpose, and travel routes. This is especially helpful where an agency does
not have the resources to conduct pedestrian counts. Travel surveys are generally done
on a sample of the population and are extrapolated to represent the entire commu
nity. Travel surveys are generally conducted for all modes, including pedestrian travel.
It is important to remember that bus riders are also pedestrians when they walk to
and from transit stops on either end of their trip. Consider the language in which the
survey is written; some areas (e.g., international areas) may have predominately nonEnglish speaking populations.
Surveys also provide helpful information on the quality of the walking environment
and unmet pedestrian needs, fears, or other concerns. Safety-related problems can be
identiﬁed by these surveys as well as barriers to walking.
Surveys can be conducted over the phone, in person, or via the internet. Each method
has advantages and disadvantages, and the surveys can be very labor intensive to
collect. The length of the survey is important: complex or long surveys may not be
returned. Short surveys will provide limited information but are more likely to be
completed and returned.
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Another form of pedestrian survey is a pre-addressed mail-back postcard that can
be made available at community centers, libraries, on buses, etc. for pedestrians who
face travel challenges along the sidewalk or at street crossings. They can be used to
report the need for sidewalk repair, curb ramps, more crossing time at a trafﬁc signal,
etc. This service is ideal for getting feedback from pedestrians with disabilities. This
survey should have check boxes for the most common problems, and should ask for
the person’s name and phone number for follow-up investigation. The public is the
“eyes and ears” for a public agency, and this type of input from the public should be
welcomed. Each complaint should be investigated, and the person who submitted the
card should be contacted when the repair is completed. Other forms of public input
are discussed in Chapter 2.
Other Data Sources to Use: Census and NHTS
Information obtained from the Census can be included in a plan to reveal the mode
split for transport to and from work and the rate of auto ownership by census tract.
The National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), a joint effort by the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics and the Federal Highway Administration, includes informa
tion on both long-distance and local travel by the American public. The joint sur
vey gathers trip-related data such as mode of transportation, duration, distance, and
purpose of trip. Both sources also include demographic, geographic, and economic
data, which can be used for analysis purposes. Census data typically are too coarse to
identify problem areas, but can be a helpful tool for pedestrian safety advocacy.
Audits
An audit is another tool which can be used to assess the pedestrian needs of a com
munity. Audits involve a review of all of the data for a location or travel corridor
analyzed by a multi-disciplinary team independent of the site or project being audited
that will include someone from the trafﬁc and/or public works departments, police,
and other agencies that serves pedestrians such as Neighborhood Services, Planning,
Housing, or Development Services. A multi-disciplinary team will often allow a fresh
look at pedestrian and motor vehicle trafﬁc conditions at a location or along a cor
ridor. A more detailed discussion on needs assessments and how to develop counter
measures appears in Chapter 4.
Pedestrian Level of Service
Many of the data collected in the aforementioned methods can be used in a Pedestri
an Level of Service (PLOS) model which can determine areas where pedestrian levels
of service are insufﬁcient. PLOS models can focus on intersection crossings or road
segments. A PLOS model describes in quantitative terms what the pedestrian experi
ences qualitatively. It is quite different from the LOS measures found in the Highway
Capacity Manual, which essentially measures delay to the motorist or pedestrian caused
by other vehicles on the road or pedestrians on the sidewalk. Rather, newer PLOS
models developed and used take into account such measures as comfort and safety as
well as ease of mobility.
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The sidewalk in the top photo has a LOS
“A” while the photo below has a LOS “F”
according to the Highway Capacity Manual
model that is based primarily on delay.
Clearly, for pedestrians, mobility is not the
only thing that determines the quality of the
walking experience. This example illustrates
the need for new PLOS models to take into
account other factors such as safety and
comfort. These factors can be measured
both quantitatively and qualitatively in various types of PLOS models.

While typical PLOS analyses are strictly quantita
tive (number of lanes, conﬂicting volume, delay),
the perceived LOS for pedestrians may involve
more qualitative concerns. These qualitative vari
ables—including the aesthetic quality of land use
along the roadside or the quality of the sidewalk
surface—may be collected separately in a “Walkabil
ity Audit.” Some qualitative factors can be measured
quantitatively such as separation of sidewalk from
trafﬁc lanes, the amount of motor vehicle trafﬁc,
and presence of pedestrian enhancements such as
shade trees and benches. Some PLOS models go
further and include elements of the environment
adjacent to the right-of-way, such as the presence,
type, setback, and orientation of buildings. PLOS
and walkability audits may also consider the dif
ﬁculty of crossing the street, essentially a form of
gap analysis. The greatest obstacles to safe cross
ings are a combination of high motor vehicle trafﬁc
speed and volumes, numerous travel lanes, and wide
streets. While these measures of comfort or per
ceived safety clearly affect pedestrian walking decisions, they should be distinguished from the standard
ized LOS procedure to assure objective results.

A comprehensive PLOS measure captures the multifaceted complexity of pedestrian travel, from the ability
to walk comfortably down a street, with interesting
things to see along the way, to the ease and safety of
crossing the street. No standardized PLOS procedure
has yet been adopted. Several states, including Florida
and Oregon, are in the process of developing PLOS
models as one tool to be used to assess pedestrian con
ditions. The relative weight to place on various factors
is being debated among practitioners. This process re
quires substantial ﬁeld investigation. The process involves listing all factors considered
important to the comfort, convenience, and safety of the pedestrian. Scores are given
to each factor, weighted as to their relative importance. Typical factors (both quantita
tive and qualitative) include but are not limited to:
PLOS variables for intersections include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presence or absence of marked crosswalks.
Width and quality of the crosswalks.
Volume and speed of conﬂicting motor vehicle trafﬁc.
Width of street/number of travel lanes.
Trafﬁc control at crossings.
Signal timing and displays.
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•
•

Curb radii.
Existence of median islands or safety islands at crossings.

PLOS variables for road segments include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presence or absence of sidewalks.
Width and quality of the sidewalks.
Separation of the sidewalk from moving motor vehicle trafﬁc.
Presence of amenities such as benches and shade trees.
Volume and speed of adjacent motor vehicle trafﬁc.
Width of adjacent street/number of travel lanes.
Accessibility of adjacent land uses.

Level of Service Model for Signalized Intersections for Pedestrians
State of Florida
The Florida Department of Transportation uses a level of service (LOS) model to represent pedestrians’ per
ceptions of crossings at signalized intersections. The model is more quantitative than others, considering
geometric characteristics of intersections and adjacent streets. The model incorporates perceived safety/
comfort (i.e., perceived exposure and conﬂicts) and operations (i.e., delay and signalization) to provide a
measure of the pedestrian’s perspective on how well an intersection’s geometric and operational charac
teristics meet his or her needs. The general model for the Pedestrian LOS at intersections is highly reliable,
has a high correlation with the average observations (see chart below), and is transferable to the vast
majority of metropolitan areas in the United States. Studies of the model reveal that primary factors in the
PLOS model for intersections include right-turn-on-red volumes for the street being crossed, permissive left
turns from the street parallel to the crosswalk, motor vehicle volume on the street being crossed, midblock
85 percentile speed of the vehicles on the street being crossed, the number of lanes being crossed, the
pedestrian’s delay, and the presence or absence of right-turn channelization islands (Petritsch, 2005; FDOT,
2002).
For more information, see:
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/
safety/ped_bike/ped_bike_
standards.htm.
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Chapter 4:
Analyzing
Information
and Prioritizing
Concerns

I
There will
“always
be more
improvements
to be made than
can be accom
modated. Thus,
a prioritization
system needs to
be developed to
rank the various
competing
projects.

”

mproving pedestrian safety in a community or region is typically the result of
implementing different safety treatments and changing agency design policies. Crash
countermeasures, or treatments intended to address pedestrian safety concerns, can
take several different forms: operational and construction projects intended to ﬁx
speciﬁc problems; changes in design guidelines to help improve streets and intersec
tions in future projects; and education and enforcement programs aimed at achieving
changes in motorist and pedestrian behavior or attitude.
Projects involving pedestrian crash countermeasures can be further subdivided into:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Countermeasures for spot locations.
Countermeasures for corridors.
Countermeasures for targeted areas (including neighborhoods).
Countermeasures for general problems common to an entire jurisdiction.

This chapter presents methods to categorize concerns, identify locations, and address
the issues of pedestrian safety through prioritizing improvements and utilizing other
implementation strategies. A detailed discussion of actual countermeasures is provided
in Chapter 5.
Categorizing Concerns for Pedestrian Safety
A systematic procedure is needed to identify what (and where) countermeasures
should be implemented to provide for a safer walking environment. There will always
be more improvements to be made than can be accommodated. Thus, a prioritization
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system needs to be developed to rank the various competing projects. Typically, the
severity of pedestrian crashes is so disproportionately high compared to other motor
vehicle crashes that the elimination of a few pedestrian crashes will result in a high
safety dividend and high beneﬁt/cost ratios.
Unlike vehicle crashes, crash rates for pedestrians are typically not used, since pedes
trian volumes are usually not known. The crash to volume relationship for pedestrians
is different than for vehicles. A single pedestrian crash at a low volume location will re
sult in a high rate, while several crashes at a major downtown crossing may correspond
to a low rate. Additionally, it is uncommon for agencies to invest extensive manpower
to collect the system-wide pedestrian counts that are needed to develop rates; pedes
trian crash rates would also need to account for motor vehicle volumes.
Instead, high pedestrian crash locations, corridors, and targeted areas should be
initially identiﬁed by comparing the total number of pedestrian crashes. System-wide
concerns for a jurisdiction can be inferred from the sum of all data.
Another method of identifying and prioritizing high crash locations is by using
weighted pedestrian crash data, giving more weight to severe or fatal pedestrian
crashes. When identifying and prioritizing high crash locations, three to ﬁve years of
computerized crash data should be used. For prioritizing corridors or other targeted
areas, one to three years of pedestrian data are acceptable.
The ﬁrst step in determining the right countermeasure is to look at the problem and
determine whether the problem is a spot problem, a problem evident in a targeted
area or along a corridor, or a broader and more general problem that affects an entire
jurisdiction.
1.
2.

3.

4.

A spot location problem is unique to one location.
A corridor problem may be evident at several sequential intersections or along
the roadside of a corridor; to successfully reduce crashes, countermeasures need
to be applied throughout the corridor, not just at a single location; ﬁxing one
location may leave other similar areas untreated.
A targeted area problem may repeat itself in a neighborhood or other area where
conditions are similar throughout. Similar to the corridor problem, the nature of
the roadway is such that ﬁxing a spot area may leave other potential areas un
treated; the solutions are very likely to be the same all around the neighborhood.
A neighborhood or targeted area problem may be common throughout a local
area due to unique circumstances such as a large university, commercial or busi
ness district, or other neighborhood characteristic.
An entire jurisdiction problem is common to an entire city, county, or state and
is usually caused by an undesirable practice such as failing to routinely install
sidewalks or paved shoulders for pedestrians or failing to provide streetlights.

Once it has been determined that a problem is one of these types, the next step is to
determine whether the appropriate solution is an operational/construction, general
design, or an education/enforcement countermeasure.
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Identifying High Crash Locations, Corridors, Targeted Areas, and
Jurisdictions
Pedestrian safety problem locations, areas, and jurisdictions are most readily identiﬁed
using computerized crash information.
Spot Locations

Above is an example of a spot location where closing
a driveway close to the intersection and constructing
a sidewalk reduced the potential for pedestrian-motor vehicle conﬂicts.

For spot locations, countermeasures are
most likely going to be operational/construc
tion changes, but they could occasionally be
changes to education/enforcement programs.
Operational/construction countermeasures
include anything from a change in crosswalk
striping or signal timing to construction proj
ects such as curb extensions, realignment of
an intersection approach, or building a pe
destrian crossing island. Education/enforce
ment solutions include spot enforcement of
drivers-yield-to-pedestrian laws or education
materials aimed at well-deﬁned user group.
Three to ﬁve years of pedestrian crash data
are typically beneﬁcial in identifying and pri
oritizing high crash locations.
Corridors

For problems that occur along corridors, an
assessment of the entire corridor is neces
sary. For analysis purposes, study areas can be
subdivided into roadway segments of 0.8 km
to 8 km (0.5 mi to 5 mi) in length. Crashes at
ﬁrst may seem to occur in undeﬁned, almost
random locations. A more thorough analysis
may reveal patterns such as crashes occurring
primarily at transit stops or at night. What
seemed like an insurmountable problem can
In this corridor, pedestrian level lights and planter
be tackled systematically and comprehensively
boxes have been added to buffer pedestrians from
by focusing one or two countermeasures
vehicle trafﬁc and provide safer and more secure
throughout the corridor. For example, in the
nighttime conditions.
case of a predominance of nighttime crashes,
improving illumination throughout the cor
ridor may solve many problems. In the case of transit-related crashes, working with
the local transit provider to assess all bus stops may lead to simple solutions such as
relocating, adding, or eliminating some stops, and implementing countermeasures to
assist pedestrians in crossing the street at a limited number of critical locations. Two
to three years of pedestrian crash data are typically sufﬁcient for corridors.
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Targeted Areas
When identifying high crash targeted areas within the agency, geographic information
system (GIS) data are important. Small communities or jurisdictions may be able to
manually map pedestrian crashes, but this task is difﬁcult and time-consuming for larg
er cities with several hundred annual pedestrian crashes. It is important that statewide
computerized crash data systems allow for
geographically mapping crashes for analyses
purposes. One to three years of pedestrian
crash data are reasonable to identify area-wide
problems.
For targeted area problems occurring through
out a neighborhood, a similar approach to
that outlined in corridor problems should be
taken. Are there patterns, similarities, or a pre
dominance of one crash type? Neighborhood
problems may be more amenable to educa
tion/enforcement solutions, as the trafﬁc that
goes though a given neighborhood tends to
be made up of the same travelers nearly every
day. Engineering improvements can include
area-wide trafﬁc calming or the installation
of sidewalks or streetlights. In some cases,
changes in local, regional, or state policy may
be necessary to allow or promote these im
provements.

Trafﬁc calming techniques, such as chicanes, were
used in this targeted area to slow vehicle speeds on
neighborhood streets.

Jurisdiction-wide Problems
For a problem that is common throughout an
entire jurisdiction, agencies should ensure that
An example of a jurisdictional change is a city-wide
their policies, plans, and engineering design
policy for the installation of ADA-compliant curb
ramps.
guidelines adequately embrace the appropriate
countermeasures. Problems in spot locations,
targeted areas, corridors, and jurisdictions can
often reveal a fundamental design ﬂaw in the roadway; solutions then include changes
in design guidelines. Chapter 5 provides a list of design solutions and countermeasures
that should be incorporated into the agency’s design manuals, practices, and proce
dures so all future road projects are designed with these safety features at the onset.
High Pedestrian Crash Potential
A lack of pedestrian crashes does not mean that conditions are safe or ideal for pedes
trians. Pedestrians may avoid certain areas because they perceive danger. Consequently,
low pedestrian crash frequencies are not necessarily indicative of a safe facility, but
may be a consequence of low or zero pedestrian activity. A pedestrian safety analysis
should therefore go beyond just looking at pedestrian crashes.
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Identifying Pedestrian Safety Concerns
State of California
Some states, such as California, may have output reports (SWITRS, TASAS) that can
be provided to assist jurisdictions in indentifying their injury and fatality statistics
beyond just numbers (e.g., crashes and victim data by hour of day, day of week,
month, year, motorist data, vehicle data, victim gender, race, and age, extent of
injury). In California, this information can be provided by the California Highway
Patrol (CHP) or Caltrans. This information is easily obtained and analyzed to help
further develop crash countermeasures. Analyzing the data can be performed with
simple EXCEL spreadsheets or advanced packaged software, such as Crossroads or
Intersection Magic, depending on the agency resources. The Metropolitan Transpor
tation Commission (MTC) is working to develop an online toolkit to help Bay Area
jurisdictions of all sizes to perform collision analyses using available data and to
offer a variety of countermeasures for consideration. The toolkit is available online
at: http://www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/bicyclespedestrians/index.htm.

Methods to identify pedestrian deﬁciencies at low-crash or no-crash locations involve
an analysis of the roadway, trafﬁc, and other agency databases. By looking at the deﬁ
ciencies that occur at high crash locations, an agency should be able to identify other
locations with similar deﬁciencies. Safety improvements that are successful at one
location should be implemented at all similar locations. This requires an inventory of
spot locations, corridors, or areas to allow an agency to identify those places that have
similar characteristics as the high pedestrian crash sites. Field reviews and public input
through surveys or workshops can
help identify these locations.
Analyzing High Crash Locations,
Corridors, or Areas
Field Reviews

In this image, a
team performs a
roadway safety
audit on a local
roadway.

Once high crash locations, corri
dors, or areas have been identiﬁed,
individual crash reports, complete
with the police narratives and other
detailed information, should be
used when conducting ﬁeld reviews.
The detailed crash information and
ﬁeld reviews can be used to identify
how each pedestrian crash occurred, and what may be done to prevent future simi
lar crashes. The outcome is a list of improvements that can be implemented to ad
dress those crashes and enhance safety. For crashes involving severe and fatal injuries,
police investigations are available for in-depth and detailed reviews of how the crash
occurred and may provide information on what may have prevented it. These typi
cally include witness statements as well as more detailed investigations of motorist and
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pedestrian behavior and site conditions at the time of the crash. See Chapter 3 for a
more detailed discussion of crash site reviews.
Roadway Safety Audits and Reviews
Roadway Safety Audit Reviews (RSARs) involve the use of a multi-disciplinary team
approach to review and evaluate a location, corridor, or area after it is built or before it
is open to the public. Audit review team participants should include a variety of trans
portation professionals such as a trafﬁc engineering expert, a human factors expert,
a police representative, or a Planning-Neighborhood Services specialist. This team is
provided all of the crash history and other data for the crash location or study area
such as pedestrian and motor vehicle trafﬁc counts. In order to have the best chance
of observing the pedestrian safety problems, the team should visit the site when
conditions best simulate the problems. For instance, if crashes are happening at night,
the team should visit the site at night. The multi-disciplinary team members visit the
location or corridor together with each member making their own observations of ve
hicle, trafﬁc and environmental conditions. The observations and suggested solutions
are summarized in a report once the team has a chance to compare notes. Pedestrian
safety improvements implemented at one location can be implemented at other similar
locations, even where no pedestrian crashes have occurred. Roadway Safety Audits
(RSAs) are similar to RSARs except they are conducted before the system is built.
Pedestrian crashes may continue to occur at locations or along corridors or targeted
areas where safety improvements have been implemented. This phenomenon may
occur because more pedestrians are willing to cross at locations with one or more
engineering enhancements, thereby increasing exposure. This may also be an indica
tion that engineering solutions alone will not result in totally safe conditions. A proper
before-and-after evaluation of any treatment is essential to determine how effective it
has been.
The occurrence of a seemingly illogical pedestrian crash after the implementation of a
safety measure has sometimes been attributed to a pedestrian’s lack of understanding
of the roadway environment. It can equally be attributable to the motorist’s lack of
understanding of the roadway environment. In many cases, therefore, education and
enforcement programs may be necessary to achieve a true safety beneﬁt. There are
few engineering projects that can prevent motorists or pedestrians from choosing to
travel intoxicated or that can stop motorists from willfully breaking the law. Education
and enforcement programs addressing pedestrian safety problems should also be care
fully implemented and evaluated (see Chapter 5 for more details).

Roadway Safety Audits
The Federal Highway Administration is currently in the process of developing a
Roadway Safety Audit speciﬁcally for pedestrians. The audit will include a compan
ion guide that details how to use the instrument to assess the safety of pedestrian
facilities. It is expected to be completed in the Fall of 2006. For more information,
contact Gabriel Rousseau at 202-366-8044 or gabriel.rousseau@FHWA.dot.gov.
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Crash Typing
A crash type describes the pre-crash actions of the parties involved. When crashes
in a database are “crash typed,” a pattern often emerges that helps safety ofﬁcials
identify what the problem is and what countermeasures are generally related to
each crash type. The following six crash types are some of the most common pedes
trian crash experiences:
1. Dart/Dash
The pedestrian walked or ran into the roadway
at an intersection or midblock location and
was struck by a vehicle. The motorist’s view of
the pedestrian may have been blocked until an
instant before the impact.
2. Multiple Threat/Trapped
The pedestrian entered the roadway in front of
stopped or slowed trafﬁc and was struck by a
multiple-threat vehicle in an adjacent lane after
becoming trapped in the middle of the roadway.
3. Through Vehicle at Unsignalized Location
The pedestrian was struck at an unsignalized
intersection or midblock location. Either the mo
torist or the pedestrian may have failed to yield.

4. Turning Vehicle
The pedestrian was attempting to cross at an
intersection, driveway, or alley and was struck by
a vehicle that was turning right or left.
5. Through Vehicle at Signalized Location
The pedestrian was struck at a signalized inter
section or midblock location by a vehicle that
was traveling straight ahead.
6. Walking Along Roadway
The pedestrian was walking or running along the
roadway and was struck from the front or from
behind by a vehicle.

Other crash types include Working/Playing in roadway, Backing Vehicle, Bus-relat
ed, Crossing an Expressway, and Unique Midblock. For more details on the crash
types and related countermeasures, see Chapter 3 of the “PEDSAFE: Pedestrian
Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System” or ﬁnd the “Crash Analysis”
section in the on-line version at http://www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe.
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Selecting the Appropriate Solutions
Once crash locations have been identiﬁed based on data analysis, crash patterns
should be determined by narrowing in on speciﬁc crash types occurring at individual
locations. If a pattern is observed, then it will be easier to select the solution that best
applies to the crash type experienced. The Pedestrian and Bicycle Crash Analysis Tool
(PBCAT) is a tool designed to assist transportation professionals in determining crash
types based on data collected (see below). PEDSAFE: Pedestrian Safety Guide and Coun
termeasure Selection System (Harkey, 2004) is another resource for comparing crash types
to appropriate countermeasures. It describes crash types and provides pedestrian crash
statistics and includes descriptions of 49 different countermeasures or treatments that
may be implemented to improve pedestrian safety and mobility. Also included are 71
case studies that illustrate the concepts applied in practice in a number of U.S. com
munities. Details about PEDSAFE are contained in Appendix F.

To view PEDSAFE
online, go to http://
www.walkinginfo.
org/pedsafe. To obtain
a hard copy of PED
SAFE, please view the
following link: http://
safety.fhwa.dot.gov/
ped_bike/ped_bike_or
der.htm

Determining the Extent of Implementation
Once pedestrian safety solutions have been selected, the ﬁnal decision is usually based
on a combination of factors: is the project to be implemented in phases or all at once;
is the project to be permanent or temporary; what are the cost constraints?

FHWA’s PBCAT Crash Typing Tool
The development of effective countermeasures
to help prevent pedestrian crashes is often
enhanced through the use of detailed comput
erized State crash ﬁles. Analysis of these data
can provide information on where pedestrian
crashes occur (city, street, intersection, two-lane
road, etc.), when they occur (time of day, day
of week, etc.), and characteristics of the people
involved (age, gender, injury severity, etc.).
FHWA’s Pedestrian and Bicycle Crash Analysis
Tool (PBCAT) is a crash-typing software product
intended to assist state and local transporta
tion professionals in improving pedestrian
safety through the development and analysis of
a database containing details associated with
crashes between motor vehicles and pedestrians
or bicyclists. One of these details is the crash type, which describes the pre-crash
actions of the parties involved. With the database developed, the software can
then be used to produce reports and select countermeasures to address the prob
lems identiﬁed. For further details about crash typing, see page 44.
For more information, visit: http://www.walkinginfo.org/pc/pbcat.htm.

The NCDOT Divi
sion of Bicycle and
Pedestrian Trans
portation employs
PBCAT on its web
site.
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Phasing projects
Phasing projects is most applicable to corridor or neighborhood/targeted problem ar
eas. A desirable countermeasure may be very costly or politically challenging to imple
ment all at once. Phasing allows certain elements to be implemented right away, as
others wait further funding. There are several ways projects can be phased: geographi
cally, by urgency, by opportunity, or by type of treatment.
Geographically—starting at one end of a corridor and completing it in units. For
example, an 8 km (5 mi) corridor where a sidewalk is planned can be built in ﬁve 1.6
km (1 mi) sections over ﬁve years. This is a practical method, but may not address the
most urgent needs ﬁrst. Conversely, safety projects may be disbursed equally in differ
ent regions of a state or city so that all areas can share an improved safety for pedestri
ans and no areas feel slighted.
By urgency—treating the areas with the highest crash numbers or highest pedestrian
activity ﬁrst. This may seem logical and politically acceptable, but in reality there may
be constraints that make the most needed areas the hardest to address. Reasons may
include lack of right-of-way or topographical constraints.
By opportunity—if a certain type of treatment is needed up and down a corridor and
it can be piggy-backed onto other planned projects in that corridor (such as mainte
nance or resurfacing projects), then it makes sense to implement these countermea
sures along with the planned work.
By type of treatment—scheduling countermeasures by type of work. For example illu
mination may come ﬁrst, as an agreement with the utility company makes it easy to do
so right away. A more controversial countermeasure such as a trafﬁc circle may have
to wait until the political or design issues have been settled. Assuming both treatments
will independently contribute to pedestrian safety, proceeding with one treatment
while waiting for the other is acceptable.
Duration of Improvement
Projects can be further subdivided into temporary and permanent categories.
In most cases, a permanent solution should be sought. It will cost the most, but will
last for the duration of the roadway. A good estimate for the life of a permanent
treatment such as a sidewalk is 20 years or more, but in reality they typically last much
longer. In some cases, a temporary solution is more appropriate. This is the obvious
choice where it is known a road is to be rebuilt soon, but the pedestrian safety needs
must be addressed right away. There are other reasons to consider a temporary instal
lation: if the solution is new and untested in the community or if the design cannot
be ﬁnalized based on local conditions. A temporary installation can be used to gauge
public acceptance and can be modiﬁed when user observations demonstrate correc
tions that may be helpful.
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There are a variety of materials and designs that can be used for temporary solutions:
•

•
•
•

Paint is the cheapest and can give an immediate impression of how the per
manent solution will look and affect trafﬁc operations; if simple lines are not
enough to redirect trafﬁc, hashing out areas with zebra stripes is often more
effective at keeping cars out of certain areas; paint is very short term and should
not be left in place for more than a few months, as it will wear out; nor should
the experiment be considered a failure if motorists cross over the painted area, as
there is really no physical barrier preventing them from doing so.
Plastic posts or barrels provide more positive guidance and may last longer than
paint.
Plastic curbs offer a greater opportunity to create a picture of the proposed per
manent solution, such as curb extensions or raised median islands.
Concrete curbs can also be laid on the pavement; these are usually referred to as
“wheel stops,” such as those found in parking lots. They are almost never used
in the travel portion of the roadway but can be used as a substitute for a curb
to protect a walkway. Wheel stops should be ﬁrmly anchored and supplemented
with other measures. One potential disadvantage of wheel stops is that they may
cause pedestrians to trip.

Temporary solutions should then be evaluated for their effectiveness. The techniques
range from a full trafﬁc study to observation and receiving public input. To war
rant the time and expense of a trafﬁc study, the temporary installation should closely
resemble the ﬁnal solution and therefore be made to look substantial—evaluating the
effect of paint will not predict how a raised curb would perform.

Temporary Project Solutions
Bend, OR
The intersection in these photos was reconﬁgured in
stages: ﬁrst a curb was installed to redirect trafﬁc at
a right angle and the striping had to be redone to
reﬂect the new geometry. Motorists and pedestrians
were aware of the modiﬁed geometry and engineers
were able to monitor its effect on trafﬁc operations.
In the second stage, the curbed area was ﬁlled with
landscaping, offering a more permanent solution.
This two-step process enabled the city to implement
a change immediately and at a low cost. The more
permanent landscaped solution had to be contracted
out, a more time-consuming process. Temporary proj
ects and strategically-phased solutions allow for fast
implementation, leaving the agency time to consider
more permanent alternatives.
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Conversely, a temporary installation has its pitfalls, since plastic cones, posts, curbs,
or orange barrels are usually not aesthetically pleasing, and may generate negative
reactions just because it “looks cheap” or “ugly.” This can be mitigated by showing
adjacent property owners an artist rendering of the completed project or photos of a
similar treatment implemented elsewhere.
A temporary installation helps to identify unintended negative consequences. If the
trafﬁc study or public input indicates a problem, steps can be taken to redesign the
countermeasure to avoid these consequences.
However, temporary installations may generate one major unintended consequence:
total removal of the countermeasure because of negative public reactions. Complaints
from a small but vocal minority may cause elected ofﬁcials to bow to this pressure.
The complaints often stem from the fact that some people simply do not like change,
or the countermeasure affects their trip, requires them to drive more prudently, or
creates a slightly longer distance. Opposition may also be generated from a lack of
prior knowledge about the change or test. Garnering public support and buy-in from
a citizen committee or stakeholders and effectively working and communicating with
the community prior to implementing countermeasures will go a long way in blunting
opposition before it is generated (see Chapter 2).
Bowing to pressure, removing the temporary installation, and then not installing the
permanent countermeasure can have dire consequences for the intended beneﬁciaries:
pedestrians. Many countermeasures such as curb extensions can be built right the ﬁrst
time with a great degree of conﬁdence they will work as intended. Some users may
complain, but rarely will an agency remove a permanent and fairly expensive feature if
it is working as intended.
Safety evaluation results of temporary solutions should be shared with the public
(area residents and/or business people, elected ofﬁcials etc.). It should be made clear
that the results may not be the same as the permanent solution, for the reasons cited
above.
Prioritizing Pedestrian Improvements
Initial Factors to Consider
After all the steps outlined to this point have been implemented (stakeholder involve
ment, data collection and analyses, review of problem areas), the list of needed im
provements may appear overwhelming at ﬁrst. Pedestrian safety countermeasures can
be prioritized taking into account the following factors:
Availability of Right-of-Way (ROW)
Most pedestrian safety countermeasures will not require additional ROW, as they usu
ally involve road narrowing, striping, illumination, etc. Occasionally, additional ROW
(or at least an easement) will be required, to create a sidewalk buffer for example.
ROW negotiations can be lengthy, and it is best to start the process as soon as it is
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determined the improvement is needed
so the project is not unduly held up. A
conceptual design should be enough to
determine how much ROW will be need
ed, to help speed things along. Easements
can often be obtained much quicker and
at a much lower cost.
Federal and/or State Mandates
Certain countermeasures can be piggy
backed to projects scheduled to fulﬁll
Federal or state requirements. ADA and
curb ramp requirements are one example:
if a safety countermeasure requires
changing a corner radius, and the cor
ner is slated for an ADA upgrade (ramp
installation), the two projects can be
combined for efﬁciency. Some Federal or
state requirements are safety-related, such
as upgrading deﬁcient bridge guardrails;
these projects should also include pedes
trian safety measures.

Prioritization of Crosswalk
Improvements
Seattle, WA
Over 600 crosswalk locations were surveyed and divid
ed into “compliant,” “possibly compliant,” and “non
compliant” using recommendations from a FHWA
safety study (Zegeer et al., 2005). The possibly compli
ant and non-compliant locations were then mapped as
shown below. It was immediately clear that most of
the locations were along 12 corridors. This, combined
with crash data, provided a list of prioritized corridors
for making improvements. The crosswalk inventory al
lowed analysts to identify crosswalks with safety con
cerns and determine feasible safety measures for the
prioritized list (Hefferan, 2004).

Public Support
The data collection methods outlined
in Chapter 3 will often make the most
problematic areas rise to the surface.
Yet there are some crashes that strike an
emotional chord in the public, like when
a child is hit while walking to school. This
will create tremendous public support
for a countermeasure that addresses this
issue. The responsible agency should
pursue a solution to this problem while
not losing sight of the goal of making
improvements where most crashes occur.
Similarly, the solution should be one that
improves pedestrian safety and is not a
response that may make conditions less
safe for motorists and pedestrians. How
ever, responding positively to an emo
tionally-charged situation is an opportu
nity for the agency to pursue funding for
other needed pedestrian crash counter
measures as well as gain acceptance of a
fairly progressive countermeasure.

Legend: yellow dots indicate possibly
compliant locations and red dots indicate
non-compliant ones.
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Project Prioritization System
Phoenix, AZ and Denver, CO
Phoenix, AZ has a sidewalk retroﬁt and street modernization program to build missing pieces of sidewalks
and other street infrastructure improvements in developed neighborhoods. Projects are ranked based on
various factors including the street classiﬁcation (collector streets are given a higher priority than a local
street) and the proximity to a pedestrian generator (school, church, park, or medical facility). Projects are
assigned points in several such categories and are ranked in each of the eight Council Districts so that all
parts of the City receive some safety and infrastructure improvements rather than all of the funding being
directed to one area.
The Denver, CO pedestrian plan prioritized potential improvements using several different criteria. This
criteria included a proximity analysis—an analysis of the presence of sidewalks and the proximity of facili
ties that are likely to generate pedestrian activity, including light rail transit stations, schools, parks and
parkways, libraries, and neighborhood destinations. In addition, socio-economic data, existing sidewalk
conditions, auto-pedestrian crash history, and pedestrian route proximity were used in the prioritization
of projects. A project scored zero, one, or two points in each criteria or category; the maximum points a
project could score was ten while zero was the lowest a project could score. This system of scoring projects
based upon points they earn for each criteria allowed the Advisory Team to objectively determine the level
of importance for each project and therefore the priority for project implementation and completion. See
the image below for a geographical representation of the pedestrian potential model developed.
For more information, visit: http://phoenix.gov/streets/index.html or http://www.denvergov.org/transpor
tation_planning/.
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Travel Demand
Though pedestrian crashes do not always correlate to pedestrian use (pedestrians often
get hit in areas where fewer people walk), countermeasures in an area where there are
many pedestrians will be easier to justify.
Cost of Improvements
This is always an important factor in all decision-making: should an agency try to
spread available funding to many low-cost countermeasures, or target funds for a few
high-proﬁle projects? Some of the most expensive countermeasures are not neces
sarily the most effective. The best examples are pedestrian bridges and underpasses:
they can cost millions of dollars but get little use because of inconvenience or security
concerns. Several new pedestrian signals can be installed for the cost of one tunnel or
bridge. Conversely, inexpensive measures, such as improved striping, can be quickly
implemented over an entire corridor or neighborhood for comparatively little cost.
Funding
Some funding sources can only be used for limited applications. Many common funds
can be used only for construction, only for education, or only for enforcement. This
is not necessarily a limitation, as a typical safety program will involve all three compo
nents. If a funding source becomes available, but has limitations, this should not be
an impediment to implementation—every funding opportunity should be seized as it
becomes available (see Chapter 6 for more about funding).
Safety Beneﬁts
Decision-makers want to ensure the maximum cost-effectiveness, so the most effec
tive countermeasures that offer the greatest safety beneﬁts should be considered ﬁrst.
Some pedestrian safety countermeasure will have beneﬁts for other road users, and
some may have negative consequences for others. These issues need to be weighed
against all other considerations. This highlights the need to develop a ranking system
to prioritize projects.
Developing a Ranking System to Prioritize
Projects
Transportation agencies often develop a ranking system for making improvements
such as surface preservation, modernization, or safety. Pedestrian safety countermea
sures are no different. The idea is to assign scoring to the various criteria, weighting
each one according to the values of the community, available funding, political climate
etc. Other scoring factors can be added, and each one needs to be weighted so it rep
resents an agreed-upon value.
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Pedestrian Needs Index
The primary input to a Pedestrian Needs Index (also called a Pedestrian Potential
Index or Deﬁciencies Index) is pedestrian crash data. In addition to crash data, in
ventories of missing sidewalks, lighting, and other pedestrian facilities can be used to
identify where upgrades are needed. Lists can be prioritized using pedestrian count
data or proximity to schools or other pedestrian gen
erators. Projects should be reassessed and reprioritized
annually, and funding should be assigned so that all
regions within a state or an agency receive some level of
Category
Possible
pedestrian facility enhancements and all of the improve
Points
ments are not concentrated in one area. Each agency
Severity of problem (how
15
should create its own Pedestrian Deﬁciency Index based
many crashes have occurred or
on the resources available, and develop a point system
are likely to occur)
to compare and assess various projects. Pedestrian crash
Effectiveness of solution
15
history can be an input to this ranking system.
Probable use (travel demand)
15
Likelihood of funding
10
Any ranking system can be subject to personal bias if
Feasibility (constructability:
15
multiple observers or analysts contribute. A standard
piggy-backing, available ROW,
ized form or checklist can enhance objectivity of the
etc.)
results. GIS methods can be used to automate the
ranking process for large areas from a database. A scor
Public support
15
ing system where the total possible points add up to
Cost
15
100 makes it easier for the public to appreciate how a
Bonus: achieves other goals
possible 10
proposal fares; it also makes it easier to tweak individu
(motorist/bicyclist safety,
points
ally weighted category scoring. Sample categories, with
aesthetics)
sample weightings, could be similar to the ones in the
Total
100
table at left.
Above is an example of a ranking sys
tem used to establish pedestrian project
priorities.

The ﬁrst attempt at a scoring and weighting system is
rarely perfect. A Pedestrian Advisory Board (PAB) as
described in Chapter 2 can help develop the ranking sys
tem. It should then be ﬁeld-tested on real-world prob
lem areas so that the results appear rational and those
projects that are obviously needed score highly. A potential downside is that a problem
the public has identiﬁed as a major crisis may score low if it fails in several important
categories. A scoring system created and backed by a PAB that represents the public’s
interests can help deﬂect criticism. It can also help ensure that projects that solve a
real but ignored problem get the attention they deserve. However, if a scoring system
is created and the high-scoring projects are not implemented, it may create a liability
problem for the agency.

Legislative/Public Oversight
As stated in Chapter 2 on stakeholders, prioritizing pedestrian safety projects transpar
ently and based on good data and public input can help an agency make decisions that
lead to the best projects being selected within their given funding limitations. It also
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enables the agency to pursue its charter with assurance that it is accomplishing the
goals it was set out to achieve: reduce pedestrian crash risks.
Legislative/public oversight helps establish goals, secure funding, etc. But much of
what is known by professionals in the ﬁeld of pedestrian safety may not be fully un
derstood by the general public. The agency should operate in a climate of open com
munication and explain to the public, elected ofﬁcials, and the media what it is doing
as well as how and why. This will help ensure that the agency is allowed to pursue its
mission and implement the best solutions to the most urgent problems without con
stant questioning or review. An effective solution that is installed quickly can demon
strate the agency’s overall effectiveness in dealing with pedestrian safety problems and
will facilitate future successes.
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Chapter 2 describes
how to proceed with this
information in a manner
that ensures maximum
effectiveness. Jurisdictions
that have been given
the responsibility of
oversight to a Pedestrian
Advisory Board (PAB)
should trust the PAB
to carry out its mission
with minimal interfer
ence.
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Chapter 5:
Selecting
Safety
Solutions

J

urisdictions should ensure that all of their policies, plans, and engineering design
guidelines include considerations for pedestrian safety. The design solutions men
tioned in the ﬁrst part of this chapter should not be viewed only as ﬁxes to spot
problems; they should be incorporated into the agency’s design manuals, practices, and
procedures so all future road projects are designed with appropriate access and safety
features.

“ Measures to

improve pedestri
an safety should
not be limited to
engineering treat
ments; education
and enforcement
are also impor
tant for pedestri
ans.

”

This chapter explores the most commonly used and effective pedestrian crash coun
termeasures. Each is brieﬂy described with available information concerning its effec
tiveness. A few other design considerations are also explained. Appendix H comple
ments this chapter, providing a checklist of things to consider when implementing
crash countermeasures. The chapter is organized into the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design Speciﬁcations and Guidelines.
Engineering Solutions.
Enforcement and Education Solutions.
Policy and Planning Solutions.
Countermeasures to be Used with Caution.
Consequences of Countermeasures for Other Road Users.

Design Speciﬁcations and Guidelines
There are numerous policy, planning, and design guidelines that transportation plan
ners and engineers can use; however, only a few address pedestrian designs thoroughly.
AASHTO has recently published the Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of
Pedestrian Facilities. An example of a state pedestrian design guide is Washington DOT’s
Pedestrian Facilities Guidebook; one city/regional example is the Planning and Designing for
Pedestrians: Model Guidelines for the San Diego Region. Additionally, FHWA has an excel
lent publication: PEDSAFE: Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System
(FHWA-SA-04-003). The Manual on Uniform Trafﬁc Control Devices (MUTCD) should be
used for selecting appropriate trafﬁc controls: signs, trafﬁc signals, marked crosswalks,
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and other pavement markings. See Appendix F for more infor
mation on these and other available references.
Many of the above-mentioned pedestrian policy, planning, and
design guidelines—along with those in Appendix F—were used
to develop the following list of some of the more effective
countermeasures in terms of improving pedestrian safety. They
should also be used by jurisdictions for guidance to ﬁx spot
problems and to update and improve agency design manuals,
practices, and procedures.
Engineering Solutions
The countermeasures presented here are organized according to
the type of pedestrian crash.
Walking Along the Road Crashes
Rural environments:
1.

Paved shoulders—Paved shoulders provide room for
pedestrians to walk separate from motor vehicle trafﬁc
in rural areas when providing sidewalks is not a feasible
option. Paved shoulders also provide room for bicyclists.
Paved shoulders have many safety and operational ad
vantages for motor vehicle trafﬁc as well. To be effective,
paved shoulders should be 1.8 m (6 ft) wide or more;
1.2 m (4 ft) is considered the minimum acceptable width
to accommodate pedestrians (AASHTO Green book,
2001). Rural environments near large urban areas or those
experiencing rapid growth should be considered subur
ban, where sidewalks are the preferred pedestrian accom
modation. Newly-developed communities should provide
sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities.

Paved shoulders offer pedestrians on rural
roadways a safer place to walk.

Urban and Suburban Environments:
1.

Sidewalks—Sidewalks can eliminate most walking-along
the-road pedestrian crashes by providing positive separa
tion from motor vehicle trafﬁc. Continuous and connected
sidewalks are needed along both sides of streets to prevent
unnecessary street crossings. Sidewalks generally should
not be placed immediately adjacent to moving motor
vehicle trafﬁc. Whenever possible, they should be buff
ered with a planter strip, parking lane, shoulder, or bike
lane. This will increase pedestrian safety and comfort and
can make it easier to meet the ADA requirement for a
level passage through driveways and the requirement for a

Sidewalks provide safe spaces for pedes
trians to walk.
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clear passage around utility poles, posts, ﬁre hydrants, etc.
(these can be placed in a landscaped buffer zone). Planter
strips should be 1.5 m (5 ft) wide or greater; 1.8 m (6 ft)
is a desirable minimum. Separated sidewalks should also
be 1.5 m (5 ft) wide or greater; 1.8 m (6 ft) is a desirable
minimum along arterial streets in non-commercial areas.
Along arterials where there is no buffer, curbside sidewalks
should be 3.0 m (10 ft) wide or greater. Sidewalks should
provide a continuous effective width to prevent choke
points from being created by street furniture. In downtown
areas, considerations must be made for outdoor seating
for restaurants. Rolled (mountable) curbs are not recom
mended. Continuous and connected sidewalks are needed
along both sides of streets to prevent unnecessary street
crossings.

Driveways should be designed so that the
sidewalk continues through the driveway
in a relatively ﬂat and level alignment.

Pedestrian-level light ﬁxtures increase
pedestrian visibility at night and provide
a better sense of security.

2.

Driveways—Well-deﬁned driveways clearly mark the area
where motorists will be crossing the pedestrian’s path.
Non-deﬁned vehicle access points with continuous access
to parking create a long conﬂict area between pedestrians
and motorists. This added area of ambiguity complicates
the motorist’s task of watching for pedestrians.

3.

Driveway design and spacing—driveways should be
designed to look like driveways, not street intersections
(sidewalks should continue through the driveway). Local
policies should prohibit blocking the sidewalk at driveways
and these policies should be enforced. Driveways should
be kept as narrow as possible. The level of the sidewalk
should be maintained, and the driveway should be sloped
so that the motorist goes up and over the sidewalk. This
will help with a number of goals: meeting ADA accessibil
ity requirements will be easier, the fact that the pedestrian
has the right-of-way will be clear, and motorists will need
to slow down slightly to enter the driveway, which will help
promote pedestrian safety. Driveways should be located
away from intersections. The number of driveways should
be minimized (consolidate whenever possible) to reduce
the number of conﬂict points for pedestrians. This access
management is also a safety advantage for motorists.

4.

Illumination—Pedestrian crashes disproportionately oc
cur at times of poor lighting (mostly dusk and nighttime).
Illumination greatly increases the motorist’s ability to see
pedestrians walking along the road. Double-sided lighting
should be provided along wide arterial streets to illuminate
both sidewalks for the security and safety of the pedestri
an. Light uniformity along a road is also important. Lights
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should be spaced to minimize or eliminate dark areas along
the road and sidewalks. For midblock and intersection
crossings, it may be helpful to provide extra lighting to
crossings with high nighttime pedestrian use.
Crossing the Road Crashes
Midblock crashes:
1.

Pedestrian crossing island—On two-way streets, a median
island at uncontrolled locations can help reduce crashes
by up to 40 percent. The beneﬁts are greatest on busy
multilane streets where gaps are few and difﬁcult to ﬁnd.
A pedestrian crossing island breaks an otherwise difﬁcult
crossing maneuver into two easier steps: instead of need
ing to ﬁnd a gap long enough to cross all lanes at ones, a
pedestrian looks left, ﬁnds an acceptable gap in one direc
tion only, crosses to the island, then looks right and ﬁnds a
second gap.

Pedestrian crossing islands provide a
refuge when crossing wider roads.

In-Street Pedestrian Crossing Signs
State of Pennsylvania; State of New York; and Portland, OR
In 2001, the State of Pennsylvania began providing municipalities with in-street pedes
trian crossing signs. The in-street crossing signs are incorporated in the MUTCD in Section
2B.12. To date, more than 2,000 signs have been installed. The signs cost about $200
each and are distributed to municipalities through the DOT regional ofﬁces. The signs are
to be placed at unsignalized crossings on roadways with a speed limit of 56 km/h (35 mi/h)
or less. The signs are typically set 1.5 to 3.0 m (5 to 10 ft) in advance of the crosswalk (at
tached to the pavement) but can be placed as far as 15.2 m (50 ft) from the crosswalk. A
number of Pennsylvania municipalities have used the signs as
a visible part of larger pedestrian safety programs, involving
education, enforcement, and design components.
A study has been conducted evaluating the effects of pe
destrian safety cones placed in streets in upstate New York,
Long Island, and Portland, OR (Huang, 2000). The in-street
pedestrian crossing cones, like the in-street pedestrian cross
ing signs, serve the same purpose: to display a consistent and
accurate message, i.e., the relevant law for yielding to pe
destrians. The study ﬁndings conﬁrm that pedestrian safety
cones can improve conditions for pedestrians who beneﬁt
from motorists’ yielding to them. Findings suggests that mo
torists were more likely to yield to pedestrians after the signs
had been placed on the roadway.
For more information, visit: http://www.dot.state.pa.us or http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/
pedbike/pubs/00-098.pdf.
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Two-stage crosswalks with fencing help
direct pedestrians to look for vehicles
coming from the right.

2.

Two-stage crosswalk with median fencing—Some agen
cies provide railings/fencing in the medians of multilane
roads that channel pedestrians to the right, increasing the
likelihood that they will look for vehicles coming from
their right in the second half of the crossing. It should be
mentioned, however, that these types of crossings can be
problematic for pedestrians who are blind and for wheel
chair users.

3.

Curb extensions—On streets with on-street parking, curb
extensions reduce the total crossing distance. Reducing the
crossing distance helps pedestrians in two ways: it reduces
the time they are exposed to moving trafﬁc, and it makes it
easier for pedestrians to assess and ﬁnd an acceptable gap,
as the time needed to cross is shorter. They also increase
visibility: the waiting pedestrian can better see approaching
motor vehicle trafﬁc and motorists can better see pedes
trians waiting to cross the road; their view is no longer
blocked by parked cars. Curb extensions should be de
signed to accommodate storm water drainage and should
never extend more than 1.8 m (6 ft).

4.

Illumination—See discussion on page 56 concerning il
lumination.

5.

Crosswalks at uncontrolled locations with advance stop bar
(or yield line)—On multilane streets a common and often
fatal crash type is the “multiple-threat” crash, in which a
motorist in one lane stops to let a pedestrian cross, but so
close to the crosswalk as to mask a motorist in the adjacent
lane who is not slowing down. The second motorist does
not have time to react and the pedestrian is struck at a high
speed. The advance stop bar or yield line (accompanied
with a R1-5 or R1-51a YIELD HERE TO PEDESTRI
ANS sign) requires all motorists to stop back (30 to 50 ft
is desirable); when the ﬁrst motorist stops at the stop bar,
it allows the pedestrian to see if a motorist in the second
lane is stopping. This enables the pedestrian to wait or step
back if he or she has started to proceed into the second
lane. While the advance stop bar with appropriate signing
has the potential to reduce the probability of a multiplethreat crash, this is no guarantee that 1) all motorists will
stop for pedestrians and 2) all stopping vehicles will neces
sarily stop at the stop line, potentially on high-speed roads.
Therefore, it is important to carefully select locations for
unsignalized crossings, even if the advance stop bar and
signing is used. Also, such sites should be monitored to
ensure that pedestrians are able to cross safely and if not,

Curb extensions can increase the visibil
ity of pedestrians and motorists.

Advance stop lines can help prevent mul
tiple threat pedestrian crashes.
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Advance Stop/Yield Markings
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Crosswalks on streets with multilane, uncontrolled ap
proaches are often associated with a type of pedestrian
crash termed a multiple threat crash. A major factor con
tributing to this kind of crash is the fact that the yielding
vehicle stops (or slows) too close to the crosswalk, screen
ing the pedestrian from the view of another motorist fast
approaching in the lane that the pedestrian is to cross next.
One treatment that addresses the issue of multiple-threat
crashes is the use of yield markings placed 9.1 to 15.2 m (30
to 50 ft) in advance of the crosswalks along with a “YIELD
HERE TO PEDESTRIANS” sign placed adjacent to the mark
ings (the sign is incorporated in MUTCD in Section 2B.11).
Data show that this treatment can produce a marked re
duction in multiple threat conﬂicts (Van Houten, 1988; Van
Houten, 1992).
In a study conducted in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada, 24 crosswalks were
randomly assigned to a treatment or
control condition. Following a base
line measurement period, twelve of
the streets had advance yield mark
ings and the “YIELD HERE TO PEDES
TRIAN” sign installed 7.0 m (23 ft)
to 19.8 m (65 ft) in advance of the
crosswalk. The remaining half of the
crosswalks remained in the baseline
condition and served as control sites.
Each of the streets used in the study
included multiple travel lanes in both
directions or multiple lanes on a oneway street with a posted speed limit of 48 km/h (30 mi/h) (Van Houten, 2001).
The sign and markings increased the percentage of motorists yielding to pedestrians and
decreased the percentage of motor vehicle/pedestrian conﬂicts at all 12 sites. For the
control crosswalks, motorist-yielding behavior remained almost unchanged between the
before- and after-treatment measurements. However, the percentage of motorists who
yielded to pedestrians at crosswalks with the added sign and markings increased from
around 70 to 75 percent to around 80 to 85 percent. Further, vehicle-pedestrian conﬂicts
remained nearly constant for the control sites but declined from about 10 to 15 conﬂicts
per 100 crossings to under 5 conﬂicts per 100 crossings at the treatment sites. Follow-up
data collected six months after the markings and signs were introduced show no reduc
tion in treatment effectiveness. These data are in accord with previous ﬁndings, which
show that effects are maintained over time.
For more information, visit: http://www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe.
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then other treatments (e.g., trafﬁc signals) should be con
sidered.
6.

Trafﬁc signal with pedestrian signal displays—On busy
multilane highways with signiﬁcant volumes, a signal may
be the only way to create a gap for pedestrians to cross. It
is often difﬁcult to meet the MUTCD warrants for a trafﬁc
signal based solely on existing pedestrian counts; it is often
necessary to anticipate how many pedestrians might cross
there once the signal is installed. All signals have associated
operational and safety concerns that must be addressed,
including the distance to adjacent signals.

Nighttime Pedestrian Crashes:
Trafﬁc signals with pedestrian signals
create a gap for pedestrians to cross inter
sections.

Many nighttime crashes can be prevented through better light
ing. See previous discussion on illumination (page 56).
Intersection Straight-Through Crashes:
Most of the techniques described under midblock crashes are
applicable at intersections for straight-through crashes: pedes
trian crossing islands, curb extensions, illumination, and advance
stop bars or yield lines.
Intersection Right Turn Crashes (Signalized or Unsignalized):

Wide radii (top) allow faster turning
speeds and create unsafe pedestrian en
vironments. A simple extension (bottom)
can reduce the turning radius and vehicle
turning speed as well as provide a safer
crossing place for pedestrians.

1.

Tighter radius—Tightening the intersection radius has
many beneﬁts for pedestrians: it shortens the crossing
distance, brings the crosswalk closer to the intersection,
increases visibility of the pedestrian or the approaching
motor vehicle, slows right-turning vehicles, and it makes it
much easier to install two ADA compliant curb ramps at
each corner. The choice of a curb radius is dependent on
the design vehicle and whether the street is a local resi
dential street, a neighborhood collector, or a major arte
rial. This requires the designer to calculate the appropriate
radius for each corner of an intersection and to accept
occasional difﬁcult turns for the rare event—for example a
large moving truck turning onto a local street; this occurs
seldom enough that there’s little reason to provide large
radii for truck turns onto local streets. The presence of onstreet parking on both intersecting streets can also result in
the opportunity to tighten the curb radius.

2.

Curb extensions—See previous discussion on curb exten
sions on page 58.
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3.

Pork-chop islands—While right-turn slip lanes (also called
channelized right-turn lanes) are often considered negative
facilities for pedestrians (especially vision-impaired pedes
trians) due to the emphasis on easy and fast motor vehicle
travel, they can be designed to be less problematic. Where
an exclusive right-turn lane is provided, a pork-chop island
between the right-turn lane and the through lanes can
shorten the crossing, resulting in less pedestrian exposure
and improved signal timing. The island also enables pedes
trians and motorists to negotiate one conﬂict separately
from the others. A properly designed pork-chop island has
the longer tail pointing upstream to the approaching rightturn motorist; this channelization brings the approaching
motorist at close to a 90º angle, so the motorist is looking
forward at the crosswalk; the crosswalk is placed one car
length back from the intersection proper (the AASHTO
Green Book now includes this better option). This enables
the motorist to move forward once the pedestrian conﬂict
has been resolved so the right-turning motorist can focus
on trafﬁc. The pedestrian then can cross to a shorter street
crossing.
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Well-designed pork-chop islands can help
pedestrians navigate an intersection more
safely.

Intersection Left-Turn Crashes:
1.

2.

Median islands—A median island helps channelize leftturning vehicles, slowing their speeds in the process. An
island also gives pedestrians a refuge for long crossings or
if a conﬂict cannot be avoided. However, signal phasing
should ideally be designed to allow the pedestrian to cross
the entire street during a single cycle.
Curb ramp placement and design—Poor ramp placement
and design can make a street crossing more difﬁcult and
may lead to crashes. For example, poorly placed or ori
ented ramps force wheelchair users to make long detours
and they may not cross in the allotted time at a signalized
intersection; or they may force wheelchair users to cross
outside the crosswalk lines at a location where motorists
do not expect them. Proper ramp placement and design
ensures that all users cross in crosswalks, close to the inter
section, where motorists can see them, and without undue
delay. Ramps must be wholly contained within the marked
crosswalk area. Usually, this can only be accomplished if
the curb radius is 7.6 m (25 ft) or less. Single ramps that
direct the pedestrian into the middle of the intersection
should be avoided (especially on arterial streets) but may
be necessary where a large radius precludes the use of two
ramps. Ramps must be designed to meet ADA Guidelines,

Median islands provide a safe waiting
place for pedestrians crossing multilane
roads.

Well-designed curb ramps provide pedes
trians with disabilities better access to the
sidewalk system.
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and two ramps at a corner are generally preferred over
single-ramp corners. ADA Guidelines can be found online
at http://www.access-board.gov/adaag/html/adaag.htm.
Signalized Intersection Crashes:
All signalized intersections should have the following (unless no
pedestrians are expected):
•

Pedestrian signals are needed (pedestrian WALK/DON’T
WALK signals) to ensure that a pedestrian knows when
the signal phasing allows them to cross and when they
should not be crossing. On one-way streets (or streets with
unusual conﬁguration) a pedestrian approaching from the
opposite direction may not realize an intersection is signal
ized and cannot see the vehicle signal heads nor know
when it is safe to cross if there is no pedestrian signal. The
same is true for intersections with left turn arrows. Wide
streets require more information on when to cross and
when not to start crossing due to the long pedestrian clear
ance intervals that may exist.

•

Marked crosswalks clearly indicate to the motorist where
to expect pedestrians and help keep the crossing area clear
of vehicles. It should be standard practice to mark all four
legs of a signalized intersection unless unusual circum
stances exist.

•

A WALK signal (walking person symbol) should be long
enough to get pedestrians started and a clearance interval
(ﬂashing upraised hand or DON’T WALK signal) long
enough to ensure that a pedestrian can fully cross the
entire street. While many agencies have traditionally used
a 1.2 m/s (4 ft/s) assumed walking speed, slower walking
speeds of 1.1 m/s (3.5 ft/s) or even 0.9 m/s (3 ft/s) may
be appropriate at locations which have a substantial num
ber of older pedestrians. The Highway Capacity Manual spe
ciﬁcally recommends a slower walking speed when the per
centage of walkers over the age of 65 represent 20 percent
or more of the pedestrian population using that crossing
(National Research Council, 2000). Another option is to
consider the use of automatic pedestrian detectors, which
can detect slower-moving pedestrians in a crosswalk and
automatically extend the pedestrian clearance interval
until the pedestrian is safely on the other side of the street
(see link to recent research on automatic pedestrian de
tectors at the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center
web site: http://www.walkinginfo.org/rd/technology.

Crosswalks and pedestrian signals en
courage pedestrians to cross at signalized
intersections.
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htm#peddetect). New detection methods such as video are
being tested but some may still be expensive to implement.
•

Push buttons, placed where a pedestrian who is in a wheel
chair or is visually impaired can easily reach them, are of
ten needed. They should be located so as to clearly indicate
which crosswalk each button regulates for crossings in two
different directions. The best practice is to provide push
buttons mounted on two separate pedestals separated by
at least 3 m (10 ft). Illuminated push buttons (that light up
when activated) are used to notify the pedestrian that the
actuated signal is working and/or connected. They increase
the likelihood that pedestrians will actuate the push but
ton and comply with the pedestrian signal. Push buttons
are not used in downtown/central business districts and
other area of high pedestrian use where pedestrians can
be expected at every signal cycle. The pedestrian phase
should be on recall at these locations. Push buttons should
not be needed at ﬁxed-time trafﬁc signals where pedestrian
crossings are reasonably expected on more than an oc
casional basis, and the crossing (WALK) interval should
occur every signal cycle. The MUTCD Part 4 should be
used to design signals to the latest accessibility standards
(ADA); it is available online at http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.
gov/pdfs/2003/Ch4.pdf.

Many crashes occur while the pedestrian is crossing with the
WALK signal, and some signal-timing techniques can help
reduce the incidence of these crashes. Additional countermea
sures at signalized locations may include:
1. Protected left-turn phases—This allows left-turning ve
hicles to have their own separate interval, which can also
separate vehicle left-turning movement from pedestrian
crossing intervals. Thus, pedestrians can cross without
interference from left-turning motorists. Red and green
left turn arrows are used to make it clear to motorists they
must wait before turning left.
2. All-red phase—A short (i.e., 2 second) all-red interval may
help prevent a crash resulting from a high-speed red-light
runner hitting a pedestrian who has begun crossing with
the WALK signal or who may have a slower walking speed
and did not clear the crosswalk.
3. Lead Pedestrian interval (LPI)—The LPI can help re
duce conﬂicts between turning vehicles and pedestrians
when turning vehicles encroach onto the crosswalk before

Push buttons such as this one should be
placed where they can be easily accessed
when waiting to cross an intersection.
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pedestrians leave the curb. The LPI releases pedestrians
(WALK phase) 3 to 5 seconds prior to the green light for
vehicles. This enables pedestrians to enter and occupy the
crosswalk before turning motorists enter it. This treatment
is particularly effective where there is a double right or left
turn movement.

Countdown signals help pedestrians
know how much time they have left to
cross an intersection.

4. Pedestrian countdown signal—This tells the pedestrian
how much time is left in the pedestrian clearance interval
(ﬂashing DON’T WALK or upraised hand). This informa
tion encourages pedestrians to leave the crossing before
the crossing time runs out and reduces the number of
pedestrians who initiate a crossing too late in the cycle or
who are still in the street at the end of the crossing inter
val. The countdown signal should begin during the pedes
trian clearance interval (ﬂashing DON’T WALK) phase.

Lead Pedestrian Intervals (LPIs)
St. Petersburg, FL
A lead pedestrian interval was created for study at three signalized intersections in downtown St. Peters
burg, Florida where pedestrian crossings occurred at the average rate of 60 per hour. An LPI is intended to
decrease crashes that involve motor vehicles and pedestrians by separating them in time. The LPI permits
pedestrians to gain a head start before turning vehicles are released. Following the introduction of the LPI,
conﬂicts were virtually eliminated for pedestrians departing during the start of the WALK interval. There
were 44 total pretreatment observation periods at all three sites.
During each of these sessions, the sites averaged between 2 and
3 conﬂicts per 100 pedestrians, with some periods having up to 5
conﬂicts per 100 pedestrians. After the LPI was installed, 34 of the
41 sessions had no conﬂicts, and no session had more than 2 con
ﬂicts per 100 pedestrians. This effect was noted for senior citizens
and non-seniors alike. There was also a smaller reduction in conﬂicts
during the remainder of the WALK interval. This reduction was likely
the result of pedestrians claiming the right-of-way during the earlier
portion of the WALK interval. The percentage of pedestrians yielding
to vehicles also declined following the introduction of the LPI, and
data showed that pedestrians tended to cross more lanes during
the 3 second LPI the longer the intervention was in effect. This was
likely the result of regular users discerning the presence of the LPI
and modifying their behavior to utilize it to the fullest extent pos
sible. Over a period of four months at these three sites, no reduction in intersection effectiveness for motor
vehicles was detected. Moreover, local authorities opted to retain the LPI in places where the range of per
mitted turning movements governed by the signal cycles allows safe use of the LPI. This intervention was
shown to increase pedestrian safety and improve pedestrian comfort and perceived safety levels as well.
For more information, visit http://www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe and read Case Study No. 65 and 66 (follow
links to case studies in Florida and click on the two links to LPI studies).
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The standards for pedestrian countdown signals can be
found in Section 4E.07 of the MUTCD.
5. All-pedestrian phase (also known as Barnes dance or
scramble phase)—By stopping all vehicle movements and
allowing pedestrians to cross in all directions (including
diagonally), virtually all conﬂicts are eliminated. But pe
destrians are not allowed to cross during the regular motor
vehicle phase, so motorists can turn without needing to
yield to pedestrians. This introduces a third signal phase
that generally increases delay for motorists and pedestri
ans. This signal phasing technique has been removed from
many intersections as both pedestrians and motorists do
not typically tolerate the extra delay, and such phasing may
only be appropriate for a few central city crossing loca
tions with very high pedestrian trafﬁc, relatively low vehicle
volumes, and a high number of turning conﬂicts. Also,
where intersecting streets are narrow and cycle lengths are
short, such timing schemes may be more practical, since
increased delay will be less of a problem. The all-pedestri
an phase may also be better when applied at intersections
where all street approaches have a similar cross-section and
trafﬁc ﬂow.
6. Prohibited right-turn-on-red at selected locations—Con
sideration should be made to prohibit right-turn-on-red
(RTOR) at intersections where there are high volumes of
pedestrians, particularly near schools, and/or where older
pedestrians cross regularly. Placing NO TURN ON RED
signs may also be appropriate at complex intersections
(e.g., skewed intersections, intersections with more than
four legs), and also where pedestrians are having trouble
crossing on a WALK signal due to a high volume of rightturning motorists. It should be noted that at locations
where RTOR is prohibited, right-turn-on-green collisions
or conﬂicts with pedestrians may still occur.

An all-pedestrian phase may be appropri
ate at certain intersections where there
is a large volume of pedestrians crossing
the street regularly.

Prohibiting certain turning movements
may protect pedestrians in the crossing.

Pedestrian Crashes on Road Sections:
1.

Road diets—Reducing travel speeds and reducing the num
ber of travel lanes a pedestrian has to cross are beneﬁcial
in all cases. One well-documented technique that accom
plishes both goals is a “road diet” that takes a four-lane
undivided street (two lanes in each direction) and reconﬁgures the lanes to two travel lanes, a center turn lane,
and two bike lanes. The beneﬁts for pedestrians include a
shorter effective crossing, fewer lanes to cross, and slightly
slower motor vehicle trafﬁc speeds. The addition of a

A road diet, such as the one above, may
decrease motor vehicle travel speeds and
reduce the number of lanes a pedestrian
must cross.
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center-turn lane also creates space for pedestrian crossing
islands. All this is accomplished without having to change
the curb lines. The bike lanes add a buffer for pedestrians
as well as a place for bicyclists to ride. The key to a suc
cessful road diet is to ensure that all signals are set up to
handle expected volumes of left-turn movements and to
monitor adjacent streets to ensure that they are not overly
impacted by higher speed or higher volume motor vehicle
trafﬁc.
There are many variations on this road diet, for example
reducing a multilane one-way street by one lane. A more
expensive road diet can involve moving the curbs to actu
ally narrow the roadway surface. A simpler road diet can
involve narrowing the travel lanes to 10 or 11 ft to slow
motor vehicle trafﬁc speeds and create space for bike lanes
that acts as a buffer for pedestrians.

Trafﬁc calming devices such as this
raised crosswalk help illuminate pedes
trian crossings and slow motor vehicle
trafﬁc.

2.

Trafﬁc calming—Within neighborhoods, trafﬁc calming
measures can be used to slow motor vehicle trafﬁc, such
as speed tables, speed humps, trafﬁc circles, chokers, and
chicanes, or to break up long stretches of straight streets.
For more information on trafﬁc calming devices and tech
niques, visit http://www.trafﬁccalming.com, http://www.
walkable.org, or refer to PEDSAFE (Harkey, 2004) or
other relative documents listed in the References section or
in Appendix F.

Transit-Related Crashes
The decision for where to place bus
stops, especially midblock bus stops, can
impact pedestrian safety and can inﬂu
ence pedestrian travel and accessibility.
They should always be located near a safe
crossing location.

A high number of pedestrian crashes are related to transit.
Most involve a pedestrian crossing the street to get to a bus or
after getting off the bus. All of the street-crossing techniques
described so far are applicable to transit stops. All transit stops
must be accessible to all pedestrians, and policies should include
the following provisions:
•

•
Transit stops need sidewalks with ad
equate width to accommodate waiting
pedestrians.

•

All stops should consider the safety of the pedestrian
crossing. This does not necessarily mean a marked cross
walk at each stop location; rather, each stop should be
placed where it is possible for a pedestrian to cross safely
at or very near the stop.
Transit (and school bus) stops must provide a safe place to
stand and wait, even if there are no sidewalks. The lack of
a deﬁned waiting area is undesirable, especially for chil
dren.
Sidewalks (or paved shoulders in rural areas) should be
built to provide pedestrian access to all transit stops.
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Lighting should be provided at or near all bus stop loca
tions for security and safety reasons and to minimize
vandalism.
The transit agency should review all its stop locations to
facilitate access and crossing.

Techniques include:
a.
b.

c.

d.

Improve the pedestrian crossing (may involve install
ing a new signal).
Consolidate closely-spaced stops by eliminating some
stops (this not only limits the number of crossings
but helps with transit efﬁciency as the buses stop less
often).
Place crosswalks (where warranted) behind the bus
stop at midblock locations. This allows pedestrians
to cross behind the bus, where they can see oncom
ing trafﬁc; it also enables the bus driver to pull away
without endangering pedestrians.
Move stops to a location where it is easier to cross.
This often involves decisions regarding nearside
and farside locations at intersections. In general,
farside locations are preferred for pedestrian safety,
as pedestrians are encouraged to cross behind the
bus, and the bus can leave without having to wait for
pedestrians to cross. It also allows for right-turn-on
red movements on the nearside of the intersection.
However, there are locations where a nearside stop
may be more practical for operational and accessibil
ity reasons.

Transit stops should be well-designed
with the pedestrian needs in mind,
including shelter, signs, lighting, side
walks connecting to the pedestrian travel
network, and bus loading areas that are
wheelchair accessible.

Enforcement Programs
Enforcement programs increase the percentage of motorists yielding to pedestrians and also motorist
awareness of pedestrians. They can also target motorists that are speeding or those that pass vehicles
that are yielding to pedestrians. Malenfant and Van Houten (1989) measured large increases in yielding
behavior in three Canadian cities employing enforcement complemented with educational outreach and
several engineering interventions. Although safety may have been greatly inﬂuenced by the engineering
interventions, the enforcement component increased yielding behavior (Malenfant, 1989).
More recently, this program has been applied to increase yielding behavior in Miami Beach, Florida. Data
collected to date show that yielding has increased in both corridors following the introduction of the
program and that maintenance strategies are working to maintain the increase in yielding behavior. Data
also indicated that enforcement tactics for increasing yielding behavior to pedestrians in marked cross
walks at uncontrolled locations can be applied at other crosswalk locations.
For more information, visit: http://www.hsrc.unc.edu/pdf/pedbike/99090.PDF.
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Education Efforts Across the Nation
Countywide Example
WalkSafe Miami is a program aimed at reducing the incidence of children struck by vehicles by
educating elementary school-aged children, teachers, parents, and their communities about
trafﬁc safety. The program uses educational training, engineering modiﬁcations, and enforce
ment to help achieve its goal. The Miami-Dade Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
produced six different pedestrian education posters aimed at increasing pedestrian safety
practices. The posters’ safety messages were in English, Spanish, and Creole and covered pe
destrian-related topics ranging from the interpreting pedestrian signals and being visible to
watching for turning cars and making eye contact with an oncoming motorist before crossing
the street. The ﬁrst of the posters were mounted in the county’s 600 buses and most of the 135
MetroRail train cars free as a county public service beginning in July 2003.

Statewide Example
One method for implementing educational programs to counter pedestrian crashes is to insti
tutionalize pedestrian safety curricula in schools. Elementary school children are more likely to
suffer from a trafﬁc-related pedestrian death or injury than any other age group. This is par
ticularly true in urban areas where there is heavy trafﬁc and few pedestrian amenities. Mary
land has a comprehensive, hands-on safety curriculum based on a building block approach; it
contains a series of lessons teaching pedestrian safety skills to younger grades (e.g. K-2) and
bicycling skills to older students (e.g., grades 3-5). There is an Administrator’s Guide, Teacher’s
Guide, and Lesson Handbook for the program, developed by the City of Rockville. From initial
roll-out in the fall of 2002 to the end of the 2003-04 school year, the program has reached
over 7,000 Rockville students at 10 different elementary schools. The Maryland Pedestrian and
Bicycle Safety Education Program has been made available to public and private schools, law
enforcement agencies, and community organizations throughout Maryland. For more informa
tion, visit the Maryland Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Education Program web site at http://
www.rockvillemd.gov/recreation/bicycling/education-program.htm.
Nationwide Example
The FHWA Pedestrian Safety Campaign is “designed to help communities conduct their
own multi-media public education and information campaign.” The online document
provides a step-by-step discussion of how to conduct a pedestrian safety marketing
campaign. Starting with goals and strategies for a campaign, the guide elaborates on
forming coalitions with other agencies and advocacy groups, provides hints on inter
acting with the media, and presents methods of campaign evaluation. The document
further contains large amounts of actual campaign material and sample letters to aid
agencies in the process of planning a public marketing campaign. For more information,
visit: http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/local_program/pedcampaign/index.htm.
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Enforcement and Education Solutions
Measures to improve pedestrian safety should not be limited
to engineering treatments; education and enforcement are also
important for pedestrians. If pedestrians and/or motorists do
not know how to respond correctly to a safety device such as a
trafﬁc signal or ﬂasher, it is not likely that the crossing will oper
ate safely. Education and enforcement programs teach motor
ists and pedestrians about safe practices as well as the laws that
govern them.
An important educational feature is how motorists come to
think of pedestrians. Most motorists do not routinely look for
pedestrians and this is, in part, a result of how transportation
ofﬁcials educate them and enforce (or fail to enforce) certain
behaviors. In pedestrian-vehicle crashes, the pedestrians are
often blamed, even when the motorist was at fault for not look
ing for and yielding to the pedestrian, because of the underlying
assumption that pedestrians should not be in the road. Educa
tors and law enforcement ofﬁcers need to work to change these
views to ensure that pedestrians are accepted as legitimate users
of the street network.
Safety education by itself may have limited effectiveness with
out also providing engineering and/or complementary enforce
ment measures. For example, to encourage increased motorist
yielding to pedestrians in crosswalks, the roadway should be
designed to carry motor vehicles at a lower speed, while police
enforcement can give warnings and tickets to violating motor
ists, and public education programs are used simultaneously to
educate the public about the importance of motorist compli
ance to such laws (and the possible consequences of not doing
so).
An adequate level of enforcement is needed to monitor motor
ist and pedestrian behavior, especially in school zones. Enforce
ment aimed at motorists is more effective than enforcement
aimed at pedestrians: “anti-jaywalking” campaigns have proven
ineffective and very unpopular. Police interaction with pedestri
ans should focus on education and warnings rather than giv
ing citations. It is more effective to cite motorists for behavior
violations. While the laws clearly explain the dual responsibility
of motorists and pedestrians, the burden for safety is mostly on
the motorist operating a heavy motor vehicle at relatively high
speeds. Enforcement programs that involve frequent and rea
sonable motorist penalties are more effective than enforcement
that is less frequent but imposes high penalties for a motorist
violation.

Enforcement measures can be taken to
help encourage safer motorist habits.
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Police resources should be used to enforce pedestrian cross
ing rights and to control motorist speeds. This requires speed
limits to be established at reasonable and desirable levels. Police
departments should undertake training programs so that the
police ofﬁcers who are responsible for enforcement programs
understand the laws and issues surrounding pedestrian safety.
Traditional Enforcement Programs
1.

Hot line—An agency establishes a central hot line phone
number or web-site address for citizen trafﬁc complaints.
When this is done, it allows the police to coordinate their
responses and concentrate on those areas where there are
numerous complaints. Trafﬁc complaints are often associ
ated with pedestrian crossings and other violations relating
to pedestrian safety (i.e. speeding). Where trafﬁc complaint
hot lines have been established, most of the calls are about
trafﬁc problems at or near schools. It is important for
police to follow up with the resident/complainant on the
enforcement action and citations written. Residents need
to provide information on the time of day and day of
week when the violations are most prevalent to allow the
police to better focus their resources.

2.

Neighborhood speed watch—A radar speed unit is loaned
to residents who are trained by police on how to col
lect speed data and vehicle descriptions. The local agency
follows up and obtains the motorist’s address from the
license plate numbers. If the vehicle description matches
the recorded vehicle description, the vehicle owner will be
sent a letter asking for voluntary compliance. This measure
often has limited long-term effectiveness in changing the
problem but can be useful in other ways. It can educate
neighbors about the issue (e.g., most speeders live in the
neighborhood) and help boost support for long-term solu
tions, such as trafﬁc calming.

3.

Radar speed trailers—Fixed motorist feedback signs or
movable radar speed trailers can be used as part of a com
munity education program. The more effective units have
bright strobe lights that will ﬂash like a photo-enforce
ment camera or displays red and blue ﬂashing lights when
motorists exceed a preset speed. Radar trailers are moved
to different locations and are occasionally supplemented
with motor ofﬁcer enforcement for those motorists who
do not believe that there is any reason to pay attention to
the speed trailers. Some radar speed trailers can record
speed data and trafﬁc counts by 15-minute or hourly

Neighborhood speed watch programs
can increase motorists’ awareness of their
speeds and the posted speed limits.

Speed trailers may be temporary or per
manent devices to help monitor the speed
of vehicles, especially inside neighbor
hoods.
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intervals throughout the day, which will help in targeting
future police enforcement. As with neighborhood speed
watch programs, these have limited long-term effectiveness
in changing the problem but can be useful in educating
people and helping to boost support for long-term solu
tions.
Innovative Enforcement Programs
1.

Pedestrian Safety Enforcement operations—These are
well-prepared and coordinated operations designed to
warn motorists that the yield-to-pedestrian laws will be
enforced at target locations. Ofﬁcers prepare a site ahead
of time by establishing the safe stopping distance to a
crosswalk, with a 16 km/h (10 mi/h) over the speed limit
leeway. Cones are set out in that location. An ofﬁcer in
plain clothes steps into the crosswalk just before a vehicle
passes the cone. This gives the motorist plenty of time to
yield to the pedestrian. If the motorist doesn’t yield, either
a warning or a citation is given, based on the severity of
the incident. The most effective campaigns have been
accompanied by an extensive media blitz ahead of time;
all the interactions are recorded on video so if motorists
dispute a ticket, their behavior can be viewed by the courts.
This usually leads to a guilty plea. These campaigns have
proven to be very popular, as pedestrians are happy to see
enforcement oriented at motorists, who often act aggres
sively towards pedestrians.

2.

Photo Enforcement—In states where automated photo
speed enforcement is permissible, it can be used to con
centrate on areas with high concentrations of pedestrians
crossing. Vans allow the enforcement cameras to rotate to
various sites, and warning signs are used to give motorists
advance notice of the camera enforcement. Some com
munities combine photo speed enforcement with red-light
enforcement, which can be used at trafﬁc signals with high
pedestrian exposure, such as school crossings or near parks
or community centers.

3.

Heed the Speed neighborhood safety program—This is a
combined education and enforcement neighborhood safe
ty program that has been evaluated by NHTSA. The trafﬁc
safety campaign is conducted with active neighborhood
participation using a public information campaign and
a short (i.e., three month), intensive police enforcement
campaign. Warnings are given out at ﬁrst, followed by cita
tions by the end of the three-month period with little tol-

A van equipped with photo enforcement
technology can be used at several loca
tions where speeding threatens pedes
trian safety.

Heed the Speed safety campaigns have
proven to be effective in reducing motor
ists’ speeds in neighborhoods. The cam
paign in the above two photos included
adding visual illusion speed humps to the
pavement to encourage slower driving
speeds.
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erance. The education component involves community meetings to get the word
out about the consequences to pedestrians and motorists of speeding and how it
affects insurance rates. Residents are asked to voluntarily comply with the speed
limits. Safety articles are written in community newsletters and local newspapers
about the dangers and consequences of speeding. Nearby high schools and car
dealerships are contacted with the same information. Residents are provided with
yard signs with the HEED THE SPEED safety message. Radar speed trailers
and radar speed training of new ofﬁcers in these neighborhoods help to provide
a high level of police visibility. The program is repeated at intervals when speeds
increase. Machine speed studies can be used to record and monitor speed results.
4.

Safe Routes to School walking plans—Safe Routes to School (SR2S) is a national
program teaching Education, Enforcement, Engineering, and Encouragement
strategies to make walking to school safe. Although SR2S programs vary between
communities, they often include exercises to map out the best and safest ways

Safe Routes to School Programs
State of California
Established in 1999, the Safe Routes to School program in California came into
effect from the passage and signing of Assembly Bill 1475 (AB 1475). The SR2S
has since been extended twice more for a total of six years, scheduled to sunset
on January 1, 2008. The goals of the program are to reduce injuries and fatali
ties to school children and to encourage increased walking and bicycling among
students. The program achieves these goals by constructing facilities that enhance
the safety for pedestrians and bicyclists. By enhancing the safety of the pathways,
trails, sidewalks, and crossings, the likelihood of attracting and
encouraging additional students to walk and bike increases.
The year cycle starts in January with ﬁnal selection of proj
ects occurring in September. Typically, 80 to 100 projects are
selected per year. The typical funding level of a year is approxi
mately $25 million. The maximum reimbursement percentage
for any SR2S project is 90 percent. The maximum amount
of SR2S funds that will be allocated to any single project is
$450,000. Additional information regarding the guidelines and
application can be found at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/saferoute2.htm.
Mapping best
routes to school
(above) and partici
pating in SR2S pro
grams such as the
one described here
can help provide
school children
with safer trips to
school and back.

A study of the changes in crash rates resulting from SR2S construction is not yet
possible, since research would have to track crash rates for several years after
SR2S construction to infer an impact. Given the strong parental approval of the
SR2S projects and the encouraging changes in trafﬁc, pedestrian, and bicycle traf
ﬁc, the research concludes that the SR2S construction program has been success
ful in meeting its goals.
For more information on the California SR2S program, contact Randy Ronning at
randy_ronning@dot.ca.gov or by calling 916-653-4727.
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to walk to school and encourage students to walk. These
walking plans help to identify where sidewalk and roadway
improvements are needed and where crossing guards or
police enforcement is needed. Parents and students should
be involved in developing the plans, and parts of the pro
gram focus on teaching children how to cross safely. Safe
walking routes can also be developed for senior citizen
homes to assist in ﬁnding the routes to walk to near by
stores and medical centers and to target problem areas for
improvements. To learn more about Safe Routes to School,
go to http://www.saferoutesinfo.org. FHWA program
guidance for Safe Routes to School is available at http://
safety.fhwa.dot.gov/saferoutes/srtsguidance.htm.
Educational Programs
Educational campaigns need to target both pedestrians and
motorists to improve their behavior and compliance with laws
and ordinances. Motorist education should include the added
component of increasing the understanding that pedestrians are
legitimate road users as well as provide practical strategies for
motorists to look for and expect pedestrian activity.
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Safe Routes to School programs provide
communities with strategies to make
walking to school safe.

More details and examples of pedestrian safety pro
grams are provided in NCHRP Report 500, Vol
ume 10, “A Guide for Reducing Collisions Involving
Pedestrians,” (2004), which can be found at the site:
http://www.national-academies.org.

Educational programs and campaigns are most effective if there
is a clear understanding of the audience, the objective, the mes
sages that need to be conveyed, and the funding. Such pro
grams are also more effective when they are part of a long-term
program and not just designed to achieve short-term changes.
There are three basic approaches for educational programs.
These include (NCHRP Report 500, Volume 10):
1.

Public awareness campaigns—These programs involve
increasing knowledge and also motivating positive behav
ioral changes. They can sensitize motorists to their respon
sibilities concerning pedestrians. This can also include
educating pedestrians about safety risks and explaining the
meaning and proper use of crosswalks, pedestrian signals,
and other pedestrian facilities.

2.

Campaigns to targeted groups and situations—These may
include educational materials targeting groups such as
older adults, children, or motorists. They may also focus
on speciﬁc settings such as crosswalks, school zones, or
crossing at signalized locations. To get the best results
from such programs, it is important for them to be insti
tutionalized within an organization so they can be imple
mented on a long-term basis.

Education campaigns can teach children
about safe pedestrian practices.
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3.

Individual campaigns—These are similar to targeted
campaigns, except that the target audience is reached
through an intermediary—such as a pediatrician, a parent,
or a grandparent—on a one-on-one basis. For example,
school crossing guards or classroom teachers may instruct
students about safe behavior when getting on or off the
school bus or how to cross streets safely.
Policy and Planning Solutions
Over and beyond incorporating features designed spe
ciﬁcally to improve pedestrian safety, there are many
aspects of general street design that result in safer
conditions for pedestrians:
General Street Design

Designing streets with pedestrians in
mind can result in streets that are pedestrian-friendly with lower vehicle speeds
(bottom photo) rather than higher-speed
auto-oriented (top photo) designs.

1.

Speed control—For many pedestrian crashes,
speed is an important factor; high speeds reduce
the possibility of crash avoidance, and increase
the likelihood of a severe injury or fatality. Cities
that have made concerted efforts to reduce pe
destrian crashes use speed reduction as a primary
tool. Speed reduction must be a matter of both
policy (by setting lower speed limits) and design.
However, simply lowering speed limits on streets
where motorists can go fast is usually ineffective.
Streets must be redesigned to encourage lower
speeds.

2.

Trafﬁc Calming—Local agencies often develop
plans and polices for using a variety of trafﬁc
calming measures for reducing pedestrian and/or
other crash types on local and neighborhood
streets. Such measures include, speed tables, traf
ﬁc circles, speed humps, chokers, and chicanes, to
break up long straight stretches of straight streets
and to reduce vehicle speeds and/or reduce cutthrough motor vehicle trafﬁc.

3.

Residential Street Design—Many residential
streets built in the last few decades have been
built too wide and without interruptions for long
distances, encouraging higher speeds than ap
propriate for streets where children are frequently
expected. Most small children who are involved
in a crash are hit within a block of their homes.
Features of residential streets that are safe for pe

For more information about pedestrian-friendly
site design, see Georgia’s “Site Design for
Pedestrians” Toolkit at http://www.dot.state.
ga.us/DOT/plan-prog/planning/projects/bicycle/ped_facilities_guide/10_site_design_for_pedestrians.pdf. Other site design resources can be
found in Appendix G.
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Land Use Policies
State of Pennsylvania
New land use policies will help remedy future developments but will not solve the immediate problems in
urban and suburban areas, where existing land uses do not accommodate—much less encourage—walking
or bicycling. Therefore, the Pennsylvania Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan includes a section
on retroﬁtting existing land uses to serve pedestrians. It provides guidance on downtown redevelopment,
“pedestrianizing” existing retail/ofﬁce developments, and retroﬁtting suburban residential neighborhoods,
including recommendations such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximize pedestrian transit access to the site from adjacent land uses.
Improve the layout of buildings and parking lots.
Bring destinations closer to home.
Encourage denser development or redevelopment.
Provide sidewalks and street trees.
Reduce the speed of automobile trafﬁc.
Provide off-road internal pathway systems.
Provide “pocket” parks and community green space.

For more information, visit: http://www.dot.state.pa.us.

destrians include narrow width, on-street parking,
tight curb radii, short block length, buffered sidewalks with street trees, short building setbacks,
and streetlights.
Land Use and Site Design
Land use patterns can have an impact on pedestrian crashes.
Many pedestrian crashes occur in suburban, auto-oriented locations. One reason is motorists simply do not expect pedestrians on some streets, but are much more highly aware of their
presence on streets where pedestrian use is high. Other reasons
include higher driving speeds in suburban areas and possibly
diminished motorist reaction times or their willingness to slow
and yield to crossing pedestrians. The following land use and
site design techniques can help manage speed and therefore
lower crash rates:
1.

Buildings that deﬁne streets—Buildings located at the
back of the sidewalk give the motorist sense of enclosure;
buildings set far back, with large parking lots in front, create the illusion of a wide road which encourages higher
speeds and discourages walking.

2.

Mixed-use development—Buildings with retail on the
bottom, housing on the top encourage pedestrian activ-

Buildings that are built at the back of the
sidewalk and at pedestrian scale and offer
both retail and residential space encourage pedestrian activity as well as offer
safety by providing “eyes on the street.”
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ity. This includes parking garages, ofﬁce buildings and fast
food restaurants.

Curb management (such as painted
curbs to keep cars away from the marked
crosswalk) would help this pedestrian to
better see cars approaching the intersec
tion. In this case, a curb extension would
also help the pedestrian to better see cars
approaching the crossing.

3.

Street connectivity—Lack of street-connectivity and
pedestrian connections discourages walking because of
the added travel distance to reach destinations. Long super
blocks also reduce pedestrian crossing opportunities;
midblock crossings should be provided about every 91 m
(300 ft)—the length of a typical urban block.

4.

Curb/Parking Management—Curb management practices
(such as painted curbs) can be used to regulate parking.
Parking should not be placed between the sidewalk and
a building, as stated previously. The principles of access
management should be extended to parking: single lots
serving multiple stores are preferred over single stores each
with its own parking and driveway.

These site design practices need to be incorporated in city codes
for future development. Also, many retail outlets such as fast
food restaurants are remodeled or rebuilt about every ten years,
which may present opportunities to implement new site design
requirements to retroﬁt existing facilities, such as installing side
walks with a planting strip
Countermeasures to be Used with Caution
Concerned citizens and elected ofﬁcials often respond to a
tragic pedestrian crash with a call for an immediate solution.
Among the most commonly requested solutions are a trafﬁc
signal, a ﬂasher, a pedestrian bridge or underpass, or a marked
crosswalk. While these all can be an effective solution in certain
places, in some instances they are not appropriate or effective.
Trafﬁc Signals

Trafﬁc signal installations may be the
only solution to enable pedestrians to
cross some busy, multilane streets. How
ever, signals do not solve all pedestrian
crossing problems and should be used
with caution.

The primary purpose of a trafﬁc signal is to create gaps in
motor vehicle trafﬁc that otherwise would be hard to ﬁnd. The
MUTCD warns against the overuse of signals for a variety
of reasons. Used inappropriately, trafﬁc signals may increase
crashes. See MUTCD Chapter 4 for information on signal war
rants (http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/pdfs/2003/Ch4.pdf).
Trafﬁc signals can range from $35,000 to $300,000 for one
intersection, if no associated road widening is necessary. Fur
thermore, resources are needed for annual maintenance of the
signal.
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In many cases, the only solution to crossing a busy, multilane
arterial street is to install a pedestrian crossing signal. This is
especially true in locations where there is not another signal
for 0.4 km (0.25 mi) or more in an area with lots of pedestrian
activity.
Trafﬁc signals (with pedestrian displays) are one possible op
tion to be considered in helping to get pedestrians safely across
busy streets. Adding a trafﬁc signal, however, does not guaran
tee safety for a pedestrian, since some motorists run red lights
and some turning motorists fail to yield to a pedestrian in a
crosswalk during the WALK interval; also, some pedestrians will
cross against the trafﬁc signals.
Pedestrian Bridge or Underpass
A popular but often ineffective countermeasure is to install a
pedestrian bridge or underpass. These solutions are appealing
because they give the impression of complete separation of
pedestrians from motor vehicle trafﬁc. In theory this is true, but
in practice this rarely occurs for several reasons:
•

•
•

•

Bridges and underpasses are so expensive, they cannot be
provided at most locations where pedestrians may want to
cross.
Underpasses are often prone to security concerns due to
low visibility.
The inconvenience of out-of-distance travel is high, up to
305 m (1,000 ft) or more, because of the need to provide
accessible ramps; many pedestrians will not walk this extra
distance and cross at-grade.
To be effective, there has to be a self-enforcing feature
that requires the pedestrian to use the bridge, such as
topography, or fencing along one side of the street or in
the median for several hundred feet on either side of the
grade-separated crossing.

Pedestrian bridges should be
convenient for pedestrians (see top
photo); otherwise they will not be
used (as in bottom photo).

These reasons explain why pedestrian bridges or underpasses
are under-used, and motorists are frustrated when they see pe
destrians crossing in the vicinity of an bridge or underpass; this
in turn increases the risk to pedestrians crossing at grade.
The high cost of a pedestrian bridge or underpass (from sev
eral hundred thousand to several million dollars) makes them
impractical for all but a few locations. Many pedestrian crossing
islands with illumination can be provided for the cost of one
bridge; along a corridor with multiple crossing points, the cross
ing islands are a more effective use of resources.

The underpass in the top photo is
not well-lit or secure. Underpasses
should be designed so that they are
safe for pedestrians to use (see bet
ter example in bottom photo).
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Summary of Marked Crosswalk Study (Zegeer et al., 2005)

C = Candidate site for marked crosswalks.
P = Possible increase in pedestrian crash risk may occur if crosswalk markings are added without other
pedestrian facility enhancements.
N = Marked crosswalks alone are insufﬁcient and pedestrian crash risk may increase when providing
marked crosswalks alone. Consider using other treatments such as trafﬁc signals with pedestrian
signals where warranted or other substantial crossing improvements to increase crossing safety.

Marked Crosswalks without Additional Treatments
Marked crosswalks tell the pedestrian where to cross. For example, where sight dis
tance is compromised, it may be desirable to direct the pedestrian to the location
where the site distance is best. Marked crosswalks also tell the motorist to expect
pedestrians at a particular location, but motorists on higher-speed streets frequently
cannot see them until it is too late to stop. Without other safety features mentioned
thus far (islands, curb extensions, illumination etc.), marked crosswalks on their own
do not necessarily increase the security of a pedestrian crossing the street. Zegeer et al.
(2005) have completed an exhaustive study on the effectiveness of marked crosswalks,
which can be downloaded at http://www.walkinginfo.org/rd/devices.htm#cros1. In
general, the following principles apply to the installation of marked crosswalks alone
(i.e., without other substantial pedestrian treatments):
•
•

•

On two-lane streets, a crosswalk can be marked without compromising pedes
trian safety.
On multilane streets with an average daily trafﬁc (ADT) of up to 15,000 vehicles
per day (VPD) and a median or island, crosswalk can be marked without com
promising pedestrian safety.
On streets with an ADT over 12,000 (or 15,000 with a median) marked cross
walks on their own are not recommended; other, more substantial, measures are
needed to provide a safe pedestrian crossing.

At locations where crosswalks alone are not appropriate (e.g., on multilane roads with
ADTs above about 12,000), the study recommends consideration of more substantial
pedestrian crossing treatments, such as enhanced nighttime lighting, trafﬁc and pedes
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trian signals (if warranted), among others. Marked crosswalks should be given priority
where there is an expectation of regular pedestrian activity such as near a school, park,
or other generator.
As stated in the report, “the results of this study should not be misused as justiﬁcation
to do nothing to help pedestrians to safely cross streets. Instead, pedestrian crossing
problems and needs should be routinely identiﬁed, and appropriate solutions should
be selected to improve pedestrian safety and access. Deciding where to mark or not
mark a crosswalk is only one consideration in meeting that objective” (Zegeer et al.,
2005).
Textured and/or Colored Crosswalks
Textured or colored crosswalks are often requested based on the assumption that they
stand out and are more visible by motorists. In many cases, the opposite is true: red
or gray pavers are barely visible from afar, and they disappear from sight completely
at dusk or at night. Textured crosswalks are difﬁcult for pedestrians in wheelchairs or
with walkers or canes; their efforts when crossing the street should not be impeded. If
a community decides to implement colored crosswalks, it is best to color the pavement
around a conventional, high-visibility white crosswalk; this way it really does stand out
and is smooth.
Assessing the Effects of Treatments on Other Road Users
Many pedestrian problems result from auto-oriented
designs that didn’t take pedestrian safety into ac
count; for example, adding turn lanes at an intersec
tion without considering the effect on pedestrian
crossing distance. The same principle applies to
pedestrian countermeasures: a solution that beneﬁts
pedestrians at one location may have negative effects
on other users of the street, intersection, corridor
or neighborhood. For example, street diverters to
reduce cut-through trafﬁc on a local street may in
crease turn movements at an intersection at the edge
of the neighborhood.
Each solution should be evaluated for unintended
negative consequences, or consequences that may
need further mitigation. A solution should not be rejected just because it has a nega
tive impact on other users, nor is a beneﬁt/cost analysis needed in every case. A
common example is the dilemma associated with placing median pedestrian crossing
islands on commercially-developed arterials. The crossing island is typically a safety
beneﬁt to the pedestrian, but may restrict left turns into a driveway or side-street.
Usually, an island can be designed to aid motorists and pedestrians. At times drive
ways can be moved or combined to adequately serve the adjacent land uses. In cases
where this cannot be done, decision makers have to choose between a higher level of

A safe roadway en
vironment will take
into account all
modes of travel.
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pedestrian safety and accommodating land use access for motorists or look into other
alternatives.
Many of the recommended pedestrian safety improvements may also have safety
beneﬁts for motor vehicle trafﬁc. Common examples include medians, which have
been shown to reduce motor vehicle crashes, trafﬁc calming that slows trafﬁc (slower
speeds equate to fewer and less severe crashes), and simpliﬁed intersections that are
easier for motorists to negotiate, and right turn “pork-chop” islands which make it
easier to time trafﬁc signals.
Safety Effects on Other Roadway Users
Bicyclists
Bicyclists should not be negatively impacted by pedestrian treatments. In general,
most designs that make roads safer and more comfortable for pedestrians also beneﬁt
cyclists, especially measures that slow trafﬁc, or that narrow or reduce motor vehicle
trafﬁc lanes to create more space for other users. But certain countermeasures may
impact bicyclists; others are perceived by bicyclists to be dangerous, but in reality they
do not have negative impacts based on crashes— sometimes it is a matter of percep
tion.
Pedestrian crash countermeasures that may impact bicyclists negatively include speed
bumps (which are typically only allowed in shopping centers), curb extensions that
protrude into the bike lane (those more than 1.8 m [6 ft] wide), and street closures
with no bicycle access. Countermeasures that should be
considered in the context of protecting bicycle safety
include on-street parking, narrow lanes, curb extensions,
and chicanes.
Meeting the Safety Needs of All Pedestrians
Safety improvements should meet the needs of all pedes
trians to the maximum extent possible. Improvements
that beneﬁt young children, older persons, and people
with vision, mobility, or hearing impairments also increase
the safety of all pedestrians.
Improvements
made for the safety
of vulnerable pop
ulations (such as
clearly deﬁning the
pedestrian path)
also beneﬁt other
roadway users.

Federal (and some state) laws and regulations spell out what must be done to accom
modate pedestrians with disabilities. When facilities are provided for pedestrians, they
must be accessible for persons with disabilities unless that is not physically feasible.
The most current accessible design requirements can be found at http://www.access
board.gov/. Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access, Parts 1 and 2, provide the state of
the practice for applying the American with Disabilities Act and similar requirements
to pedestrian facilities. Find Part one at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/
bikeped/access-1.htm and Part 2 at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/side
walk2/.
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unding is critical to implementation. It can be the enabler for making improve
ments that reduce crashes, or it can be the barrier that prevents needed improve
ments from being made. With most state and local governments facing severe budget
constraints, allocating funds to address pedestrian safety issues can be a challenge.
Nevertheless, some states and urban areas are achieving very low pedestrian crash
numbers in spite of limited funding. The challenge is to ﬁgure out how these out
comes are being achieved and then apply them to states and communities with high
numbers of pedestrian crashes.
Commitment to Safety
Achieving better outcomes always begins with a commitment to safety for all modes.
It should be the number one priority of state and local transportation agencies. Once
this commitment is made, it allows transportation agencies to allocate funds to reduc
ing all crash types, including pedestrian crashes. Projects that only focus on reducing
congestion or motor vehicle crashes may jeopardize the safety of pedestrians and
bicyclists.
A simple beneﬁt/cost analysis is an excellent way to justify and increase expendi
tures on pedestrian improvements. Most of the improvements that reduce pedestrian
crashes are relatively inexpensive when compared to efforts to reduce motor vehicle
crashes. It costs an agency less, per crash, to reduce pedestrian crashes than motor ve
hicle crashes. It may not cost the agency anything if it is a policy change or a change in
a design standard that leads to fewer pedestrian crashes. For example, almost all Seattle
arterial streets are designed to a 48 km/h (30 mi/h) design speed, which is the legal
speed limit unless otherwise posted. This is one of the reasons Seattle has one of the
lowest pedestrian fatality rates in the nation; Seattle has made a commitment to safety
as the number one priority.

Most of the
“improvements
that reduce pe
destrian crashes
are relatively
inexpensive when
compared to
efforts to reduce
motor vehicle
crashes.
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Funding Strategies
The following funding strategies can be applied to ﬁnance pedestrian safety improve
ments:
•
•
•
•

Routine accommodation in new projects.
Partnerships.
Dedicated funds and set asides.
Annual maintenance budget.

Routine Accommodation in New Projects
Routinely including pedestrian facilities with other roadway improvement projects is
a cost-effective strategy for reducing pedestrian crashes and encouraging more walk
ing. The construction of good pedestrian infrastructure as part of normal public
and private development and the adoption of good trafﬁc management practices are
known as “routine accommodation.” The majority of pedestrian infrastructure is
built in conjunction with other projects: pedestrian crossings are built in conjunction
with the construction of intersections; pedestrian signals are installed in conjunctions
with trafﬁc signals; and most sidewalks in residential neighborhoods are built as part
of private, residential housing construction. The same applies to trafﬁc management
practices: high visibility crosswalks can be marked after pavement overlays as a matter
of standard practice.
Routine accommodation allows for signiﬁcant improvements over time, even if there
is no special funding available for pedestrian safety improvements. Chapter 5 provides
a list of standardized trafﬁc management and design practices that will reduce crashes
over time. Routine accommodation for new projects does not diminish the impor
tance of immediately addressing high crash locations, corridors, and other targeted
areas immediately.
Partnerships
Both public works and many private development projects provide partnership op
portunities for making improvements to increase pedestrian safety in addition to what
might be accomplished through routine accommodation. For example, opportunities
to construct sidewalks can be provided with resurfacing projects; opportunities for
placing utilities underground (and thus eliminating obstructions on sidewalks) can be
found with other projects. There are opportunities to develop partnerships around the
following project types:
Voluntary/No Cost Improvements
Many projects will generate some neighborhood concern or opposition. More often
than not, public and private projects include some pedestrian amenities, supported by
the neighborhood, to build good will. In other cases, there may be a common beneﬁt.
Private developers and other agencies are often willing to make needed pedestrian
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safety improvements, as a safer, more
accessible development is more attractive
to potential tenants or customers.
Required Restoration and Mitigation
Large projects present an opportunity
for signiﬁcant pedestrian improvements.
For example, a new development may
generate enough trafﬁc to warrant a
signal near a school or other pedestrian
destination. Utility work next to a road
way or in an abandoned railroad line can
provide an opportunity for constructing
a sidewalk or pathway.
Combined Improvements
Combined improvements involve group
ing smaller projects with an existing
funded project. Funding improvements
as part of larger projects creates econo
mies of scale. For example, if there is
a public works project to construct a
concrete roadway, it may be cheaper to
add construction of sidewalks on nearby
streets instead of building them
as a separate project. It may also
be advantageous to provide fund
ing for a spot improvement such
as a midblock crossing where
pedestrians are expected to cross.
Not only are costs reduced when
two types of work are combined
into one project, but other advan
tages include reduced impact to
trafﬁc, residents, and businesses.
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Partnership Opportunities: Universities
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is centered in
the heart of downtown. The University currently maintains
an extensive network of sidewalks that are internal to UNC
property. In addition, the UNC Department of Transportation
and Parking makes periodic recommendations to the Town
about UNC off-campus sidewalk needs. These projects do not
fall under University jurisdiction but impact pedestrian trafﬁc
(mostly UNC students and employees) going to and from the
University. Some of these off-campus projects have evolved
into “joint projects” ﬁnanced by both entities.
One such project included an investigation of pedestrian
safety risk locations on and around campus performed by the
University of North Carolina Chancellor’s Pedestrian Safety
Committee (UNC Pedestrian Safety Committee), working with
the University community, the Town of Chapel Hill, and the
North Carolina Department of Transportation. Based on the
results of the study, this group was able to improve signage,
modify roadways and crosswalks, increase enforcement, and
create a long-term plan for pedestrian safety on the 740 acre
campus.
For more information, visit: http://townhall.townofchapelhill.
org/planning/bikeped/bikepedplan.htm.

Dedicated Funds and Set Asides
Some states, MPOs (Metropolitan Planning Organizations) and local governments
have set aside dedicated funds for pedestrian and/or bicycle improvements. Set asides
are either a percentage of a larger fund; for example, a percentage of Federal funds
(beyond the mandated Federal Enhancement fund) for pedestrian and/or bicycle proj
ects; or set asides with an independent funding source; typical examples include devel
oper funds (funds deposited by developers into a centralized fund or escrow account
for future use), resource funds (taxes on extracted natural resources such as gravel or
oil), and real estate excise funds.
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While dedicated funds and set asides are possible funding sources, they should not
be a substitute for routine accommodation. For example, funding for shoulder and
sidewalk improvements should be routine practice and not paid for through set aside
funds. In general, changing policy to include pedestrian improvements in all programs
and projects will produce more funding than set asides.
Annual Maintenance Budget
Existing annual maintenance budgets can be used to make small but important pedes
trian improvements. For example, limited budgets for painting marked crosswalks can
be focused around schools and high crash locations. Crosswalks can be widened or
changed to high-visibility markings when they are scheduled to be repainted. Cross
walk signs scheduled for replacement can be upgraded to the brighter ﬂuorescent
yellow-green signs that have been adopted by the MUTCD as an option for pedestrian
and bicycle warning signs.

Dedicated Funds
State of Wisconsin
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation currently funds sidewalks and other
pedestrian facilities through many different state and Federal programs. Since 1990,
WisDOT has included sidewalks in construction projects along a State Trunk Highway
(STH) if the local municipality agrees to pay 25 percent of the cost and agrees to ac
cept responsibility for future sidewalk repair, maintenance, and spot replacement.
WisDOT will pay the full cost to replace existing sidewalks when they must be re
placed due to WisDOT action (i.e. roadway-widening projects that require the remov
al of sidewalks). WisDOT administers Federal funds for local road projects that are
eligible to include sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities. These projects generally
require a 20 percent local match while Federal funds cover the remaining 80 percent
of expenses. Through General Transportation Aids (GTAs), WisDOT helps fund local
sidewalk construction and replacement work as well as all other pedestrian-related
work, such as crosswalk painting and crossing signal installation, on a partial reim
bursement basis.
Another major source of funding for pedestrian projects is the Statewide Multimodal
Improvement Program (SMIP). This includes the following components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An enhancement program for local and state highway enhancements.
A surface transportation program.
A surface transportation program discretionary (STP-D).
An urban surface transportation program (STP-U).
A congestion mitigation and air quality program (CMAQ).
A hazard elimination program.
Interstate maintenance.
National highway system funds.
A highway bridge replacement and rehabilitation program.
A transportation and community and system preservation pilot program.

For more information, visit: http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov/projects/state/ped2020.
htm.
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Revising Funding Selection Criteria
State of New Jersey
In New Jersey’s Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan, the section on “Implementing the Plan”
includes a list of funding strategies. One such strategy involves working through Metropolitan Planning
Organizations to revise Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) project selection criteria to promote
bicycle and pedestrian projects and ensure that an adequate percentage of transportation funding is used
for pedestrian and bicycle transportation facilities.
Another strategy involves partnering with various agencies: the Ofﬁce of Travel and Tourism within the NJ
Commerce and Economic Growth Commission to provide grants in support of walking tours and events;
the NJ Department of Law and Public Safety to make use of NHTSA (Section 402) funds for pedestrian
program activities that deal with safety and enforcement; and the NJ Department of Environmental Protec
tion to pursue funding sources for trails to augment existing National Recreational Trails and Green Acres
funding.
The plan also states that counties are responsible for routinely funding pedestrian improvements and
incorporating incidental improvements into roadway projects. Municipalities are to dedicate funds for
independent pedestrian projects and establish funding sources for pedestrian improvements related to
roadway projects (land use/recreation fees, general funds, etc.).
For more information, visit: http://www.bikemap.com/RBA/.

Funding Criteria
State and local governments typically use multiple funding sources for transporta
tion projects, from Federal grants to gas taxes to general tax revenues. These sources
often have funding criteria that determine what projects are eligible. Funding criteria
are reviewed and updated periodically; they can be rewritten to increase funding for
pedestrian safety projects. There are two ways these sources can be levied to make
pedestrian safety improvements: 1) The funding criteria should give higher scores to
projects that include pedestrian safety elements; and 2) The funding criteria should
allow for good pedestrian projects (those likely to reduce crashes) to compete for the
funding. Some states have constitutional provisions banning the use of gas taxes for
anything but highway projects; but the deﬁnition of “highway” should include pedes
trian facilities such as sidewalks.
Major Funding Sources
Federal funding for pedestrian improvements has increased dramatically in the last 12
or so years. Prior to the 1990s only a few million dollars a year of Federal funds were
being invested in bicycle or pedestrian facilities. While the energy crisis of the early
1970s had spawned new interest and some modest government initiatives to make
improvements, very little money from the government at any level was invested in
bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Likewise, the outdoor recreation industry and business
community in general provided very little funding for facilities, planning, programs,
or organizational development. Throughout the late 1970s and 1980s, the largest
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amounts of funds for bicycling and walking were invested by state and local parks
agencies building multi-use trails; however, even these levels of investment were very
small compared to what is happening today.
Federal Funds
Transportation Funds
The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efﬁcient Transportation Equity Act—A Legacy for
Users (SAFETEA-LU), passed in August 2005, authorized $286.4 billion in Fed
eral gas tax revenue and other Federal funds over ﬁve years for all modes of surface
transportation, including highways, bus and rail transit, bicycling, and walking. Walk
ing and bicycling improvements are not only eligible to receive funding from most of
the transportation funds made available by SAFETEA-LU, but “shall be considered,
where appropriate, in conjunction with all new construction and reconstruction of
transportation facilities, except where bicycle and pedestrian use are not permitted”
(23 U.S.C., §217 (g) (1)).
For the most current
FHWA Program
Guidance, visit the web
site: http://www.fhwa.
dot.gov/environment/
bikeped/guidance.htm.
The full memo can be
viewed at http://www.
fhwa.dot.gov/environ
ment/bikeped/memo.
htm.

In a February 1999 Guidance memo (still in effect), FHWA stated,
“We expect every transportation agency to make accommodation for bicycling and walking
a routine part of their planning, design, construction, operations and maintenance activi
ties… Bicycling and walking ought to be accommodated, as an element of good planning,
design, and operation, in all new transportation projects unless there are substantial safety
or cost reasons for not doing so….Even where circumstances are exceptional and bicycle use
and walking are either prohibited or made incompatible, States, MPOs, and local govern
ments must still ensure that bicycle and pedestrian access along the corridor served by the
new or improved facility is not made more difﬁcult or impossible. Maintaining access to the
transportation system for nonmotorized users is not an optional activity” (FHWA, 1999).
This memo (FHWA, 1999) also spelled out planning requirements for nonmotorized
facilities. “States and metropolitan areas (with populations of more than 50,000) are
required to plan for the “development and integrated management and operations
of transportation systems and facilities (including pedestrian walkways and bicycle
transportation facilities) that will function as an intermodal transportation system…”
(based on 23 U.S.C., §134 (a)(3) and 23 U.S.C., §135 (a)(3)).
Non-Transportation Funds
Outside of the Federal transportation programs there are a wide range of other
Federal funds that can be used for walking facilities. Community Development Block
Grants through the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) are
a likely source of funds for community-based projects such as commercial district
streetscape improvements, sidewalk improvements, Safe Routes to School, or other
neighborhood-based walking facilities that improve local transportation or help re
vitalize neighborhoods. The National Transportation Enhancements Clearinghouse
has prepared a useful Technical Brief: Financing and Funding for Trails that cites over
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Funding Examples from around the Nation
Creative Local Partnerships
•

Selling bricks for local sidewalk projects, especially those in historic areas or on downtown
Main Streets, is increasingly common. Donor names are engraved in each brick, and a tre
mendous amount of publicity and community support is purchased along with basic con
struction materials. Portland, Oregon’s downtown Pioneer Square is a good example of such
a project.

•

A pivotal 40-acre section of the Ice Age Trail between the cities of Madison and Verona,
Wisconsin, was acquired with the help of the Madison Area Youth Soccer Association. The
soccer association agreed to a ﬁfty year lease of 30 acres of the parcel for a soccer complex,
providing a substantial part of the $600,000 acquisition price.

•

The City of Phoenix partners with school boards to provide funding for the Safe Routes to
School program. A part of the funding is a result of a grant from the Governor’s Ofﬁce of High
way Safety; $27,000 for additional police enforcement at schools and brighter safety vests
for crossing guards. The Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) has partnered with
Phoenix to expand the school crossing guard training across the entire metropolitan area.
Any community can adopt the Phoenix School Safety program if there is the political will to
fund the program elements and devote the resources to school crossing safety. For more on
this example, see: http://www.iwalktoschool.org/award_app_template.cfm?ID=196.

•

In Chapel Hill, North Carolina, localized requests can be granted through a public improve
ment petition and assessment fee alternative when neighborhoods support the construction
of a sidewalk in their area and are willing to be assessed for all or part of the project cost.

Dedicated Funding From State Transportation Revenues
•

Since the mid-90s, California Highway Patrol (CHP) has been awarded pedestrian safety cor
ridor grants through the State Ofﬁce of Trafﬁc Safety (OTS). The CHP uses a formula to assess
and rate the most severe corridors in the state in terms of crashes, fatalities, and injuries.
The OTS typically awards two grants per year spanning over a 12-month period in an amount
of $100,000. Typical goals are a 10 to 15 percent reduction in crashes and a 5 to 10 percent
reduction in fatalities and injuries. Since inception, favorable results have been recorded
with the program expanding each year. Ginny Mecham (GMecham@chp.ca.gov) and Ophelia
Torpey (OTorpey@chp,ca.gov) can both be reached at 916-657-7222 for more information
about this program.

•

In Indiana, motorists are paying extra for special license plates that beneﬁt greenways, open
space, parks, and trails. In 1995 about $1.9 million was netted from sale of 75,740 plates. The
plates cost an additional $35, of which $25 goes to the Indiana Heritage Trust. Maine and
Florida use similar license plate fee add-ons for conservation, parks, and bicycle and pedes
trian program funding.

•

By constitutional amendment, Oregon dedicates one percent of State gas-tax revenue to
providing improvements for bicycling and walking on State-managed highways. Michigan
also has a one percent law.
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thirty Federal and national funding sources that could be used to help fund bicycling
and walking facilities and/or programs, especially trails: http://www.enhancements.
org.
State and Local Funds
States typically raise revenue for highway and transportation infrastructure through a
state motor-vehicle fuel tax and/or vehicle licensing fees. Similar to the Federal legisla
tion, laws in many states make most pedestrian programs eligible for funding. In some
states, use of funds may be limited to improvements on state owned and operated
facilities.
Some examples of revenue streams used by local communities to improve conditions
for pedestrians include: special bond issues, dedications of a portion of local sales
taxes or a voter-approved sales tax increase, and the use of the annual capital improve
ment budgets of Public Works and/or Parks agencies.
Private Sector Funds
Foundations
A wide range of foundations have provided funding for walking projects and pro
grams. A few national and large regional foundations have supported the national
organizations involved in bicycle and pedestrian policy advocacy. However, it is usually
the regional and local foundations that get involved in funding particular pedestrian
projects. These same foundations may also fund statewide and local advocacy ef
forts. The best way to ﬁnd such foundations is through the research and information
services provided by the National Foundation Center. They maintain a huge store of
information including the guidelines and application procedures for most founda
tions as well as their past funding records. They can be reached online at: http://www.
fdncenter.org.
Developer Funded Projects
In some cases, developers are required to provide funding for roadway improvement
projects that will build sidewalks, walkways and trails. In other cases, developers are
required to build off-site improvements, largely in response to master plans or stipula
tions on their development. While in the latter case, they may not be providing fund
ing to the agency to build the project, the result may be the same.
See Appendix D for a list of these and other funding sources.
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Chapter 7:
Creating the
Pedestrian Safety
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I

mplementing changes to reduce pedestrian crashes requires an action plan that takes
identiﬁed countermeasures and puts them into a practical and achievable strategy
that allows progress to be measured over time. Creating a pedestrian safety action
plan is the culmination of effective stakeholder involvement, problem identiﬁcation,
and prioritization of solutions. It can be thought of as going from the “where” to the
“what” to the “how.”
The quality and effectiveness of an action plan does not depend on its length or
depth. The key is to come up with a plan that effectively focuses resources on making
the changes that reduce the greatest number of crashes. Short, straightforward, and
well thought out plans are the most easily implemented. Appendix I contains a check
list of things to consider when developing a safety action plan.
A pedestrian safety action plan should incorporate the following steps:
Step 1: Deﬁne Objectives.
Step 2: Identify Locations.
Step 3: Select Countermeasures.
Step 4: Develop an Implementation Strategy.
Step 5: Institutionalize Changes to Planning and Design Standards.
Step 6: Consider Land Use, Zoning and Site Design Issues.
Step 7: Reinforce Commitment.
Step 8: Evaluate Results.

Step 1: Deﬁne Objectives
The key to a successful pedestrian safety action plan is to clearly state its purpose at
the very beginning. In addition to the general goal of improving pedestrian safety,
an agency should deﬁne speciﬁc and measurable objectives that can later be used to
evaluate the level of success of the program.

“tionImplementa
requires the
ongoing com
mitment of an
entire transpor
tation agency.
Momentum
will only be
achieved over
time through con
stant attention
and action.
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Explicit goals of a pedestrian safety action plan include a target percentage reduc
tion of pedestrian crashes in deﬁned locations or areas. More speciﬁcally, it ought to
be stated what types of pedestrian crashes shall be reduced (walk to school, multiple
threat crashes, etc.).
While the action plan typically emphasizes safety goals of reducing crash frequency or
severity (of certain types of crashes in speciﬁc areas), the plan may also include more
general objectives such as increased pedestrian activity or enhanced walkability of a
community.
Step 2: Identify Locations
Chapters 3 and 4 discuss how to use crash and other data to identify where improve
ments need to be made and provide guidance on how to
organize and prioritize locations. Using this information, the
ﬁrst step in writing an action plan is to compile lists of actual
Implementation Plan
locations. High crash or high-risk locations should be orga
Example
nized into four categories:
Oakland, CA

The Oakland Pedestrian Master Plan includes a chapter which identiﬁes implementation policies, priority projects,
stafﬁng needs, and funding sources
to ensure that pedestrian projects are
managed, funded, and implemented.
The plan speciﬁes ﬁve goals to promote
Oakland as a walkable city, including:
pedestrian safety, access, streetscaping
and land use, education, and implementation. General plan policies are listed
to support each of these goals. The
section also includes 20 years of priority projects to improve safety, access,
and streetscaping for pedestrians in the
City of Oakland. Projects are prioritized
in two phases: projects to be completed
within 1 to 5 years and projects to be
completed within 6 to 20 years.
For more information, visit: http://www.
oaklandnet.com/government/pedestrian/index.html.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Spot locations.
Corridors.
Targeted areas (including neighborhoods).
Entire jurisdictions.

Step 3: Select Countermeasures
Chapter 4 provides guidance on how to identify and prioritize countermeasures to address different types of crashes.
Using this information, the third step in completing an action
plan is to identify engineering, educational, and enforcement
countermeasures that can be implemented over time. Speciﬁ
cally:
1. For each high crash location, create a list of appropriate
countermeasures based on the collision history and local
conditions; include everything from simple measures
such as spot speed enforcement, to more complex mea
sures such as installing a new trafﬁc signal.
2. For each high crash corridor and neighborhood/targeted
area, identify needed countermeasures; for example, by
reorganizing all the bus stops along a corridor, it may be
possible to direct pedestrians to signalized crossing loca
tions and away from crossings at uncontrolled intersec
tions.

3. For all locations, identify countermeasures that will be installed everywhere as a
matter of “routine accommodation” (discussed in Chapter 6). Chapter 5 provides
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lists of highly effective countermeasures that should be incorporated into agency
design manuals and routinely applied to all public and private projects.
Step 4: Develop an Implementation Strategy
The fourth step in creating an implementation plan is to identify “how” improvements
will be made. This requires commitment of the entire agency, not just one or two
people focusing on pedestrian safety. It requires public involvement and political will
(Chapter 2) and agency resources (Chapter 6). It can also involve phasing and making
use of temporary measures (Chapter 4).
Timing as an Implementation Strategy
Critical to implementing an action plan is maintaining ongoing, continuous progress.
Small, immediate changes that are highly visible create the momentum and support
needed to make the more costly and substantive changes that require more time.
Proposed improvements identiﬁed in Step 3 of the plan should be divided into three
categories: simple measures, moderately complex measures, and complex measures.
More complex measures may require more time, money, and coordination among dif
ferent departments and agencies.
Simple, moderately complex, and complex countermeasures will require different time
lines. All treatments can begin immediately and continue into the future in parallel.
The improvements requiring the least amount of time and resources will likely be
completed ﬁrst, and those that require the most will be completed later as resources
allow.
This approach also helps to address liability concerns. While no agency can be ex
pected to address all issues at once, an agency must be able to demonstrate that it has
a well-conceived and systematic implementation plan for making improvements over
time.
The timing approach that divides improvements into simple, moderately complex,
and complex measures should be done within the context of addressing high crash
locations, corridors, and neighborhoods (or places with high crash potential). Some
examples include:
1.

A simple strategy may propose that over a three-year period, all school zone
signs will be upgraded, starting with high crash locations, corridors and neigh
borhoods; new crosswalks and spot police enforcement may also be simple
strategies.

2.

A moderately complex strategy may be to upgrade lighting at unmarked cross
walks over a six-year period, starting with high crash locations, corridors, and
neighborhoods/targeted areas; other moderately complex solutions may be
signal changes, retiming, roadway restriping, or institutionalizing safety education
programs in schools.
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Timing as an Implementation Strategy
The following examples are case studies from PEDSAFE that each deal with countermea
sure implementations ranging from simple to complex:

Simple Solutions:
Radar Trailers in Neighborhoods
For the past ten years, residents of Bel
levue, WA have been able to request cityowned portable radar trailers to target
excessive speeds along corridors and in
neighborhoods. The trailers have resulted
in average speed reductions of 4.8 to 8.0
km/h (3 to 5 mi/h), are very popular, and
cost relatively little.

Moderately Complex Solutions:
Trafﬁc Calming
In an effort to improve the safety of neigh
borhood children going to and from school
and reduce vehicle speeds, Cambridge,
MA implemented several trafﬁc calming
measures along Granite Street, including
curb extensions, a raised crosswalk, and
a raised intersection. The 85th percentile
motor vehicle speed was reduced from 28
mi/h to 45 to 38 km/h (24 mi/h) after the
improvements.

Complex Solutions:
Area Revitalization
Wall Street in Asheville, NC is an aestheti
cally re-designed downtown center of eco
nomic activity. What once originated as a
delivery alley has now been transformed
into a walkable and livable streetscape
conducive to pedestrian activity on wide
sidewalks. Average vehicle speeds are
below 32 km/h (20 mi/h) on the adjacent
one-way street.
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3.

A complex strategy may be to reconstruct major intersections over a ten-year
period, again starting with high crash locations, corridors, and neighborhoods/
targeted areas; others may include acquiring right-of-way, realigning roadways, or
revitalizing areas.

Built into this approach is the concept of phasing. For example, a high crash intersec
tion may initially only get new ladder style crosswalk markings and a temporary me
dian island or warning signs, with more complex measures (such as the installation of
a trafﬁc signal with pedestrian signals or a roadway narrowing treatment) to be added
later when funding becomes available. This approach also allows for temporary im
provements such as painted curb extensions that can be installed as a low cost strategy
until funding can be found for permanent curb revisions.
Using the list of effective measures from Chapter 5, agencies can develop a matrix
or other system of organization to provide an easy and effective way to set program
objectives and track simple, moderately complex, and complex measures over time.
Measures listed in an action plan will vary somewhat based on local conditions, crash
patterns, and priorities; state and local agencies are also likely to focus on different
measures.
Step 5: Institutionalize Changes to Planning and Design Standards
Design and trafﬁc management practices that can lead to a reduction in pedestrian
crashes should be incorporated into all appropriate planning, design, and maintenance
manuals as well as standard speciﬁcations. This is referred to as institutionalization. It
ensures that good design will automatically occur with all future agency projects and
programs as a matter of routine accommodation. It provides the basis for installing
countermeasures such as marked crosswalks and pedestrian signals at all signalized
intersections. However, it is not always enough to have the best standards in the cor
rect manuals; continued training may be necessary to ensure that all responsible parties
understand the standards and interpret and apply them consistently and accurately.
Appendix F provides a list of recommended publications that address pedestrian poli
cies and designs. It also provides a list of key policy and design issues that should be
addressed ﬁrst if pedestrian crashes are to be reduced. Institutionalizing good design
and trafﬁc management practices for pedestrians may take some time, some issues
may be controversial, and it may require several iterations to complete all the changes.
However, it is one of the most important and effective ways to reduce pedestrian
crashes over time and should be vigorously pursued.
It is important to be aware of problems that may occur during project implemen
tation, construction, or maintenance that may lead to a pedestrian crash if certain
precautions are not taken. For example, closing sidewalks during a sidewalk repair or
maintenance can cause pedestrians to be forced to walk in the travel lane or to cross
the street to use the sidewalk on the other side. Pedestrians should never be forced to
walk in the travel lane unless the lane is barricaded off and the route is made to be ac
cessible. Construction zone provisions that accommodate pedestrian safety should be
an important part of the new policies and practices adopted (institutionalized) by the
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Examples of Comprehensive Plans
Plan Components of the Florida State Highway Safety Plan
The Florida State Highway Safety Plan includes the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
For more information
on these two plans, visit
the site http://www.dot.
state.ﬂ.us/safety/TransSafEng/strategicpland
ocs/Strategic%20Hwy%
20Safety%20Plan%20
5-8-03.pdf.

Identify high pedestrian crash corridors or areas.
Analyze corridors and areas of pedestrian crash patterns and causal factors.
Apply multimodal level of service analysis to supplement crash data.
Implement pedestrian education programs.
Set priorities based on crashes, percentage of walkers, etc.
Include sidewalks in all applicable new construction, widening, and resurfacing
projects (on and off-system).
Implement trafﬁc calming strategies.
Increase enforcement of pedestrian laws.

The Washington D.C. Pedestrian Safety and Accessibility Program
The Washington D.C. Pedestrian Safety and Accessibility Program is an example of
a comprehensive pedestrian safety program. The primary goal of the program is to
reduce pedestrian fatalities and injuries. The secondary goals of the program are to
increase walking trips and transit use while achieving reductions in motorized trips.
The program features four main categories of strategies, including: Networking and
Coalition Building; Education; Engineering, Planning, and Design; and Enforcement
and Regulation.
The Networking and Coalition Building component involves coordination among nu
merous agencies, including the District Department of Transportation, the Depart
ment of Motor Vehicles, the Department of Health, the Department of Public Schools,
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, the Metropolitan Washington Coun
cil of Governments, and the Metropolitan Police Department.
The Education component includes increasing outreach and awareness of pedestrian
safety and accessibility issues, the provision of educational materials in English and
Spanish, the preparation of a toolkit of resources and lessons for schools, and par
ticipation in the “International Walk to School Day.”
The Engineering, Planning, and Design component includes targeting high-risk lo
cations; improving data collection, analysis, and problem identiﬁcation; deploying
the necessary engineering countermeasures; adopting Pedestrian-Oriented Develop
mental Regulations; integrating pedestrian accommodation issues into the planning,
design, and approval processes; and advocating for the construction of light rail.
The Enforcement and Regulation component of the program involves targeting
enforcement zones; enforcing existing motorist, bicyclist, and pedestrian laws; re
viewing existing motorist, bicyclist, and pedestrian laws and advocating for stiffer
penalties; pursuing professional training and education; advocating for innovative
policing (ofﬁcers on bikes, horses, and skates); reviewing right-turn-on-red and leftturn regulations; and enforcing harsher penalties for speeding, especially in school
areas.

Chapter 7: Creating the Pedestrian Safety Action Plan

agency. To prevent causing problems in work zones, adequate signing and/or provi
sions must be made to direct pedestrians to safe paths and/or to provide safe street
crossings to sidewalks on the other side of the street. A good resource on this topic is
Chapter 13 in the Trafﬁc Control Devices Handbook (Pline, 2001).
For purposes of an implementation plan, an agency must commit to reviewing and
revising its planning and design guidelines and speciﬁcations. Using the information in
Chapter 5, the agency should list the design and policy changes that need to be incor
porated into its documents and create a time line for completing the changes.
Step 6: Consider Land Use, Zoning, and Site Design Issues
As noted in Chapter 1, there is a direct relationship between land use and pedestrian
safety. Land use affects motorist speed, trip frequency, and behavior. It also affects
pedestrian trip frequency and behavior. Communities that have been successful in
implementing various land use, zoning, and site design regulations have often been
successful in reducing their number of pedestrian crashes. Land use and development
patterns should encourage pedestrian trips. Provisions should be created for pedes
trian facilities, and developers should be required to provide pedestrian infrastructure
(e.g., sidewalks) along roads in new developments.
While it is recognized that transportation agencies, especially those at the state level,
may have a limited ability to directly affect land use, zoning, and site design, there is
a very direct relationship between land use and transportation planning. New roads
open up new areas for development and new development creates demands for new
roads. Furthermore, planning and zoning departments and those agency functions
involved with reviewing and approving private and public developments should be
thoroughly involved in the process to promote pedestrian-friendly and safe infrastruc
ture and roadway designs. Effective stakeholder participation is one way that broad
support for changes to land use policies might be built during the pedestrian safety
planning process.
Chapter 5 lists some of the most highly effective land use, zoning, and site design
measures for reducing pedestrian crashes and creating a more pedestrian-friendly
walking environment. For purposes of an implementation plan, an agency should
recognize the importance of land use and commit to working with the appropriate
parties in implementing some or all of the measures listed in Chapter 5.
Step 7: Reinforce Commitment
Implementation requires the ongoing commitment of an entire transportation agency.
Momentum will only be achieved over time through constant attention and action.
There are many things an agency can do to achieve ongoing commitment to pedes
trian safety. An agency should choose the strategies that work and incorporate them
into its implementation plan. The following is a short list of strategies used by various
transportation agencies in communities that have been successful in reducing pedes
trian crashes over time:
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•
•
•
•
•

Provide ongoing internal training to ensure that designs do not inadvertently
impact pedestrian mobility and safety.
Provide ongoing external training to help the public focus on changes that will
improve pedestrian safety.
Have transportation agencies write Requests for Proposals (RFPs) that require
appropriate pedestrian expertise.
Institute an award system to acknowledge good projects that provide safer condi
tions for pedestrians.
Work cooperatively with the Health Department on pedestrian safety research
or education programs.

Step 8: Evaluate Results
A successful pedestrian safety plan must contain a mechanism to evaluate results. This
ensures that implemented countermeasures are effective in reducing crashes and im
proving safety and helps ensure future funding opportunities if the plan is perceived
as a success. In order to perform a thorough evaluation, the speciﬁc objectives of the
Pedestrian Safety Action Plan need to be deﬁned early-on in the process. Given lim
ited resources, it is critical that the most effective countermeasures are identiﬁed and
pursued when prioritizing improvements. Most communities that fail to reduce pedes
trian crashes do so not because of a lack of funds, but because they do not implement
the right countermeasures and make the right changes to agency design and manage
ment policies. This may be because they fail to continually evaluate the results to see
if their efforts are actually reducing crashes. Evaluation means that implementation
plans are not static documents—they should change over time as various crash coun
termeasures are tried and evaluated.
A key prerequisite to any evaluation process is to quantify the before conditions and
track changes in the after condition. The data collection efforts discussed previously
in Chapter 3 ought to be maintained throughout the implementation of the pedestrian
safety plan. Appendix E elaborates on speciﬁc evaluation techniques.
Combining a record of successful projects is very helpful in showing progress over
time. Good safety plans will include a comprehensive documentation of successful
projects or institutional changes. It is also important to note that in some cases, the
number of pedestrian crashes may not go down due to the fact that pedestrian activity
and access has been increased. In these instances, the rate of pedestrian crashes may
have decreased, and a well-documented evaluation of results is needed to provide the
most accurate measure of success.
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How to Create and Run an
Effective Pedestrian
Advisory Board

Step 1: Create an Ofﬁcial PAB
Pedestrian Advisory Boards (PABs) should be created through an ofﬁcial action.
At the local level, local ofﬁcials can pass a resolution; at the state level, it may be an
agency directive or a law passed by state legislators. Creating an ofﬁcial PAB is impor
tant for two reasons:
1.

2.

The creation of the PAB will immediately make decision-makers aware of the
Board and its importance while also educating them on important pedestrian is
sues; and
An ofﬁcial PAB cannot be easily disbanded or ignored when the decision-makers
change (e.g. new department director, mayor, or governor).

Step 2: Recruit and Interview PAB Members
PABs should be made up of about eight to ﬁfteen people—any fewer, and partici
pants will be overwhelmed; any more, and the size can become unmanageable. Often
state PABS are larger than local PABs. It is useful to have up to 15 people for a few
reasons: it can be difﬁcult to get anything done if some do not show up for a meet
ing; there is always attrition for unrelated reasons (e.g., people moving); when the
group is established, it can more effectively work in subcommittees if more people
are involved. Appointments should be staggered to avoid large turnover and promote
continuity. In order to prevent discontinuity, the Chair position should not be a rotat
ing position.
To create an effective, balanced, and diversiﬁed PAB, all prospective candidates should
be recruited and interviewed. Simply contacting various organizations and asking
them to send a representative is not enough; openings should be advertised through
local media sources or political ofﬁces. A letter of interest and a resume should be
required. People who invest their time are more likely to be committed PAB members.
The interview should be like any other job interview. For example, interviews could be
conducted by a representative from the executive ofﬁce (mayor or city manager), the
person who will be stafﬁng the PAB, and a current PAB member.
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There are three qualities to look for in prospective PAB members:
1.

2.

3.

Candidates need to have the interests of the broader community in mind rather
than be focused on an issue close to home (e.g. a stop sign on their street), or
they are likely to leave once their issue has been addressed..
Candidates should have a history of volunteerism; experienced volunteers will
be more likely to attend meetings and commit the time needed to make the PAB
successful.
Candidates need to be good listeners and have a collaborative approach to prob
lem solving.

Since PABs are advisory, they will only be effective and legitimate if their members
reﬂect the community they represent. Gender, race, age, type of walker (casual to ﬁtness walkers), and the geographic location of residence for each applicant should be
considered to ensure a balanced, representative board.
Step 3: Determine Logistic Support
The local or state agency should make it very clear from the beginning what services
can and cannot be provided to a PAB. Stafﬁng a PAB should require about four to
eight hours a month. Direct services should be limited to providing a meeting place
and attending meetings. Minutes and meeting notices are typically done by the Board
members—email makes this easy—but can also be done by a secretary on loan to the
Board from a state or local agency. A PAB may beneﬁt from secretarial support to take
notes or transcribe audio tapes, write minutes, send out announcements, make copies,
schedule rooms, etc. However, the more the board members take responsibility for
their logistics, the more invested and effective they will be.
Step 4: Provide PAB Members with Timely and Useful Information
The most important role for local and state agency staff is to provide the PAB with
timely and useful information so their input is effective. PAB members are volunteers
who are giving of their limited time to the community and their time should be well
spent. For example, board members need to know when they can provide comments
on an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or a major public works project.
An informed PAB will be a better board. For example, in Seattle, PAB members get
together once a year for an all day, facilitated retreat. As part of the retreat, Seattle
Department of Transportation staff conducts a short training session on pedestrian
design issues. One of the purposes of the training is to help participants better un
derstand things that can’t be changed (e.g. shape and color of a regulatory sign) versus
things that involve more choices and engineering judgment (e.g. determining the num
ber of lanes needed on an arterial that is being reconstructed).
Step 5: Set the PAB Agenda
The Board Chair should coordinate with agency staff and departmental representa
tives (listed in Step 3) to develop a list of topics for Board review and input. The rela
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tionship of the agency with the Chair is critical to the success of the Board. Typically,
PABs will want to provide input on agency policies, programs, and projects. Board
meetings should feature a presentation on one of these topics. This makes every meet
ing important and ensures good attendance and participation. The Chair (not agency
staff) should invite the program/project manager to participate and present at a PAB
meeting. The person who staffs the PAB should help with the presentation. This
builds teamwork and can make presenting to a citizen’s group a positive experience.
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Appendix B:
How to Conduct
Pedestrian Counts and
Behavior Studies

Step 1: Determine Study Location and Scope
When conducting a pedestrian study it is important to identify the exact location of
where the data is to be collected. Counts at intersections or along short segments of
streets may include an observation of the location where the pedestrians are crossing
(intersection versus midblock, in or outside of the crosswalk, and which crosswalk at
an intersection is to be studied).
Step 2: Decide on Types of Studies to Perform
Pedestrian studies may include collecting data on pedestrian volumes, walking speeds,
gaps in motor vehicle trafﬁc, conﬂicts between vehicles and pedestrians, or pedestrian
behavior. The type of study should be determined based on what problems exist at a
location and should aim to assist in selecting appropriate countermeasures.
Step 3: General Observation of the Study Site and Pedestrians
Before starting the actual data collection, the analysts should familiarize themselves
with the study location and note the types of signal control, the location of crosswalks
and markings and other features such as sight distance restrictions. It is also appropri
ate to note general observations of pedestrian behavior such as walking patterns and
compliance with signal control devices.
Step 4: Develop a Data Collection Plan
It is important to create a plan for what type of data will be collected and during what
time period. Depending on the speciﬁc geometry of the site, locations need to be
identiﬁed where the analyst can readily observe all necessary data. Pedestrian count
and behavior data should focus on the time of day or day of week when a concern
exists. This could include times with high or low pedestrian volumes, depending on
when pedestrian crashes occurred. Pedestrian counts at schools should be conducted
during school arrival or departure times and the duration may be limited to the start
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Pedestrian Count Examples
Manual Pedestrian Counts
A number of localities around the country collect manual counts on a regular basis. The Washington, D.C.
District Department of Transportation conducts pedestrian counts at each leg of approximately 100 inter
sections annually. The District of Columbia has been taking pedestrian counts at intersections and other
pedestrian crossing locations for over 20 years. Counts are currently on ﬁle for approximately ﬁve to ten
percent of the 13,000 intersections in the District.
In Albuquerque, New Mexico, the Mid-Region Council of Governments (MRCOG) collects bicycle and pedes
trian counts at all signalized intersections in Albuquerque (more than 500 sites) on a three-year cycle.
Automated Pedestrian Counts
A number of agencies have installed infrared devices to collected automated counts of pedestrians, as well
as bicyclists. The City Government of Cheyenne, Wyoming has installed an infrared counter to take the path
counts on the Dry Creek Greenway. In Licking County, Ohio, the Licking County Area Transportation Study
has installed infrared counters in 11 locations along a shared-use path system.
The Massachusetts Highway Department and the University of Massachusetts Transportation Center have
installed an infrared sensor placed above the Norwottuck Rail Trail at the end of Route 116 underpass in
Amherst, MA. The Autosense II sensor was placed on an underpass structure, 5.4 m (18 ft) above the trail,
in order that pedestrians and bicyclists passing underneath the device could be detected. The active infra
red sensor detected pedestrians and bicyclists with two separate infrared beams (Noyce, 2002). For more
information, visit: http://www.walkinginfo.org/pdf/UMTCBikeReport02-01.pdf.
A variety of types of technologies are available for automated counting of pedestrians. These technologies
are evaluated in detail in the research paper, “An Evaluation of Technologies for Automated Detection and
Classiﬁcation of Pedestrians and Bicyclists,” which is available online at http://www.walkinginfo.org/pdf/
UMTCBikeReport02-01.pdf.

and end of the school day. Concerns along bus routes should focus on the peak com
mute times or whenever pedestrian crashes are occurring. Pedestrian concerns in a
business area may include both the peak commute times and the midday lunch period.
If there is a nighttime pedestrian safety concern, nighttime counts and observations
should be made. The study duration should be matched to signal warrants in the
MUTCD and other local or state requirements. In general, the duration of a study may
vary from an hour to multiple days, possibly affecting the personnel requirements.
Step 5: Collect the Data
The actual data collection process varies depending on the type of study. Examples of
study types include:
•

Volume Study: Pedestrian counts can be performed manually using tally sheets,
mechanical count boards, or electronic count boards. There are also technolo
gies available to perform automated pedestrian counts, including video detection,
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infrared, or microwave technology. When pedestrian counts are made, they are
generally short-term counts of two to four hours. In rare instances, counts may
be made for up to eight hours. Counts should ideally be summarized by 15-min
ute intervals, but hourly summaries are also acceptable. If 15-minute intervals are
used, a single individual may be able to count each movement of a busy inter
section in an hour. Pedestrian activity along a sidewalk or in a crossing may be
recorded on a video camera and then reviewed at a later date at high speed to save
time. If pedestrian counts are very high, a single observer can be used to conduct
the count from a videotape by reviewing the videotape slowly.
•

Walking Speed Study: Determining average pedestrian walking speeds is neces
sary for pedestrian signal warrants, pedestrian signal timing and other applications.
Walking speed studies are especially important when the average walking speed
is signiﬁcantly different from the typically assumed 1.0 to 1.2 m/s (3.5 to 4 ft/s).
The difference may be due to pedestrian characteristics such as high volumes, age
distribution, pedestrian cell phone use, level of physical ﬁtness, and disabilities; or
it can be related to geometric characteristics of the study site such as steep grades,
narrow sidewalks, and shared-use paths. Adverse weather conditions including
rain, snow and wind may also affect walking speeds in coastal or mountain re
gions.

•

Gap Study: In some cases it may be necessary to analyze gaps in the motor vehicle
trafﬁc stream at pedestrian crossing locations to determine appropriate crossing
treatments. For example, the MUTCD warrants a pedestrian signal if the frequen
cy of crossable gaps falls below a certain threshold.

•

Behavior Study: While general observations on pedestrian behavior should be
made before any detailed data is collected, there may be situations where a more
in-depth analysis of pedestrian behavior is appropriate. Elements of pedestrian
behavior of interest may include the occurrence of pedestrian-vehicle conﬂicts,
an assessment of pedestrian understanding and compliance with trafﬁc control
devices, or other exhibited behavior, such as running, or hesitating. Measures of
effectiveness of behavioral studies can be quantitative (number of conﬂicts or
violations), but may also be more qualitative in nature (pedestrians seem to be
unclear about meaning of signs).

Step 6: Analyze the Data
It is good practice to decide on the method of data analysis prior to collecting the
data. This will assure that all necessary information is in fact collected and will be
available during data extraction and analysis. Depending on the type and extent of the
study, it may be appropriate to consult a statistician to assure that large amounts of
data (especially before-and-after or time series data) are properly interpreted.
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Step 1: Understand the Human Element of a Crash
First and foremost on the observer’s mind should be the realization that, in most
cases, the pedestrian did not walk into the street with the intention of being struck.
Similarly, the motorist involved in a pedestrian crash did not collide with the pedes
trian intentionally. If the motorist could have avoided the crash, he or she would have
done so. Crashes can result from:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Motorist or pedestrian inattention.
Poor judgment on the part of the motorist or pedestrian (possibly a factor of
age [young and elderly pedestrians and motorists], mental or physical disabilities,
fatigue, or drug/alcohol use).
Miscalculation of risks.
Pedestrians not understanding the speed of an approaching vehicle.
Motorists miscalculating their own speed.
Pedestrians assuming that approaching motorists see them and will react to them.
Motorists not understanding the speed and direction of a pedestrian, or unex
pected pedestrian movement.
Visual screens (parked or stopped vehicles, landscaping) or insufﬁcient lighting.

Step 2: Observe Pedestrian and Motorist Movements
The best way to conduct the process of “thinking like a pedestrian” is to ﬁrst observe
pedestrian movements. In many cases, pedestrians will follow a variety of patterns
in areas with a high number of crashes. For example, some pedestrians will wait at a
signalized intersection and cross on the WALK signal, while others will cross against
the signal when they see a gap in motor vehicle trafﬁc.
Next, observe motorist movements to “think like a motorist.” In many cases, motor
ists appear to travel oblivious to the presence of pedestrians. Observers should note
their movements. For example, some motorists at a signalized intersection will yield to
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pedestrians while turning right or left when the pedestrians are in the crosswalk, while
others will try to drive around the pedestrian and through the crosswalk as soon as
there is a sufﬁcient gap to do so.
Step 3: “Walk a Mile” in Their Shoes
The observer should begin where the pedestrians initiate their movements, preferably
under typical conditions (including at night), and look up and down the street to see
what the pedestrian sees. With all due caution, the observer should then attempt to
emulate the observed movement without placing himself or herself at risk. At times,
an illegal maneuver may be safer than the legal or intended movement.
To focus on the motorist’s experience, the observer should also drive through the area
and make the observed movements, preferably under typical conditions (including at
night), and look up and down the street to see if there are any pedestrians in the prob
lem areas identiﬁed earlier. With all due caution, the observer should then attempt to
emulate the observed vehicle movement (again, without placing anyone at risk).
Step 4: Record Objective and Subjective Observations
The observer should then note what he or she saw, heard, felt, including a subjective
evaluation such as the relative safety of both the pedestrian and motorist maneuvers
observed and experienced. Objective observations can point out design ﬂaws such
as poor sight distance, or other roadway features. The subjective evaluation may lead
to an observation such as “no wonder pedestrians do not cross there—it is so far
away from the bus stop” or “I can see why the motorist could have missed seeing the
pedestrian crossing—that billboard is so distracting.” The observer should note these
behaviors uncritically and record these movements.
Step 5: Visualize a Solution
The observer then should take a step further and imagine a pedestrian safety solu
tion that better accommodates the pedestrian’s needs as well as the motorist’s. With
that solution in mind, the observer should again cross the road making the movement
as if the solution were in place (if possible), as well as drive along the roadway. This
process may require the use of spotters to watch for approaching motor vehicle trafﬁc
and pedestrians and ensure that no one is placed at undue risk.
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Federal
A brief description of various federal funding sources available is listed below. For
more detailed information, please see Appendix 2 of the “FHWA Guidance—Bicycle
and Pedestrian Provisions of Federal Transportation Legislation” (FHWA, 1999),
available online at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/bp-guid.htm.
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efﬁcient Transportation Equity Act—A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU)
SAFETEA-LU was signed into law on August 10, 2005. It represents the largest
surface transportation investment in U.S. history and contains a number of provisions
to address pedestrian safety, many of which are highlighted below. More information
can be found at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/.
Surface Transportation Program (STP)
The Surface Transportation Program provides ﬂexible funding to states which can be
used on a wide variety of projects including pedestrian improvements. States should
consider the STP as a primary source of funds for pedestrian projects because of its
broad eligibility requirements. More information can be found at: http://www.fhwa.
dot.gov/safetealu/factsheets/stp.htm.
Transportation Enhancement Program (TE)
Transportation Enhancements funds are available for communities to help expand
transportation choices such as safe pedestrian facilities. These provisions include
funding for non-construction safety-related activities, including pedestrian safety train
ing. More information can be found at: http://www.enhancements.org/.
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Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ)
The CMAQ Program provides funding for air quality non-attainment areas. Programs
and projects that contribute to air quality improvements and reduce congestion can be
provided funding through the CMAQ Program. These funds can be used for a variety
of pedestrian projects including constructing pedestrian walkways and non-construc
tion projects such as maps and brochures. More information can be found at: http://
ops.fhwa.dot.gov/safetea/congairfactsheet.htm.
Highway Bridge Program
The Highway Bridge Program provides funds to replace or rehabilitate highway
bridges. Sidewalks and pathways under crossings or bridges can be built as part of
bridge rehabilitation. More information can be found at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
safetealu/factsheets/bridge.htm.
National Highway System Program (NHS)
This program provides funding for improvements to roads that are part of the Na
tional Highway System, which includes the Interstate System and other arterial routes.
Funding can be used for pedestrian facilities along NHS routes. More information
can be found at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/factsheets/nhs.htm.
Federal Lands Highway Program (FLHP)
These funds are available for transportation planning, research, engineering, and con
struction on Federal lands. This funding can be used for pedestrian facilities within
these lands. More information can be found at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ﬂh/ﬂ
hfs051028.htm.
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
The Highway Safety Improvement Program provides funding to reduce the number
and severity of trafﬁc fatalities and injuries on all public roads including publiclyowned pedestrian pathways and trails. More information can be found at: http://
www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/factsheets/hsip.htm.
Railway-Highway Crossings
There is also speciﬁc funding to reduce the number and severity of trafﬁc fatalities
and injuries at public highway-rail grade crossings by reducing the hazards to vehicles
and pedestrians and installation of protective devices at crossings. More information
can be found at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/factsheets/railcrossings.htm.
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Recreational Trails Program (RTP)
The Recreational Trails Program provides funding to develop recreational trails and
related facilities for both motorized and non-motorized uses. More information can
be found at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/rectrails/.
National Scenic Byways Program
Funding is available for the construction of pedestrian facilities along state and na
tional scenic byways. More information can be found at: http://www.bywaysonline.
org/grants/guidance/.
Safe Routes to School Program (SR2S)
The Safe Routes to School Program provides funding to enable and encourage chil
dren to walk to school safely. Included in this program are infrastructure funds, which
are used to assess and make improvements to the walking and bicycling physical
environment around schools, and non-infrastructure funds, which are used to educate
or encourage children to walk or bike to school. More information can be found at:
http://www.saferoutesinfo.org/legislation_funding/.
Metropolitan and Statewide Planning Funds
These funds are available for states and metropolitan areas for transportation planning
and research. Statewide and metropolitan planning funds can be used for pedestrian
plans. More information can be found at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/fact
sheets/mp.htm and http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/factsheets/statewide.htm.
State and Community Highway Safety Grant Program (Section 402)
The National Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administration helps administer this program
which can be used for pedestrian safety initiatives. More information can be found at:
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/state_program/section402/.
Federal Transit Administration Grants (FTA)
The Federal Transit Administration offers many grants to improve transit systems,
which includes pedestrian access and walkways. More information can be found at:
http://www.fta.dot.gov/25_ENG_HTML.htm.
Community Development Block Grants (HUD)
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development administers the Com
munity Development Block Grants. These grants assist low- and moderate-income
neighborhoods and can be used for pedestrian enhancement projects such as sidewalk
installation or repair. More information can be found at: http://www.hud.gov/of
ﬁces/cpd/communitydevelopment/programs/index.cfm.
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State
In addition to federal funding, there are also many sources of state funding that can
be used for pedestrian safety projects. Review the statewide pedestrian master plan, if
one is available, for information on sources speciﬁc to the state. State DOTs may also
provide information on their web sites as to available funding mechanisms. Many of
the examples below are from the Arizona Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (Arizona
DOT, 2003) and the Alaska Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (Alaska DOT and Public Facili
ties, 1995). Although each state will differ, some funding examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital Budgets.
Legislative Discretionary Funding.
Local Service Roads and Trails (LSR&T).
Trails, Footpaths, and Campsites.
Operating Budgets.
State Funds as Federal Match.
State Sales Tax.
Highway User Revenue Fund (HURF).
Local Transportation Assistance Fund (LTAF).
State Park Heritage Fund.
Game and Fish Department Heritage Fund.
Growing Smarter Planning Grant Program.
State Highway Fund.
State bicyclist and pedestrian grants.
Special transportation funds (ﬁnanced by state sales tax).
Transportation/Growth Management Programs.
Specialty license tag fees.

Regional
The following are two common examples of regional funding that may be available:
•
•

Association of Governments (or Regional Planning Council) Funds.
Municipal Planning Organization Budgets.

Local
Local funding resources can also be used for pedestrian safety projects. These will
vary greatly from place to place. Details for many of the examples below can be
found in the Arizona Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (Arizona DOT, 2003) or in
Main Street…when a highway runs through it: A Handbook for Oregon Communities (Transpor
tation and Growth Management, 1999). These plans provide excellent examples of
the type of local funding sources that may be available. A general list of local funds
includes:
•
•
•

General Funds (from property taxes and gas tax revenues).
Development Impact Fees.
Parks and Recreation Funds.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flood Control District Funds.
Revenue and General Obligation Bonds.
Tribal Casino Revenues (depending on the state).
Local Funds as Federal Match.
Special Bond levies.
Transportation Impact fees.
System development charges.
Local Improvement Districts.
Charges to adjacent property owners.
Cooperative projects with utility districts, etc.
Urban renewal district.
Economic improvement district.
Business improvement district.

Private
Funding can also be found in the private sector. Some sources include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developer off-site improvements (not money, but they are improvements).
Dedications.
Contributions.
Corporate underwriting.
Donations of right of way/easements.
Clubs, groups, and volunteers.
Grants and loans.
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Appendix E:
Evaluation of a
Pedestrian Safety Plan

E

valuation serves as a tool to guide the efforts of the project staff, to demonstrate
project success to the public, and to assure continued support from sponsors. The
extent and methods of evaluation may differ for pedestrian safety plans on the local,
MPO or State level, but the general principles stay the same. A thorough evaluation of
a pedestrian safety plan investigates effectiveness of countermeasures, monitors public
opinion, and constantly reassesses the actual program plan.

Countermeasure Evaluation
Implemented treatments should generally be evaluated in terms of their overall ef
fectiveness, which typically has already been done by national research institutes and
other agencies (at least for the treatments discussed in Chapter 7). But the usefulness
of any treatment in reducing pedestrian crashes is likely to vary across locations. The
following questions should be asked:
•
•
•

Is the treatment effective (in general)?
Does the treatment work as intended?
How did the treatment affect drivers and vehicle LOS?

Public Opinion Evaluation
Stakeholder involvement early in the plan development process is important for
improving the quality of the plan. Chapter 2 discusses the importance of stakeholder
involvement to both tailor the action plan to the (perceived) needs of the community
and continuously update the public of the progress of implementation. The main
questions to ask are:
•
•
•
•

Does the program address the needs of the community?
Is the general public aware of the program?
Is the program well received?
Is there opposition by certain groups?
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Before-and-After Evaluation Study Examples
University Place, WA; Portland, OR; and Boulder, CO
A number of agencies have performed evaluations of pedestrian safety beforeand-after improvements were made to a facility. While many of the assessments
focus upon travel speeds, others examine vehicle volumes, number of conﬂicts,
and number of incidents before and after facility improvements.
The City of University Place, Washington built and transformed a
major corridor, Bridgeport Way, into an inviting main street that
would allow pedestrians and bicyclists to move about comfortably
and safely while still accommodating vehicular movement through
the corridor. The improvements included the placement of side
walks and bicycle lanes along both sides of the corridor, as well
as planter strips buffering the road from the sidewalk. A median
and street lighting were also added, among other improvements.
The City analyzed speed and accident data before and after the
construction of the Bridgeport Way improvements. The project’s
trafﬁc calming features reduced speeds by 13 percent and reduced
crashes by 60 percent compared to pre-improvement conditions.
In Portland, Oregon, a variety of trafﬁc calming techniques were
implemented along SE Harold Street, including the construction of
one median island, eleven speed humps placed 91 to 274 m
(300 to 900 ft) apart, and curb extensions at ﬁve intersections.
A before-and-after evaluation revealed that trafﬁc volumes had
decreased from a range of 3,400 to 4,800 vehicles per day (vpd) to
a range of 2,000 to 3,500 vpd. The 1,600 vpd average drop in daily
trafﬁc is a reduction of 37 percent. This drop presumably repre
sents cut-through motorists who found the speed humps to be inconvenient. The
85th percentile speed on SE Harold prior to project construction ranged from 59 to
64 km/h (37 to 40 mi/h). Measurement since speed hump construction shows an
average decrease in the 85th percentile speed of 9.6 km/h (6 mi/h).
In Boulder, Colorado, high trafﬁc volumes and speeds were creating an unsafe
and unpleasant walking and bicycling environment along 55th Street. A Capital
Improvement Project was implemented to provide improved bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in the corridor, and to provide some trafﬁc calming for vehicles. Continu
ous sidewalks and bicycle lanes were provided along the street, as well as a bi
cycle/pedestrian underpass, two raised crossings and one raised intersection, with
pedestrian refuge islands at both of the raised crossing locations. Data collected
by the city staff indicate that both travel speeds and trafﬁc volumes decreased fol
lowing completion of the project. The 85th percentile speeds decreased from
67 km/h (42 mi/h) before the project to 61 km/h (38 mi/h) after the project. Aver
age vpd decreased from 12,400 before the project to 9,400 after the project.
For more information, visit http://www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe and ﬁnd the case
studies relating the details of these improvements.

Bridgeport Way in
University Place,
WA before (above)
and after (below)
improvements were
made.
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Program Plan Evaluation
It is furthermore important to assess if the overall objectives of the program plan
have been achieved. Depending on the speciﬁc objectives, questions could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Did the overall number of pedestrian crashes decrease?
Do stakeholders perceive that roads are safer?
Are agencies collaborating on efforts?
Did the design manuals get updated with new policies and countermeasures?
Have proposed procedures been adopted by agencies?

An important precondition to program evaluation is that goals are formulated earlyon in the process. If assessment results can be matched to explicitly stated goals, the
success in achieving those objectives can be demonstrated and decisions can be made
on how to improve or modify the program if necessary. To assure proper evaluation,
it should be included in the project budget from the beginning. Types of evaluation
include:
•

Before and After Studies—Typical measures of effectiveness for pedestrian
safety projects include crash frequency, number of crossing events, or number of
observed conﬂicts (a short-term proxy measure for actual crashes), yielding rates.

•

Public Surveys—Surveys could include opinion polls about the program, knowl
edge tests following an education campaign, or questionnaires investigating
perceived safety of improved intersections.

•

Expert Rating—The project team could hire experts on pedestrian safety to
evaluate (or re-evaluate) an intersection, a corridor, or the general safety of a
community.
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National Guides
Guide for the Planning, Design and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities (2004)
The American Association of State and Highway Transportation Ofﬁcials (AASHTO)
Guide for the Planning, Design and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities presents effective mea
sures for accommodating pedestrians on public rights-of-way. The guide recognizes
the profound effect that land use planning and site design have on pedestrian mobility
and addresses these topics as well. The guide can be purchased through the AASHTO
web site at http://www.aashto.org.
Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access, Parts 1 (1999) and 2 (2001)
The guides Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access Parts 1 and 2
provide the state of the practice for applying the American with
Disabilities Act (ADA) and similar requirements to pedestrian
facilities. Find Part one at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environ
ment/bikeped/access-1.htm and Part 2 at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/
sidewalk2/.
Manual on Uniform Trafﬁc Control Devices (2003)
The Manual on Uniform Trafﬁc Control Devices (MUTCD) deﬁnes the standards used by
road managers nationwide to install and maintain trafﬁc control devices on all streets
and highways. The MUTCD is published by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA). The MUTCD audience includes the insurance industry, law enforcement
agencies, academic institutions, private industry, and construction and engineering pro
fessionals. Find the document at http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/pdfs/2003r1/pdf-index.
htm.
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Trafﬁc Control Devices Handbook (2004)
The Trafﬁc Control Devices Handbook (TCDH) was prepared by the Institute of Trans
portation Engineers (ITE) to augment the MUTCD as adopted nationally by the
Federal Highway Administration. While the MUTCD outlines the design and appli
cation of trafﬁc control devices on public roadways in the United States, criteria and
data to make decisions on the use of a device and its application are not always fully
covered in the MUTCD. This Handbook bridges the gap between the MUTCD provi
sions and those decisions to be made in the ﬁeld on device usage and application. The
Handbook can be ordered through the Institute of Transportation Engineers online
bookstore at http://www.ite.org.
Design and Safety of Pedestrian Facilities, A Recommended Practice of the Institute of Transporta
tion Engineers (1998)
Design and Safety of Pedestrian Facilities, A Recommended Practice of the Institute of Transporta
tion Engineers is intended to provide guidance on how to implement a comprehensive
program of engineering, education and enforcement to improve safety for pedestrians.
Find the document at http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/designsafety.pdf.
Pedsafe: The Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System (2004)
Pedsafe: The Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System is intended to pro
vide practitioners with the latest information available for improving the safety and
mobility of those who walk. The online tools provide the user with a list of possible
engineering, education, or enforcement treatments to improve pedestrian safety and/
or mobility based on user input about a speciﬁc location. It can be found at http://
www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe/.
A Guide for Reducing Collisions Involving Pedestrians (2004)
The National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 500, Volume
10: A Guide for Reducing Collisions Involving Pedestrians provides strategies that can be em
ployed to reduce the number of collisions involving pedestrians. The NCHRP Report
500, Volume 10 can be purchased through the Transportation Research Board web
site at http://www.trb.org.
A Review of Pedestrian Safety Research in the United States and Abroad (2004)
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of research studies on pedes
trian safety in the United States and abroad. Readers will ﬁnd details of pedestrian
crash characteristics, measures of pedestrian exposure and hazard, and speciﬁc road
way features and their effects on pedestrian safety. Such features include crosswalks
and alternative crossing treatments, signalization, signing, pedestrian refuge islands,
provisions for pedestrians with disabilities, bus stop locations, school crossing mea
sures, reﬂectorization and conspicuity, grade-separated crossings, trafﬁc-calming
measures, and sidewalks and paths. Pedestrian educational and enforcement programs
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are also discussed. Review this document online at http://www.walkinginfo.org/pdf/
PedSynth/Ped_Synthesis_Report.pdf.
National Bicycling and Walking Study (1994)
The National Bicycling and Walking Study includes a series of 24 case studies highlight
ing model activities conducted with respect to bicycle and pedestrian planning. The
National Bicycle and Walking Study presents a plan of action for activities at the Federal,
State, and local levels for increasing the amount of walking and bicycling in the United
States. A ﬁve-year status report on the National Bicycling and Walking Study was pub
lished in 1999. A ten-year status report on the study was published in 2004. Selected
case studies included in the 1994 National Bicycling and Walking Study can be obtained
through the National Transportation Library at http://ntl.bts.gov/DOCS/nbws.html.
The 1999 ﬁve-year status report is available through the FHWA web site at http://
www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/study.htm. The 2004 ten-year status report
is available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/study/.
Highway Design Handbook for Older Drivers and Pedestrians (2001)
The Highway Design Handbook for Older Drivers and Pedestrians provides recommenda
tions that upon implementation may remedy deﬁcient designs that disproportionately
penalize older road users due to changes in functional ability experienced with normal
aging. These may be most urgently needed where a crash problem with older drivers
or pedestrians has already been demonstrated; however, the greater beneﬁt arguably
lies in designing safer new roads and identifying and modifying problems with exist
ing roads before statistics reveal a crash problem. The engineering enhancements
described in this document should beneﬁt all road users, not just older persons. The
document is available online at http://www.tfhrc.gov/humanfac/01103/coverfront.
htm#toc.
Safety Effects of Marked versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations (2005)
Safety Effects of Marked versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations: Final Report
and Recommended Guidelines presents the results of a study that examined the safety of
pedestrians at uncontrolled crosswalks and provides recommended guidelines for
pedestrian crossings. Review this document online at http://www.walkinginfo.org/
pdf/r&d/safetyeffects.pdf.
An Analysis of Factors Contributing to “Walking Along Roadway” Crashes: Research Study and
Guidelines for Sidewalks and Walkways (2002)
An Analysis of Factors Contributing to “Walking Along Roadway” Crashes: Research Study and
Guidelines for Sidewalks and Walkways summarizes the results of a study that examined
the safety impacts of having sidewalks and walkways along roadways. The document
also provides guidelines and recommendations for providing such facilities. Review
this document online at http://www.walkinginfo.org/pdf/r&d/SidewalkReport.pdf.
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State Guides
Arizona: Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (2003)
This is a guide for making pedestrian-related transportation decisions at the State
and local level. The plan provides a long-term agenda for implementing a system of
pedestrian facilities on the ADOT State Highway System and seeks to coordinate the
relationship between ADOT and smaller jurisdictions. The plan described State poli
cies and codes that affect pedestrian planning and provides a matrix of creative ordi
nances from around the nation, encouraging localities to implement and follow them.
It contains an informative table on potential funding opportunities and resources that
consist of project type, required matching funds, deadlines, etc. The plan is well-orga
nized and presents a great example of citizen participation and stakeholder involve
ment. Development of the plan involved a comprehensive steering committee of
representatives from pedestrian activist organizations, municipalities, state engineering
agencies, a review committee, and engineering input. Find the document at http://
www.azbikeped.org/statewide-bicycle-pedestrian-intro.html.
New Jersey: Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan, Phase 2 (2004)
This plan provides clear guidance for the most effective use of Federal, State, and
local resources to implement pedestrian and bicycle facilities. The stated goals and
objectives are supported with proposed performance measures to determine the effec
tiveness and critical success factors. The plan presents a good example of how to use
GIS analysis to prioritize the improvement of pedestrian facilities around the State. It
used demand forecasting (showing pedestrian trips by census tract and roadway cross
ability) and suitability forecasting (calculating the suitability of making capital invest
ments) to identify and prioritize project locations. Summarized in a matrix form, the
implementation section includes several strategies and assigns responsibility to various
agencies and organizations. This document is available online at http://www.bikemap.
com/RBA/NJBikePed.pdf.
Virginia: VTrans 2025 Statewide Pedestrian Plan (2004)
This plan is a tool for establishing a consistent approach to integrate a consideration
for walking into transportation planning in Virginia. The preliminary draft remains
general, providing a basic framework of the vision, strategies, and action items. It dis
cusses several inﬂuences on the need to offer and operate pedestrian facilities, includ
ing Federal legislation such as the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efﬁciency Act
(ISTEA), ADA accessibility requirements, and Virginia Department of Transporta
tion policies. The plan reveals a regional program for obtaining public input, holding
twelve public stakeholder meetings across the State. It acknowledges that disagree
ments exist on how to accommodate pedestrians and that there is a need to arrive at a
cooperative solution. For more information, see the web site http://www.transporta
tion.virginia.gov/VTrans/home.htm.
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Florida: Pedestrian Planning and Design Handbook (1996)
The plan presents guidelines, standards, and criteria for pedestrian planning and
facilities. It is intended as a reference for any locality, agency, organization, group, or
citizen interested in improving the walking environment. It offers an overview of the
pedestrian planning process and discusses the various steps of public involvement,
data collection, development of goals and strategies, and implementation resources.
The plan provides a comprehensive analysis of pedestrian-motor vehicle crashes
in the State. It discusses the design details of roadway crossings, intersection treat
ments, and trafﬁc calming strategies as well as presents other pedestrian considerations
such as signage and signalization, school/work zone practices, and street lighting. A
chapter is devoted to each element and includes recommendations, maintenance, and
further references. This document can be downloaded from the site http://www.dot.
state.ﬂ.us/safety/ped_bike/ped_bike_standards.htm#Florida%20Ped%20Handbook.
Georgia: Pedestrian and Streetscape Guide (2003)
The guide focuses on the design of pedestrian environments and streetscape facilities.
It offers technical information on “best practices” that apply to situations encountered
in project development. It provides a thorough examination of pedestrian characteris
tics and factors that inﬂuence pedestrian travel. The guide supplies an interesting spa
tial analysis, diagramming the space needs for different types of pedestrians—adults,
children, elders, and those with disabilities. It discusses ways to prioritize projects
using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), referencing the Latent Demand Model
and Portland, OR’s Pedestrian Potential Index. The bulk of the guide exists in several
toolkits, each devoted to different subjects. The toolkits begin with general design
guidelines and move into more speciﬁc topics such as accessibility, school zones, trails
and paths, sidewalks, crossings, etc. Detailed facility diagrams provide useful techni
cal information for other agencies and localities. This report can be found at http://
www.dot.state.ga.us/dot/plan-prog/planning/projects/bicycle/ped_facilities_guide/
index.shtml.
Vermont: Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and Design Manual (2002)
The manual assists agencies, organizations, and citizens with the planning, design,
construction, and maintenance of pedestrian facilities in a variety of settings. It incor
porates a separate analysis of characteristics of trafﬁc-related pedestrian fatalities and
common characteristics of pedestrian crashes. It primarily focuses on the sidewalk
environment adjacent to the roadway, considering width, slope, surface, and access
points. The supporting street cross-sections give a clear representation of desired
space and scale. The manual also recognizes special treatment of pedestrian planning
for rural areas. Visit the web site http://www.aot.state.vt.us/progdev/Documents/
LTF/FinalPedestrianAndBicycleFacility/PedBikeTOC.html for more information.
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Oregon: Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (1995)
This is one of the ﬁrst plans developed to promote walking. It is in-depth and infor
mative, addressing various aspects of pedestrian planning. The plan is divided into two
sections—policy/action planning and network planning—with the purpose of pre
senting ODOT with general principles and policies for providing walkways along State
highways. It provides a framework for cooperation between ODOT and local juris
dictions and offers guidance to cities and counties wanting to develop local pedestrian
plans. The plan presents an overview of existing legislation relating to pedestrians,
describes the current conditions statewide, and suggests implementation actions to
ensure achievement of stated goals and policies. It contains clear, measured diagrams
and street cross-sections of most desirable design facilities. The Oregon plan can
be read and ordered online at http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BIKEPED/
docs/or_bicycle_ped_plan.pdf.
Oregon: Main Street...when a highway runs through it: A Handbook for Oregon Communities
(1999)
This handbook was designed for communities that are working together to enhance
the vitality of a main street which also serves as a state highway. It describes the many
tools available to identify the problems and ﬁgure out good solutions to strike a bal
ance between the needs of pedestrians, shoppers, employees, business owners, and
residents with the needs of through trafﬁc—both auto and freight—to move safely
and efﬁciently over longer distances. It can be found at http://egov.oregon.gov/
LCD/TGM/docs/mainstreet.pdf.
California: Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities in California, Technical Reference Report (2005)
Caltrans’ Technical Reference Report is intended to help accommodate pedestrian trans
portation throughout the State of California. It is intended as a resource for profes
sionals, agency staff, and citizens. Through the collection of demographic and pedes
trian collision data, the report makes a strong case for the need to improve pedestrian
facilities. It contains a grant source matrix that shows available funding by agency,
amount, deadline, and requirements. The bulk of the report is related to pedestrian
travel, organized from broad topics to design detail. Each page contains a description
and discussion of a different element, drawing, diagram or photo that enables stan
dard and innovative practices to be easily understood. This document can be found at
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/survey/pedestrian/pedbike.htm.
North Carolina: Bicycling and Walking in North Carolina, A Long Range Transportation Plan
(1996)
Developed by the Ofﬁce of Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation of the NCDOT,
this pedestrian plan builds upon the NC long-range transportation plan, elaborating
on the goals, focus areas, and programming speciﬁc to walking. It also demonstrates a
technique for performing a statewide inventory: in the plan- making process, city man
agers or mayors of NC communities with populations of at least 1,000 were surveyed
for information on the community’s walking environment. The plan summed the
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individual data to obtain the total miles of a particular pedestrian facility in the State.
The plan also discusses crash data and reviews relevant pedestrian content of different
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) plans. The plan formulates actions, sup
plies funding sources/levels, and calls for an evaluation of projects. This document is
available at http://www.ncdot.org/transit/bicycle/about/longrangeplan2.pdf.
North Carolina: Planning and Designing Local Pedestrian Facilities (1997)
The Local Pedestrian Facilities manual provides suggestions and guidelines for local plan
ners and trafﬁc engineers to increase pedestrian safety and friendliness. The manual
demonstrates design details for pedestrian treatments and trafﬁc calming. It contains
a table of sidewalk placement and width recommendations according to street type
and gives individual consideration to pedestrians with disabilities as well as pedestrians
in school and work zones. The manual focuses on signage and signalization, treat
ments often overlooked in pedestrian design manuals. The manual ﬁnishes with a
comprehensive matrix summarizing pedestrian problems and possible solutions. It can
be ordered online at http://www.ncdot.org/transit/bicycle/projects/resources/proj
ects_peddesign.html.
Washington: Pedestrian Facilities Guidebook (1997)
The purpose of the Pedestrian Facilities Guidebook is to assist various agencies and or
ganizations in pedestrian planning and encourage good design practices when devel
oping these spaces. It discusses the importance of construction, maintenance, and
operations. The guidebook presents the needs and characteristics of pedestrians and
then provides several toolkits, highlighting important information in boxes, tables,
diagrams, and graphs. The guidebook gives attention to the spatial needs of all types
of pedestrians. The toolkits address the design of important walking facilities like
trails, sidewalks, intersections, and crossings, and they also discuss important accessi
bility issues and school zone safety. The guidebook provides an opportunity for citizen
comments through a request form and a detailed resource guide. For further informa
tion, visit the web site http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/EESC/Design/DesignManual/de
sEnglish/1025-E.pdf.
Pennsylvania: Pedestrian Planning and Design Guidelines (1996)
The Pedestrian Planning and Design Guidelines is one part of the Statewide Bicycle and Pedes
trian Master Plan for Pennsylvania. The plan-making process involved a comprehensive
public outreach program that held workshops across the State, established a toll-free
number and questionnaire, and included representatives from several stakeholder
groups. The Pedestrian Planning and Design Guidelines act as a guide for PENNDOT and
localities to make the current transportation system more accessible to pedestrians.
The guide recognizes the importance of incorporating pedestrians into land use and
planning policies and discusses ways to retro-ﬁt existing developments to better serve
pedestrians. The design guidelines focus on best practices for sidewalks, intersections,
and other crossings. This document can be found by visiting http://www.dot.state.
pa.us.
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District of Columbia: Trafﬁc Calming Policies and Guidelines (2002)
To reduce the negative impact of motor vehicle use and ensure overall safety, the
District of Columbia Trafﬁc Calming Policies and Guidelines provide a process for involving
the public in implementing trafﬁc calming measures. It supplies a formal request form
for citizens and describes the process from request to implementation. The document
presents criteria for rating and selecting trafﬁc calming projects when competing for
speciﬁc funding. Also, it describes and diagrams trafﬁc calming measures approved
for the District of Columbia. The document is available at http://www.ddot.dc.gov/
ddot/lib/ddot/services/pdf/trafﬁc_calming.pdf.
Idaho: Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan (1995)
This document serves as a ﬁrst step in establishing a statewide vision and comprehen
sive approach to pedestrian transportation planning. It provides a clear, simple state
ment of goals and objectives as well as action strategies, policies, statutes, and design
standards that can be used to meet those goals. It provides guidelines pertaining to
pedestrian facilities combined with helpful planning and design information for local
agencies. It can be found at http://itd.idaho.gov/planning/reports/bikepedplan/idt.
pdf.
Wisconsin: Pedestrian Policy Plan 2020 (2001)
This Statewide pedestrian plan focuses on the policies and programs that will help
improve conditions for walking. The plan was conceived with assistance from the
Pedestrian Plan Citizen’s Advisory Committee and citizens around the State provided
additional insights, suggestions, and reactions through public sessions and hearings as
well as focus group meetings; this enables the plan to better reﬂect citizen concerns.
The plan is meant to be used by local trafﬁc ofﬁcials seeking guidance to meet pe
destrian needs on local road systems. It can be found at http://www.dot.wisconsin.
gov/projects/state/ped2020.htm.
Local Guides
Denver, CO: Pedestrian Master Plan (2004)
The plan establishes a city-wide pedestrian network. It uses a detailed development
process that incorporates existing conditions assessment, existing plans, GIS studies,
public involvement, and policy review. Development of the plan included two rounds
of public workshops and input from an inter-agency advisory team. The plan uses
GIS analysis to measure potential pedestrian activity by locating concentrations of pe
destrian destinations; GIS allows for a systematic strategy for building, improving, and
maintaining the pedestrian infrastructure. The plan prioritizes projects with a scoring
system and provides several funding sources. It can be found at http://www.denver
gov.org/Transportation_Planning/141113406template3jump.asp.
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Marina, CA: Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan (2003)
This plan contains a clear outline and discussion of goals and action strategies. It
offers a comprehensive street inventory and assessment of deﬁciencies. The plan
suggests changes to the pedestrian environment and sets guidelines for different size
roadways. It uses several graphic examples, describes design details, and mentions
proper placement to enhance the walking environment. The plan can be downloaded
from the web site http://www.lgc.org/marina/.
Bellevue, WA: Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation Plan Update (1999)
This is a policy-oriented document that aims to revise the 30-year plan. It presents
key issues that have appeared during the implementation of pedestrian facilities, prov
ing to be a helpful resource for localities considering such improvements. The docu
ment emphasizes the importance of maintenance policies. It supplies an organized,
informative table that contains description, justiﬁcation, cost, priority, and jurisdiction
of projects. Find this document online at http://www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/departments/
Transportation/pdf/PedBikePlan99.pdf.
San Diego, CA: Planning and Designing for Pedestrians, Model Guidelines for the San Diego
Region (2002)
These guidelines provide an extremely thorough look at how to plan and design for
the pedestrian. The plan discusses the land use and community structure elements
that affect the pedestrian environment. It contains a comprehensive list of site and
design details that includes information on considerations, guidelines, example images,
and technical diagrams. The pedestrian measures index is a good tool for identify
ing appropriate countermeasure to use depending on roadway volume and speed. To
download this plan, go to the site http://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/
publicationid_713_3269.pdf.
Sacramento, CA: Pedestrian Safety Guidelines (2003)
These guidelines focus on street crossing treatments at controlled and uncontrolled
intersections, discussing tools such as pavement marking and signal options and giving
attention to roadway design. The guidelines create a four level system to address cross
walk placement for uncontrolled locations as well as a matrix of appropriate treat
ments for streets with different numbers of lanes, average daily trafﬁc volume (ADT),
and posted speed. The Sacramento plan is available online at http://www.cityofsacra
mento.org/dsd/dev_eng_ﬁnance/entitlements/pdfs/ped_safety.pdf.
Portland, OR: Pedestrian Master Plan (1998)
The Master Plan outlines an action plan to achieve the city’s pedestrian-oriented goals.
To identify needed improvements, the plan used a rigorous identiﬁcation process,
including several opportunities for public input. Data collection included citizen
requests, street inventories, and an examination of crash data. Using GIS mapping
capabilities, it developed a Pedestrian Potential Index, which measures the strength of
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environmental factors (policy, proximity, and quantitative) that favor walking, and a
Deﬁciency Index, which measures how critically pedestrian improvements are needed
based on trafﬁc volumes, crash data, and a lack of sidewalks. The plan contains a
section on sources and strategies for obtaining funding. It also presents a graph of
the past pedestrian funding and gives ﬁve different scenarios for the implementation
of future pedestrian improvements. For more on this plan, visit the web site https://
www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=90244.
Madison, WI: Pedestrian Transportation Plan (1997)
This plan dedicates a signiﬁcant section to the history and importance of pedestrian
planning, as well as “thinking like a pedestrian.” It includes a hypothetical walking
tour of photographs that reveal possible locations for pedestrian improvements. It
incorporates planning, design, and maintenance into long-term goals and objectives.
The plan emphasizes the importance of education and encouragement of pedestrian
travel as integral to the success of pedestrian transportation. For more on this plan,
visit the site http://www.cityofmadison.com/transp/PedTransPlanTableOfContents.
html.
Chapel Hill, NC: Bicycle and Pedestrian Action Plan (2004)
This is a concise, general plan that provides a foundation for future pedestrian plan
ning. The plan contains information on policies and guidelines that should be used
in planning for future pedestrian needs. It discusses how to encourage pedestrian
movement, highlighting characteristics and inﬂuences on pedestrian travel. The plan
reinforces design guidelines from previous studies and establishes local standards for
streets. Finally, it addresses the role of the State, MPO, university and private devel
opers in the identiﬁcation of projects and funding process. This plan is available at
http://townhall.townofchapelhill.org/planning/bikeped/bikepedplan.htm.
Oakland, CA: Pedestrian Master Plan (2002)
The plan is a ﬁne example of how to examine census information and pedestrian
collision data, showing graphs on speed, location, time of day, age, etc. The develop
ment of the plan involved an extensive community outreach process with technical
and citizen advisory board, as well as neighborhood meetings. The plan identiﬁes a
pedestrian route system through the city from the speciﬁed criteria and then focuses
improvements in those areas ﬁrst. It contains comprehensive descriptions and graph
ics of design details and provides a detailed implementation plan with prioritization
and cost of individual projects. To ﬁnd this plan online, go to http://www.oaklandnet.
com/government/pedestrian/index.html.
Cambridge, MA: Pedestrian Plan (2000)
This is a beautiful and creative plan that addresses safety and walkability. It begins
with general pedestrian issues and then moves on to speciﬁc action in Cambridge. The
analysis tools include census data and an examination of the pedestrian environment.
The plan separates pedestrian design guidelines from roadway issues and vehicular
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movements, allowing for the safety issues to be addressed from different, independent
viewpoints. For the pedestrian improvements speciﬁc to Cambridge, the plan classi
ﬁes the city into nodes, spines, and other areas pedestrians are most likely use. It then
presents needed actions to improve the space. This plan is available at
http://www.cambridgema.gov/~CDD/et/ped/plan/ped_plan.html.
Phoenix, AZ: Pedestrian Plan 2000 (1999)
The Maricopa Association of Governments plan promotes the accommodation of
pedestrian travel throughout the low-density, automobile-oriented Phoenix metropoli
tan area. It uses a two-step process in creating roadway design guidelines: (1) the La
tent Demand Model estimates potential pedestrian activity based upon the frequency
and proximity of adjacent trip generators, and (2) the Roadside Pedestrian Condition
Model analysis statistically separates results based on roadway and trafﬁc variables.
The focus of the plan is on providing sidewalks and lateral separation (buffer). The
online version of this document is available at http://www.mag.maricopa.gov/pdf/
cms.resource/ped-plan2000sum-web_427.pdf.
Seattle, WA: Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Implementation Strategy for the Central Puget Sound
Region (2002)
This regional plan identiﬁes more than 2,000 miles of needed bike lanes and paths and
pedestrian improvements around activity centers. It can be found online at http://
www.psrc.org/projects/nonmotorized/strategy.pdf.
Boulder, CO: Transportation Master Plan (2003)
Pedestrian planning is fully integrated into the Boulder, CO Transportation Master Plan.
The plan outlines modal split targets of 15 percent by bike and 24 percent by foot by
2020 and offers a variety of resources to transportation ofﬁcials seeking to increase
pedestrian travel. More about the plan and its elements can be found at http://www.
ci.boulder.co.us/publicworks/depts/transportation/tmp.html.
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Appendix G:
Pedestrian-Related Land Use
Planning Resources

Access Management
Access Management Awareness Project, Iowa State University. Available online at http://
www.ctre.iastate.edu/Research/access/ (includes report, case studies, and toolkit).
Giguere, Ronald K., Access Management in the New Millennium, TRB Committee on Ac
cess Management (A1D07). Available online at http://gulliver.trb.org/publications/
millennium/00000.pdf.
TRB Access Management Committee. Available online at http://www.accessmanage
ment.gov/.
Access Management, Victoria Transport Policy Institute. Available online at http://www.
vtpi.org/tdm/tdm1.htm.
Site Planning and Design
Design and Safety of Pedestrian Facilities: A Proposed Recommended Practice of the Institute of
Transportation Engineers, ITE Technical Council Committee 5A-5.
Jarvis, Frederick D., Site Planning and Community Design for Great Neighborhoods, Home
Builder Press, 1993.
Lynch, Kevin, Site Planning, MIT Press, 1984.
Rubenstein, Harvey M., Pedestrian Malls, Streetscapes, and Urban Spaces, Wiley, 1992.
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Untermann, Richard K., Accommodating the Pedestrian, Adapting Towns and Neighborhoods
for Walking and Bicycling, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1984.
Russ, Thomas H., Site Planning and Design Handbook, McGraw Hill: Boston, Massachu
setts, 2002.
Vernez-Moudon, Anne, et al., Effects of Site Design on Pedestrian Travel in Mixed-Use
Medium Density Environments, Transportation Research Record 1587. Available online at
http://www.enhancements.org/trb%5C1578-07.pdf.
Street Connectivity
Dill, Jennifer, Measuring Network Connectivity for Bicycling and Walking, School of Urban
Studies and Planning, Portland State University. Available online at http://web.pdx.
edu/~jdill/Dill_ACSP_paper_2003.pdf), 2003.
Handy, Susan, R. Paterson, and K. Butler, Planning for Street Connectivity: Getting from Here
to There, Planning Advisory Service Report 515, American Planning Association, 2004.
Roadway Connectivity: Creating More Connected Roadway and Pathway Networks. Available
online at http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm.
Transit Accessibility
Jeng, One-Jang and George Fallat, Pedestrian Safety and Mobility Aids for Crossings at Bus
Stops, Report No. FHWA-NJ-2003-013, Federal Highway Administration, Washington,
D.C., September 2003. Available online at http://www.transportation.njit.edu/nctip/
ﬁnal_report/PedestrianSafety.pdf.
Khan, Arif., Pedestrian-Transit Connection Analysis, Alta Planning and Design, Portland,
OR. Available online at http://www.americawalks.org/PDF_PAPE/Khan.pdf.
Moundon, Anne Vernez and Paul M. Hess, Pedestrian Safety and Transit Corridors, Wash
ington State Transportation Center, Report No. WA-RD-556.1, Washington Department
of Transportation, January 2003. Available online at http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/ppsc/
research/CompleteReports/WARD556_1Ped_Safe_Transit_Corridor.pdf.
Texas Transportation Institute (TTI), Guidelines for the Location and Design of Bus Stops,
Transit Cooperative Research Program, No. 19, National Academy Press, Washington,
D.C., 1996. Available online at http://trb.org/news/blurb_detail.asp?ID=2597.
Transportation Resource Associates, Transit Bus Safety Program, Federal Transit Associa
tion, Washington, D.C., March 2001.
Tucker, Lisa E., Safer Stops for Vulnerable Customers, Report No. NCTR-473-13, Na
tional Center for Transit Research (NCTR), US-DOT, Washington D.C., March 2003.
Available online at http://www.dot.state.ﬂ.us/research-center/Completed_Proj/Sum
mary_PTO/FDOT_BC137_38_SS.pdf.
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Appendix H:
Checklist for
Engineering and
Planning Solutions

T

his section lists effective and commonly used pedestrian crash countermeasures,
each with a brief description. It follows the outline provided in Chapter 5, al
though the order may be slightly different in some places. Please ﬁll in the blanks with
information on whether or not your agency has adopted these practices; if not, what
changes in your policies would be required for these countermeasures to become
“routine accommodation”?
I. Walking Along the Road Crashes
Rural environments
Paved shoulders provide room for pedestrians to walk away from trafﬁc; they also
provide room for bicyclists and increase safety for motor vehicle operators. To be ef
fective, paved shoulders should be 1.8 m (6 ft) wide or more; 1.2 m (4 ft) is considered
the minimum acceptable width.
□ Do you routinely provide paved shoulders on rural highways and trunk roads?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure shoulders are routinely
provided? ________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Urban and suburban environments
Sidewalks reduce walk-along-the-road crashes by providing positive separation from
trafﬁc. Continuous and connected sidewalks are needed along both sides of streets to
prevent unnecessary street crossings. Sidewalks should be buffered with a planter strip
to increase pedestrian safety and comfort; separation makes it easier to meet ADA
requirements for a continuous level passage and for a clear passage around obstacles.
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□
□
□
□
□

Do you routinely provide sidewalks on urban and suburban arterials? Yes / No
If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
If so, what is the standard width? _________________
Are your sidewalks curbtight or separated? ______________
What change(s) need to be instituted to ensure separated sidewalks are routinely
provided? ________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Driveways clearly mark the area where motorists will be crossing the pedestrian’s path.
Continuous access to parking creates long conﬂict areas between pedestrians and mo
torists; this ambiguity complicates the motorist’s task of watching for pedestrians.
□ Do you routinely ensure that access points are limited and well deﬁned? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure access points are well
deﬁned?__________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Driveways should be designed to look like driveways, not street intersections: side
walks should continue through the driveway, the level of the sidewalk should be
maintained, and the driveway should be sloped so that the motorist goes up and over
the sidewalk. Driveways should be away from intersections. The number and width of
driveways should be minimized.
□ Do you routinely require that driveways be located away from intersections and
designed to look like driveways, not intersections? Yes/No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure driveways are properly
designed and located? _______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Illumination greatly increases the motorist’s ability to see pedestrians walking along the
road at night. Double-sided lighting illuminates both sidewalks for increased pedes
trian safety.
□ Do you routinely provide illumination on both sides of the street? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure streets are well lit?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
II. Crossing the Road Crashes
Pedestrian crossing islands reduce crashes substantially at uncontrolled locations,
especially on busy multilane streets where gaps are difﬁcult to ﬁnd. An island breaks
an otherwise complex crossing maneuver into two easier steps: a pedestrian looks left,
ﬁnds an acceptable gap in one direction, crosses to the island, then looks right and
ﬁnds a second gap.
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□ Do you routinely provide pedestrian crossing islands at identiﬁed crossing points?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure islands are provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Curb extensions reduce the total crossing distance on streets with on-street parking
and increase visibility: the waiting pedestrian can better see approaching trafﬁc and
motorists can better see pedestrians waiting to cross the road, as their view is no lon
ger blocked by parked cars.
□ Do you routinely provide curb extensions at identiﬁed crossing points? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure curb extensions are provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Illumination greatly increases the motorist’s ability to see pedestrians crossing the
road. Increased lighting should be provided at the primary crossing points. Doublesided lighting should be provided along wide arterial streets; this enables motorists to
see pedestrians along the road, who may decide to cross anywhere, anytime.
□ Do you routinely provide illumination at identiﬁed crossing points? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure illumination is provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
III. Popular Crossing Solutions and How to Improve Them
The public often responds to a tragic pedestrian crash with a call for an immediate so
lution. Commonly requested solutions include trafﬁc signals, ﬂashers, overcrossings or
undercrossings, or marked crosswalks. While these can be effective solutions in certain
places, in some instances they are not appropriate or effective.
Trafﬁc Signals
The primary purpose of a trafﬁc signal is to create gaps in trafﬁc that otherwise would
be hard to ﬁnd. The MUTCD warns against the overuse of signals for a variety of
reasons. Inappropriate trafﬁc signals may increase crashes. Trafﬁc signals are expen
sive, from $35,000 to $300,000 for one intersection, not including any associated road
widening.
But in some cases, the only solution to crossing a busy, multilane arterial street is to
install a pedestrian crossing signal. This is especially true in locations where there is no
other signal for 0.4 km (0.25 mi) or more in an area with lots of pedestrian activity.
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Improving Trafﬁc Signals
Trafﬁc signals may be the only way to create a gap for pedestrians to cross busy multi
lane highways with signiﬁcant volumes. Since it is difﬁcult to meet MUTCD warrants
for a pedestrian signal based solely on existing pedestrian counts, it may be necessary
to anticipate how many pedestrians might cross once a signal is installed. A median
island and a two-stage pedestrian crossing help reduce impacts on trafﬁc ﬂow: the
pedestrian stops one direction of trafﬁc at a time, and the two crossings are separated
at a fenced-in median island.
□ Do you install trafﬁc signals based on anticipated pedestrian volumes? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted so warranted signals are provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Overcrossing or Undercrossing
These solutions are appealing because they give the impression of complete separa
tion of pedestrians from motor vehicle trafﬁc. In practice, this rarely occurs because:
1. Overcrossings and undercrossings are expensive and cannot be provided at most
locations where pedestrians want to cross.
2. Undercrossing are often prone to security problems due to low visibility.
3. The out-of-distance travel is so inconvenient many pedestrians will refuse to walk
this extra distance and cross at-grade.
4. Overcrossings or undercrossings are seldom used, and motorists are frustrated
when they see pedestrians crossing in the vicinity of an overcrossing or undercross
ing; this in turn increases the risk to pedestrians crossing at grade.
The high cost of an overcrossing or undercrossing makes them impractical for all but
a few locations.
Improving Overcrossings and Undercrossings
□ Do you install separated crossings based on well-deﬁned criteria? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted so separated crossings are provided
only where warranted? ______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Marked Crosswalks Without Additional Crossing Treatments
Marked crosswalks (without additional crossing treatments) should only be installed
where there is an expectation of a signiﬁcant number of pedestrians such as near a
school, park or other generator. Without the associated features mentioned so far
(islands, curb extensions, illumination etc.), marked crosswalks on their own do not
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necessarily increase the security of a pedestrian crossing the street. The most recent
study on marked crosswalks can be downloaded at http://www.walkinginfo.org/rd/
devices.htm. In general, the results can be summarized as follows:
• Two-lane roads: no signiﬁcant difference in crashes.
• Multilane roads (three or more lanes):
•
Under 12,000 ADT: no signiﬁcant difference in crashes.
•
Over 12,000 ADT without median: crashes at marked crosswalks > crashes at
unmarked crosswalks.
•
Over 15,000 ADT and with median: crashes at marked crosswalks > crashes at
unmarked crosswalks.
The study also made the following observations:
• Medians reduce crashes by 40 percent.
• Pedestrians over 65 are over-represented in crashes relative to crossing volumes.
• No evidence was found to indicate that pedestrians are less vigilant in marked
crosswalks.
• Looking behavior increased signiﬁcantly after crosswalks were installed.
□ Do you have a program for evaluating, upgrading and installing marked crosswalks
at unsignalized locations? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) are needed to ensure that this occurs?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Textured and/or colored crosswalks are another popular request. In reality, they are
often less visible to motorists than white marked crosswalks, may create maintenance
problems, and are difﬁcult for pedestrians with disabilities to negotiate.
Improving Marked Crosswalks
Using high visibility markings ensures that motorists see the crosswalk as well as the
pedestrian.
□ Do you routinely install high-visibility crosswalks? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that high-visibility crosswalks
are provided?
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Crosswalks with advance stop bars (or yield lines) help prevent “multiple-threat”
crashes on multilane streets. These occur when a motorist in the outside lane stops to
let a pedestrian cross and—by stopping so close to the crosswalk—masks a vehicle in
the adjacent lane who is not slowing down. The second motorist does not have time
to react, and the pedestrian is struck at high speed. The advance stop bar (or yield line)
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encourages the ﬁrst motorist to stop back 9.1 m (30 ft)—plus or minus a distance—so
the pedestrian can see if a motorist in the second lane is not stopping. This enables
the pedestrian to wait or even pull back if he has started to proceed into the second
lane.
□ Do you routinely install advance stop bars at crosswalks on multilane streets?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that advance stop bars are
provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Proper signing increases the motorist’s awareness of a pedestrian crossing.
□ Do you routinely provide signing at pedestrian crossings? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that signing is provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Illumination increases the motorist’s ability to see pedestrians crossing the road.
□ Do you routinely provide illumination at pedestrian crossings? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that illumination is provided?
_________________________________________________________________
IV. Intersection Geometry
Intersection geometry has a profound effect on pedestrian safety as it determines to
a large extent whether or not motorists will perceive pedestrians, the length of cross
walks, and the speed of approaching and turning vehicles.
□ Do you have an intersection design policy that takes pedestrian safety into account?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that pedestrian safety is
considered?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Tighter radii beneﬁt pedestrians by shortening the crossing distance, bringing cross
walks closer to the intersection, increasing visibility of pedestrians, and slowing
right-turning vehicles. The appropriate radius must be calculated for each corner of an
intersection; difﬁcult turns for the occasional event are acceptable (for example a large
moving truck turning onto a local street).
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□ Do you routinely encourage tight radii at urban/suburban intersections? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that tight radii are provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Pork-chop islands between an exclusive right-turn lane and through lanes shorten the
crossing distance, reduce pedestrian exposure and improve signal timing. The island
enables pedestrians and motorists to negotiate one conﬂict separately from the others.
The island should have the longer tail pointing upstream to the approaching right-turn
motorist; so motorists approach at close to 90º and are looking at the crosswalk. The
crosswalk is placed one car length back from the intersecting street so the motorist
can move forward once the pedestrian conﬂict has been resolved. The right-turning
motorist can focus on trafﬁc and the pedestrian can focus on cross or through trafﬁc.
□ Do you routinely provide pedestrian-friendly pork-chop islands (long tail design) at
right-turn lanes? Yes / No
□ If so, are they designed to enhance pedestrian safety?
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that well designed islands are
provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Median islands channelize and slow down left-turning vehicles. An island provides
pedestrians a refuge for long, unsignalized crossings or if a conﬂict cannot be avoided,
though signalized intersections should be designed to allow pedestrians to cross the
entire street during a single signal cycle.
□ Do you routinely provide median islands at intersections? Yes / No
□ If so, are signals times so pedestrians can cross in one cycle?
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that islands are provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Proper crosswalk and curb ramp placement and design ensures that all users cross
in crosswalks, close to the intersection, where motorists can see them, and without
undue delay. Ramps (wings not included) must be wholly contained within the marked
crosswalk. Poorly placed or oriented ramps force wheelchair users to make long de
tours and they may not cross in the allotted time at a signalized intersection; they may
be crossing outside the crosswalk lines where motorists do not expect them.
□ Do you routinely provide crosswalks and ramps at all corners of all intersections?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If so, are they designed to enhance pedestrian safety?
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that crosswalks and ramps are
provided?
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_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
V. Signalized Intersections
All signalized intersections where pedestrians are reasonably expected to cross should
have the elements described in the following sections.
Pedestrian signals ensure that pedestrians know when the signal phasing allows them
to cross, and when they should not be crossing. On one-way streets a pedestrian ap
proaching from the opposite direction cannot see the vehicle signal heads and may not
realize an intersection is signalized, nor know when it is safe to cross. Left turn arrows
are not visible to the pedestrian.
□ Do you routinely provide pedestrian signals at signalized intersections? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that pedestrian signals are
provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Marked crosswalks indicate to the motorist where to expect pedestrians and help
keep the crossing area clear of vehicles. All legs of a signalized intersection should be
marked.
□ Do you routinely provide marked crosswalks at signalized intersections? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure crosswalks are provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
It is important to provide a WALK signal long enough to get pedestrians started, and
a clearance interval long enough to ensure that a pedestrian can fully cross the street.
Traditionally, 1.2 m/s (4 ft/s) is assumed adequate, though 1.1 m/s (3.5 ft/s) or even
0.9 m/s (3.0 ft/s) may be appropriate at locations that have a substantial number of
older pedestrians or pedestrians with mobility impairments.
□ Are your signals timed to give pedestrians adequate time to cross? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure enough time is provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Push buttons should be located where a pedestrian who is in a wheelchair or is visu
ally-impaired can easily reach them, and positioned so that they clearly indicate which
crosswalk the button regulates. Push buttons mounted on two separate pedestals work
best, as it is nearly impossible to place two push buttons correctly on one signal pole.
Push buttons are not needed in downtown/central business districts and other area of
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high pedestrian use where pedestrians can be expected at every signal cycle.
□ Do you routinely place pedestrian push buttons where they can be reached?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ Do you routinely avoid using pedestrian push buttons in downtown/central
business districts and other areas of high pedestrian use? Yes/No
□ If not (either question), what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that push
buttons are accessible?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Signal timing techniques to reduce the incidence of crashes that occur while the pe
destrian is crossing with the WALK signal include:
1. Protected left-turn phases that allow pedestrians to cross without interference from
left-turning motorists. Red (then green) left turn arrows make it clear to motorists
they must wait before turning (especially important where there are double right or
double left turns).
□ Do you routinely provide protected left turns at signalized intersections? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that protection is provided?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2. Lead Pedestrian Intervals (LPIs) reduce conﬂicts between turning vehicles and
pedestrians when turning vehicles encroach onto the crosswalk before pedestrians
leave the curb. The LPI releases pedestrians 3 to 5 seconds prior to the green light
for vehicles so pedestrians can enter and occupy the crosswalk before turning mo
torists enter it.
□ Do you provide an LPI at signalized intersections with known turning conﬂicts?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to provide a LPI where helpful?
_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
3. Pedestrian countdown signals indicate to the pedestrian how much time is left in the
pedestrian clearance interval, encourage pedestrians to ﬁnish crossing before the
crossing time runs out, and reduce the number of pedestrians who initiate a cross
ing too late in the cycle.
□ Do you provide countdowns at signalized intersections where it would help?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to provide countdowns where helpful?
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_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
VI. Other Techniques to Create a Better Pedestrian Environment
Road Diets
Reducing the number of travel lanes a pedestrian has to cross can be beneﬁcial to all
users. A well-documented technique takes a four-lane undivided street (two lanes in
each direction) and reconﬁgures it to two travel lanes, a center-turn lane, and two bike
lanes (without changing the curb lines). The beneﬁts for pedestrians include fewer
lanes to cross and slower trafﬁc speeds. The center-turn lane also creates space for
pedestrian crossing islands. The bike lanes add a buffer for pedestrians as well as a
place for bicyclists to ride. Variations include reducing a multilane one-way street by
one lane; narrowing the travel lanes to slow trafﬁc and create space for bike lanes; or
moving the curbs in to narrow the roadway.
□ Do you routinely consider reducing the number of travel lanes where practical?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that road diets are
considered?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Arterial Street Design
High speeds make it harder to avoid a crash and increase the severity of a crash or
the likelihood of a fatality. Speed reduction should be a primary tool in reducing
pedestrian crashes. Simply lowering speed limits is usually ineffective. Streets must be
redesigned to encourage lower speeds.
□ Are your design standards predicated on slow speeds in urban environments?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that speeds are reasonable in
urban areas?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Residential Street Design and Trafﬁc Calming
Residential streets built in the last few decades are often wide and barren, encourag
ing speeds higher than appropriate for streets where children can be expected. Good
residential street designs are narrow and have on-street parking, tight curb radii, short
block length, buffered sidewalks with street trees, short building setbacks, and street
lights.
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□ Have you adopted pedestrian-oriented residential street design standards? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to change your standards?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Trafﬁc calming slows trafﬁc inside neighborhoods. Common techniques include speed
tables or humps, trafﬁc circles, diverters, chokers, and chicanes to break up long,
straight streets.
□ Do you routinely consider trafﬁc calming on neighborhood streets? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) are needed to institutionalize trafﬁc claming?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
VII. Transit-related Crashes
Many crashes involve a pedestrian crossing the street to access transit. All street-cross
ing techniques are applicable to transit stops. Transit providers and road authorities
should ensure that all transit stops are accessible to all pedestrians. The following poli
cies are recommended:
All stops should consider the safety of the pedestrian crossing—not necessarily a
marked crosswalk at each stop location; rather, locating stops where it is possible for a
pedestrian to cross safely at or very near the stop.
□ Do you collaborate with transit providers to ensure pedestrians can cross the street
wherever there is a transit stop? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that transit stops are safer?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Provide a safe place to stand and wait at transit and school bus stops, even if there are
no sidewalks. Transit stops with a lack of space push people out into the roadway.
□ Do you collaborate with transit providers to ensure stops have a hard surface?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure transit stops are paved?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Sidewalks or paved shoulders provide pedestrian access to all transit stops.
□ Do you collaborate with transit providers to ensure stops are accessible? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
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□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure transit stops are accessible?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Lighting should be provided at or near all bus stop locations.
□ Do you collaborate with transit providers to ensure stops are lit? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure transit stops are lit?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
The transit agency should also review all its stop locations to facilitate access and
crossing. Techniques include:
1. Eliminating or moving transit stops in areas that are hard to cross.
2. Consolidating closely-spaced stops to limit the number of crossings and improve
transit efﬁciency (as the buses stop less often).
3. Moving stops to a location where it is easier to cross. In general, farside locations
are preferred for pedestrian safety, as pedestrians can cross behind the bus and the
bus can leave without having to wait for pedestrians to cross. However, there are
locations where a nearside stop may be safer and better for operational reasons.
4. Placing crosswalks (where warranted) behind the bus stop at midblock locations so
pedestrians can cross behind the bus, where they can see oncoming trafﬁc; it also
enables the bus driver to pull away without endangering pedestrians.
Transit providers also have their concerns:
1. Bus stops should be easily accessible: a stop should not be moved to a far side loca
tion if this location requires a lot of out-of-direction travel for users.
2. Bus stops should be located where the motorist can easily stop and move back into
trafﬁc again.
3. Bus stops need to be located where passengers with disabilities can board the bus.
□ Do you collaborate with transit providers to ensure stops are practical? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure transit stops meet the transit
provider’s needs?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
VIII. Planning Solutions
Land Use and Site Design
Land use patterns impact pedestrian crashes and the general feasibility of walking.
Pedestrian crash severity is higher in suburban, auto-oriented locations where speeds
are faster and motorists do not expect pedestrians. Pedestrian crashes are less severe
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in established, traditional urban areas where motorists are more aware of pedestrians.
Sample land use and site design techniques that can encourage more walking and help
manage speed and therefore affect crash rates include:
Buildings should deﬁne streets. Buildings located at the back of the sidewalk give the
motorist sense of enclosure; buildings set back with large parking lots in front cre
ate wide high-speed roads. Mixed-use development can encourage walking trips and
enhance the pedestrian environment. Buildings with retail on the bottom and housing
on the top encourage pedestrian activity.
Street connectivity encourages walking because of the reduced travel distance to reach
destinations (cul-de-sacs without connector paths reduce pedestrian connectivity).
Parking should not be placed between the sidewalk and buildings; on-street parking
can be a very effective way to slow trafﬁc and encourage pedestrian-oriented develop
ment. The principles of access management should be extended to parking: single lots
serving multiple stores are preferred over single stores each with its own parking lot
and driveway.
□ Have you adopted city codes for future development that create a pedestrianfriendly environment? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state your policy: ________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to change codes?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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Appendix I: Checklist
for Pedestrian Safety
Action Plan
Elements

T

his checklist provides effective and commonly used elements of a Pedestrian Safety
Action Plan (PSAP). The template generally follows the outline of the How to
Develop a Pedestrian Safety Action Plan guide.
To the extent possible, please ﬁll in the blanks prior to the training workshop. On day
two of the training workshop, this checklist will be used to conduct a guided exercise
to create an outline that can later be used as a basis for a PSAP.
I. Goals and Objectives
Commitment to safety for all modes should be the number one goal and priority of
state and local transportation agencies. Once this commitment is made, it allows
transportation agencies to allocate funds to reducing all crash types, including pedes
trian crashes.
□ Do you have a clearly stated commitment to safety as your number one priority?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please state: _________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that safety becomes the
number one priority of your agency? __________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Clear objectives are needed for a pedestrian plan to be successful in reducing pedes
trian crashes. They allow for the development of practical and achievable strategies;
they also provide a way to measure progress over time. To be effective, objectives
must be speciﬁc and measurable.
□ Do you have a clearly stated objective for reducing pedestrian crashes? Yes / No
□ If yes, please state: _________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that objectives are adopted?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
II. Stakeholders
Individual stakeholder involvement is an excellent way to get a better product. Pub
lic stakeholders should be viewed as partners who are the on-the-ground scouts who
can identify problems, needs and opportunities. To be effective, stakeholders must be
involved in a regular, ongoing and systematic way.
□ Do you routinely provide for individual stakeholder involvement? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that stakeholders are
routinely involved?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
A Pedestrian Advisory Board (PAB) is another excellent way to get a better product.
They also build public support for policies, programs, and projects to reduce pedes
trian crashes. To be effective, stakeholders must be involved in the review of policies,
programs and projects.
□ Do you have a PAB that regularly reviews policies, programs, and projects?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure the creation of an effective
PAB?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Public agency staff in other agencies are also stakeholders. Building positive, working
relationships is essential for coordination on regional planning issues; it also provides
a way to coordinate on solving speciﬁc problems such as identifying high crash loca
tions where additional enforcement may be needed, and coordinating transit stops
with crossing locations.
□ Do you routinely coordinate with other agencies on crash, transit, etc., issues?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure you coordinate with other
agencies?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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III. Data Collection
Computerized, timely, geo-coded pedestrian crash data are essential to identify highcrash locations, corridors, and/or larger areas and to select appropriate improvements
to make conditions safer for pedestrians and other roadway users.
□ Do you routinely collect pedestrian crash data? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that crash data are routinely
collected?
Pedestrian counts along with crossing observations can be very useful in understand
ing pedestrian behavior and in considering the need for facilities. Counts and behavior
studies, when combined with crash data, can also provide insights into speciﬁc crash
causes and potential countermeasures.
□ Do you routinely collect pedestrian counts and complete crossing observations?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that pedestrian counts and
observations are routinely completed?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Sidewalk and marked crosswalk (at uncontrolled locations) inventories help identify
system gaps and unsafe conditions. When combined with crash data, pedestrian
counts, and trafﬁc characteristics, they can be very useful in prioritizing locations for
countermeasures and other improvements.
□ Do you routinely inventory sidewalks and marked crosswalks? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that inventories of sidewalks
and marked crosswalks are routinely completed?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Inventories of trafﬁc characteristics (such as ADT, road widths, and speeds) help
identify likely crash locations. When combined with actual crash data and pedestrian
counts, they can be very useful in prioritizing locations for countermeasures and other
improvements.
□ Do you routinely inventory roadway ADT, widths and speeds? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that ADT, width and speed
information is routinely collected and coded?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
IV. Analyzing Information and Prioritizing Concerns
Categorizing pedestrian crash data should be done to determine whether they are
occurring at a) spot locations, b) along corridors, c) in a neighborhood area, or d)
throughout an entire jurisdiction (poor standard practice such as failing to install
pedestrian indicators at signals). Once categorized, this information can be used to
focus resources and prioritize projects.
□ Do you routinely categorize pedestrian crash data? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that crash data is routinely
categorized?
________________________________________________________________
Conducting ﬁeld reviews and safety audits can be used to identify how each pedestrian
crash occurred, and what may be done to prevent future similar crashes. The out
come is a list of improvements that can be implemented to address those crashes and
enhance safety.
□ Do you routinely conduct ﬁeld reviews and safety audits? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that ﬁeld reviews and safety
audits are routinely completed?________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Crash typing describes the pre-crash actions of the parties involved. When crashes
are “crash typed,” a pattern often emerges that helps identify what the problem is and
what countermeasures are generally related to each crash type. Crash typing is particu
larly useful in developing education and enforcement strategies.
□ Do you routinely “crash type” your pedestrian crash data? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that crash typing is routinely
completed?_______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Prioritizing pedestrian safety improvements is the ﬁnal step once all appropriate data
has been collected. Priorities should be established based on a variety of factors
including safety consequences, cost, travel demand, availability of right-of-way, federal
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and/or state mandates and public support. Solutions can be phased and divided into
temporary or permanent improvements.
□ Do you routinely prioritize (rank) pedestrian safety improvements? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that safety improvements are
routinely prioritized?________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
V. Providing Funding
Routine accommodation for pedestrians in all projects, programs and maintenance
activities is the most cost-effective funding strategy for reducing pedestrian crashes
and encouraging more walking. The majority of pedestrian infrastructure is built in
conjunction with other projects. It allows for signiﬁcant improvements over time,
even if there is no special funding available for pedestrian safety improvements.
□ Do you routinely include pedestrian safety improvements in all projects, programs,
and maintenance activities? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that pedestrian safety
improvements are included?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Dedicated funds and set-asides for pedestrian projects allow for immediate action in
addressing high crash locations, corridors, and other targeted areas. They can be fed
eral, state or local funds and are often a percentage of another fund.
□ Do you routinely set aside funds that are dedicated to pedestrian safety? Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that funds are routinely set
aside?___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
VI. Creating the Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
A Pedestrian Safety Action Plan focuses resources on making the changes that reduce
the greatest number of pedestrian crashes. To be effective, it must provide a frame
work for involving stakeholders, collecting and analyzing data, selecting countermea
sures, developing implementation strategies and providing funding.
□ Do you have a Pedestrian Safety Action Plan that includes all these elements?
Yes / No
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□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that a comprehensive plan is
created? _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Evaluation of results ensures that implemented solutions are effective in reducing
crashes and improving the safety and accessibility of pedestrian facilities; it also helps
ensure future funding opportunities if the plan is perceived as a success. Success
should be measured against the objectives set forth in the Pedestrian Safety Action
Plan—typically to reduce pedestrian crashes by a certain percentage.
□ Do you routinely evaluate results of your efforts to reduce pedestrian crashes?
Yes / No
□ If yes, please describe: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
□ If not, what change(s) need to be instituted to ensure that regular evaluation
occurs?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

